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Abstract

In a variety of computational domains, the number of samples available for learning remains relatively small as compared to increasing data dimensions. This is common in computational biology and vision, posing even greater challenges when combined with complex interactions among variables. Consequently, the bias-variance
trade-off requires one to invest model parameters with the utmost care for robust
learning. In the small sample context, we argue for incorporating the available prior
knowledge, and introducing carefully chosen biases to reduce variance. Motivated
by this philosophy and particular problems from biology and vision, we propose two
new generative approaches within a graphical model formalism: (a) A comprehensive
statistical model for analyzing cell signaling networks, and (b) A restricted family of
latent variable forest models for discovery of complex dependencies.
The first method is particular to protein signaling networks, which play a central
role in transcriptional regulation and the etiology of many diseases. With known
molecular connections, our model is anchored to a pre-defined core signaling topology.
It has a limited complexity due to parameter sharing and uses expression data of
ii
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target genes as the only observable components. Specifically, we account for cell
heterogeneity and a multi-level process, representing signaling as a Bayesian network
at the cell level, modeling measurements as ensemble averages at the tissue level and
incorporating patient-to-patient differences at the population level. We applied our
method to the RAS-RAF network using a breast cancer study. We demonstrated
robust statistical inference, established reproducibility through simulations and the
ability to recover receptor status from available microarray data.
Our second method addresses the deeper endeavor of model selection. We propose
a restricted family of forest structured distributions which are Markov with observed
leaf variables regulated hierarchically by non-terminal latent variables. With a nested
design, our model family allows a well-principled stepwise discovery of dependencies
via sequential aggregations of pending substructures. Using particular parametric
choices, we prove identifiability of our models and exact inference via dynamic programming. We apply our generative approach to synthesis and classification of handwritten digits, and to phenotype prediction from microarray data, with performances
comparable to the state-of-the-art discriminative methods.

Primary Reader: Dr. Donald Geman
Secondary Reader: Dr. Laurent Younes
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Preface

Statistical learning is the algorithmic study of inferring knowledge about a phenomenon from a limited number of quantified observations. The term “learning”
refers to the goal that the knowledge acquired should generalize and improve with experience, that is, as more examples are seen and can be analyzed. One of the earliest
published papers in this field dates back to 1936, when Fisher laid out a quadratic
function to optimally decide the membership of a sample, when there are records
from two normally distributed alternative populations. Ever since, research in statistical learning has matured to become one of the drivers in many areas of modern
science. Not surprisingly, this exciting progress owes its origin to the revolutionary
arrival of computers, which launched the reign of information and made possible the
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development of many novel algorithms. Now, thanks to seamless technological breakthroughs, vast amounts of data are being accumulated, posing brand new statistical
challenges that constantly grow in size and complexity.
The science of learning plays a key role in domains ranging from engineering to
social sciences, finance and biology. Related research in those fields has even paved
the way for new disciplines concentrated on heavily studied particular problems. For
example, teaching the machines how to semantically interpret images has given rise to
computer vision, whereas the challenge of understanding cellular networks and their
functions from measured molecular counts have led to computational biology.
Regardless of the subject matter, the general learning problem usually takes the
following mathematical form: Given N independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
realizations L = {(x(1) , y (1) ), ..., (x(N ) , y (N ) )} from the joint probability distribution of
a D-dimensional random input vector X ∈ X , and a corresponding random output
variable Y ∈ Y, what is the underlying function g : X 7→ Y that maps X to Y ?
Here, the entries of X are called features, which are quantifiable measures of a
phenomenon, whereas Y is the outcome or label of that phenomenon. The soughtafter mapping g is estimated by some predictor f based on patterns inferred from the
learning set L. The central challenge here is to design an f as accurate as possible
for new examples outside L. This general performance is reflected by the so called
generalization error, which quantifies the expected discrepancy between predictor’s
response and the true output.
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Face detection in still images is a typical computer vision example of such a learning problem. In this particular task, X is a list of image features, such as raster
scanned pixel gray levels or localized indicators of image discontinuities, while Y is a
binary label that takes on the value “1” on images actual faces, and “0” on non-face
images. Accordingly, the learning set L is a collection of images or image patches
of both faces and background, where true labels “face” or “not face” are already
assigned manually.
In the general formulation above, the learning set L includes recordings of the
output variable Y , which guide the construction of f . Thus, the corresponding procedure is categorized as supervised learning. In particular, if Y takes on finitely many
values, then the task is called classification. Face detection is an example for this,
where each image is classified as one of the two outcomes, i.e. face or background. For
real valued Y , the problem is referred as regression, in which case one accordingly fits
a continuous function to the observations, for instance, to forecast the future behavior
of some time series data.
Sometimes, the problem is posed without an explicit output variable Y , or the
realizations for Y are absent in the data L. In that case, the goal is to describe the
associations and patterns among recorded features. Learning in such situations is
therefore done in an unsupervised manner. Related tasks include density estimation,
and finding statistically relevant groups of similar data points, namely clustering.
In all of the cases discussed above, the learning strategy mostly involves some in-
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tuitive assumptions that are required to translate the overall problem to some form of
tractable optimization. For example, in the case of classification, one may hypothesize
normal densities for the features X, given the label Y , such that their joint distribution p(x, y) is represented by a mixture of Gaussian densities. Assuming each class is
equally likely, class conditional means and covariances deduced empirically from data
L will suffice to formulate a maximum likelihood classifier f (x) = arg maxy p(x|y)
that assigns a feature vector x to the class, under which it achieves the largest probability. As in this example, the assumptions induce a series of mathematical rules
and relations, namely a model, and in turn, the problem boils down to estimating the
parameters of that model.
In general, we can distinguish between discriminative and generative models. Discriminative models are mostly suited to classification problems. They are aimed at
producing optimal decision surfaces in the feature space that separate instances of
one particular class from those of other classes as cleanly as possible. Examples for
such models include linear discriminant analysis, support vector machines and neural
networks. On the other hand, generative models are targeted at estimating data generating probability distributions. Learning is usually harder with such models, but
their utility is broader. They can be used for understanding the underlying generative processes, validating hypotheses on variable interactions, inferring latent causes
that lead to observations and classifying instances based on their class-conditional
likelihoods. In this thesis, our focus will be on generative models.
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Model complexity is a crucial concept in learning, and it is quantified by the
number of parameters to be estimated. In fact, one can always do better at explaining
data that are already seen during training simply by replacing a simple model by a
more general and complex one. This is also true for the above example: switching
from normal densities to mixtures of normals would result in a better classification
of training instances. But, what matters is the general behavior on unseen samples,
where the same trend does not necessarily apply. This fundamental question of which
model to choose for learning, or how to devise the search for an appropriate model,
brings us to the well known issues of model selection, bias and variance.
To be concrete, let us briefly explain these concepts again within the supervised
learning paradigm, where we imagine several different, but equally representative
learning sets at our disposal, say L1 , L2 etc. Let M denote a model fixed a priori
for our learning strategy, and let fk : X 7→ Y be the predictor based on M that is
estimated from the k th learning set Lk . Then, in simple terms, M is said to be biased
for a particular input x, if f1 (x), f2 (x) etc. are always incorrect in their predictions of
the true output for x, even when training sample sizes |L1 |, |L2 | etc. tend to infinity.
On the other hand, M is said to have high variance for an input x, if f1 (x), f2 (x)
etc. deviate significantly from each other.
In this setting, the viability of M is reflected by its generalization error, which can
be shown to decompose as a sum of bias and variance terms (similar decompositions
into bias and variance also hold in contexts other than the supervised problem).
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Figure 1.1: Bias-variance tradeoff in relation to model complexity

Clearly, the ideal situation is when these two components are both small. But, in
general, there is a tradeoff between bias and variance, which can be controlled by
model complexity (see Figure 1.1). The intuition behind this is as follows: A simple
model is “rigid”, thus it exhibits low variance, but tends to have a high bias. On the
other hand, a complex model is “flexible”, better accommodating the real situation,
hence having a small bias, but in turn a high variance, since it adapts itself excessively
and therefore differently to each possible data set.
The bias-variance tradeoff should be wisely handled and incorporated into one’s
learning strategy. It becomes especially crucial in certain circumstances. In particular, difficulties commonly arise due to
• Small N : Scarcity of samples available for training
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• Large D: High dimensional feature space X
• Complex interactions among input variables in X
which are indeed prevalent in most of the statistical problems around.
In computational biology, the “small N , large D” dilemma can reach an extreme.
Difficulties in that regard are well-documented in the domain [1–4]. A typical example is the analysis of DNA microarrays, which is a revolutionary technology used to
quantify activation levels of genes. DNA microarrays can provide simultaneous measurements for thousands of different molecule species, but the number of observed
feature vectors per experiment is minuscule, mostly less than one hundred. Similarly,
in computer vision, interesting problems, such as semantic scene interpretation require descriptions of high order spatial patterns among a very large number of image
features. In some cases, such as representations using large collections of multi scale
cues [5, 6], input dimensionality can easily go up to thousands even for images of
ordinary resolution, yet compared to the length of these descriptors, training sample
sizes remain relatively small.
Moreover, in these examples, variables tend to have complex interactions with
each other. In biology, these are due to the sophisticated regulation in the living
organism, thus, for a biologist, their discovery and interpretation is itself a core issue.
Similarly, in vision, the complexity of interactions go beyond variations of illumination or geometric transformations, essentially determining object categories and their
configurations in the scene.
7
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Clearly, having only a small number of training samples for high-dimensional
features make learning severely prone to high variance. When the “small N , large
D” situation is further exacerbated by complex variable interactions, exact learning
becomes impossible in practice [7]. Consequently, one is forced to impose strong
assumptions to address the bias-variance problem.
In this thesis we are motivated by those challenges in the particular realms of
biology and vision. To gain control over the variance component of learning, we
broadly argue for
• Incorporating prior domain knowledge
• Introducing carefully chosen structural biases
In computational biology, making use of prior knowledge can be especially helpful.
For example, when analyzing biological networks of molecules in the cell, one can
identify known interactions between certain components a priori. This valuable information can be readily incorporated into the representation of dependencies between
corresponding variables. Similarly, in vision, one can utilize prior knowledge about
special structures of the image world, such as spatial relations of localized features
and invariance to photometric and geometric transformations that preserve semantic
categories.
Nonetheless, the amount of prior knowledge is rarely sufficient to circumscribe the
difficulties. Consequently, the huge computational scale of model search and suscep-
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tibility to high variance makes further attempts necessary to confine and organize
possible explanations. Usually, this is done by penalizing model complexity, i.e., favoring simpler explanations, but learning then tends to be biased towards the absence
of interactions, namely towards independence, blocking the discovery of high-order
relationships among the variables of interest. We argue that it can be more effective to ease the penalties while adopting proper biases and severely restricting the
search to a relatively small class of models, in which case learning complex dependencies becomes feasible due to variance reduction. Next we discuss in detail particular
challenges from biology and vision, which motivate this general philosophy.
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1.2

Motivations from Biology

Biological data are now being accumulated in huge amounts thanks to recent
technological breakthroughs. Consequently, their analysis has become one of the
most challenging and interesting statistical problems today [8]. A good portion of
current computational effort is being invested to shed light on fundamental questions
like how cells communicate with their internal and external environments, and how
they process incoming signals and make decisions based on them. At the heart of
these questions lies the intricate machinery called gene regulation, which is the ability
of a cell to modulate its genomic activity and produce protein when needed.
Proteins are essential building blocks of any living organism and their chemical
“blueprint” is contained in particular segments of the DNA, namely the genes. The
production of proteins is carried out by reading this blueprint, which basically involves
the following two important steps (see Figure 1.2):
• Transcription: Synthesis of intermediate molecules, called the messenger RNA
(mRNA) from the DNA of protein encoding gene.
• Translation: Synthesis of proteins at specific production sites based on the
sequence information delivered by the mRNA
Proteins participate in virtually every cellular process such as catalyzing enzymatic
reactions, determining cellular states, mediating signaling between and within the
cells, and many more. Thus, their synthesis is tightly coordinated, most extensively
10
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Figure 1.2: Protein Synthesis

at the transcription stage, through regulation of the responsible gene. This makes
the amount of the transcribed mRNA an important source of informaion, which not
only indicates the gene’s activity, namely its expression, but also provides a valuable
means to understand structural and statistical properties of cellular processes.
DNA microarrays are revolutionary tools that can achieve just this. Basically, they
are arrayed series of thousands of printed microscopic spots, called the probes, which
are short DNA sequences specific to known genes. In a typical microarray experiment,
mRNA is first extracted from the analyzed cell sample, and, using an enzyme, it is
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Figure 1.3: An example portion of a DNA microarray. Fluoroscopic intensity at each
spot reflects the relative expression of the corresponding gene.
copied to the more stable complementary DNA (cDNA), which is also labeled with
fluorescent dye. Then, this cDNA, called the target, is hybridized to the microarray
slide, where target sequences bind to their complementary probe sequences. After
hybridization, data are read by measuring the fluorescent intensity at each spot, which
reflects the relative experimented transcript abundance for the corresponding gene,
namely its expression level in the analyzed sample (see Figure 1.3 for an example).
Since an array can contain tens of thousands of probes, it can measure expression
levels of many genes simultaneously [9,10]. However, the number of experiments (e.g.,
patients) per study remains quite small, usually fewer than one hundred [11, 12].
DNA microarrays provide rich input for various statistical questions. Typical
examples are gene clustering (e.g., identifying co-regulated genes) and genotype-to-
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phenotype prediction (e.g., what are the specific expression patterns that determine a
certain cancer type). More ambitious tasks include revealing gene regulatory networks,
that is, elucidating rich and complex interactions among the genes.
Clearly, the huge feature dimensionality combined with very limited sample sizes
makes learning from microarrays a difficult task. Even so, DNA microarrays can
provide a good means to approach interesting problems, like the one discussed below,
which motivates a large part of this thesis.

1.2.1

Inferring Protein Signaling Networks

Cells communicate with their micro-environment to coordinate their basic activities. This ability to perceive and respond to surrounding signals is very crucial for
proper conduct of many cellular processes including development, tissue repair and
immunity. Diseases such as cancer, autoimmunity, and diabetes usually occur when
this communication is impaired. Thus, understanding cell signaling is very important
in the pursuit of effective treatment.
Signaling proteins are the basic units that enable information flow between and
within the cells. They can modify their behavior based on conformational changes
induced by other signaling proteins, and thereupon can cause similar changes in
others, hence forming pathways and networks of signaling interactions (see Figure
1.4 for an illustration).
Protein signaling networks play a central role in transcriptional regulation. They
13
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Figure 1.4: An overview of signaling networks (courtesy of wikipedia.org).

provide an efficient structure for information flow, allowing cells to alter gene expressions after sensing changes in their environment. A simplified explanation of how
signaling regulation works can be given as follows: Consider a pathway from the cell
surface towards the DNA. A signal gets initiated at a cell receptor, which is a special
protein at the cell membrane, capable of receiving outside stimuli. Then, the signal
propagates along causal cascades of protein interactions and eventually affects a final
target protein called the transcription factor. This protein, if activated, binds to the
DNA, and, as its name suggests, initiates mRNA transcription of a particular gene.
As a consequence, the presence and strength of the arriving signal determines the
expression level of this gene.
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Statistical methods have been widely used to understand cell signaling [13–17],
but mostly for extensively studied non-human species, called model organisms, and
with a primary objective of uncovering structures of signaling pathways. Extensions
to mammalian systems have not yielded compelling results, due likely to greatly increased difficulty posed by small sample sizes, the necessity to discover the underlying
pathway topology, and limited protein measurements.
More interesting questions arise when analyzing cell signaling in the context of a
human disease. In particular, being able to infer signaling abnormalities from data is
of great clinical value. If such protein aberrations can be successfully identified, they
can provide potential targets for therapeutic intervention. But again, without incorporating prior information, such as known interactions between signaling proteins,
there is little hope for learning when only gene expressions are observed.

1.3

Motivations from Vision

The limitations and challenges in computer vision are well known and well documented. In particular, the current state of artificial vision systems in interpreting
images, such as recognizing instances of generic object categories in cluttered scenes,
falls well short of human performance. Consider again, for example, the problem of
detecting and localizing faces in static gray level scenes. Despite intense study and
major steps towards real-time processing [6, 18], all methods, whether generative or
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discriminative, incur a considerable number of false positives at high detection rates,
even for frontal views and with high resolution image data. Extending the same example to more detailed descriptions such as recognizing faces and facial expressions,
is yet farther beyond current capabilities, and the situation is qualitatively the same
in other areas of scene analysis, for example indexing medical image databases and
identifying scene context.
Solid algorithmic and theoretical advances have been made in statistical learning
using new tools, such as boosting [19], support vector machines [20], multi layered
neural networks [21], and decision trees [8, 22]. However, achieving state-of-the-art
performance with such advanced learning techniques comes at the expense of massive
training, for instance exploiting huge numbers of examples in order to narrow down
false positives and learn about background clutter.
This argues for a model based global strategy by which one can organize computation, incorporate prior knowledge about invariance (e.g., geometric and photometric
transformations that preserve semantic categories) and can accommodate situations
that are never seen during training. Still, the space of features is typically very high
dimensional and the dependency structure, i.e., the interactions among the semantic
tokens involved in an interpretation, are highly complex. This again leads directly to
the problem of small sample structure discovery.
In that regard, we are primarily motivated by the growing body of work, in which
learning, modeling and search are addressed by hierarchical representations of fea-
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tures. The literature on this theme include research related to hierarchical matching [23, 24], hierarchical modeling [25], feature sharing [26–29], cascades [6, 30], and
coarse-to-fine search [18, 31–33]. Among generative approaches of that spirit, compositional vision systems [27, 34] are designed to account for context and the hierarchical nature of the physical world, but in the expense of intensive manual modeling.
Another inspirational study on hierarchical representations for object recognition involves the concept of “decomposable events” [18], where discriminative features are
designed in an agglomerative and data-driven approach by recursively combining significant subsets of binary events that tend to co-occur in the target object class.
Motivated by the promise of those methods, we intend to extend similar ideas to
generative learning applicable to challenges in artificial vision.
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1.4

Problem Statement

We argued for incorporating prior information and/or proper biases, for difficult
learning scenarios laid out in section 1.1. Towards this end, we concentrate on two
particular challenging questions, for which those ideas will be especially useful:
• Given scarce and noisy data of gene expressions and advanced knowledge about
molecular connections, how can we formulate a robust way to infer signaling
activities of unobserved proteins? In particular, how can we reliably detect
protein aberrations and reverse engineer phenotypic attributes of signaling from
microarrays?
• More generally, when data are scarce and high-dimensional with little prior
knowledge, what is a feasible generative approach to uncover and represent
existing interactions among variables? In particular, how should one design a
good set of candidate explanations that are (a) versatile enough to accommodate
such complex interactions; and (b) confined enough to manage the susceptibility
to high variance while also enabling a tractable search strategy?
These problems are closely related in spirit, but can be treated as two stand-alone
projects given their scope of applications. One is particular to cell signaling analysis,
whereas the other poses the deeper question of model discovery from a more general
orientation. Accordingly, we will develop them in separate segments of this thesis.
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Before going into our proposed methodology, we first need to lay out the general mathematical framework to operate with. Note that the questions stated above,
as well as the related ones motivating this thesis, have common technical aspects.
For example, when available, prior information is in the form of known associations
among components, such as interacting proteins. Secondly, existing complex dependencies are, or can be reasonably assumed to be, hierarchical and decomposable into
interactions within smaller subsets of components. A third common property is the
involvement of latent elements. These are either actual but unobservable components
of the underlying generative process, or their hypothesis is convenient for efficient representation. A rigorous framework to properly handle each of these points is provided
by graphical models, which we briefly review next.
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1.5

Graphical Models

Graphical models are probabilistic models that can compactly encode multivariate
distributions via an annotated graph of variables. In a graphical model, each node
stands for an individual random variable, and the (lack of) edges encode conditional
independence assumptions. That is, whenever an edge is absent between any two
variables, then these are rendered conditionally independent given the rest of the
variables. This Markov property enables a very effective representation of complex
dependencies via conjunctions and hierarchies of local interactions.
To better elaborate on this, consider the following classical example due to [35]
(see Figure 1.5). Here nodes “Cloudy” (C), “Rain” (R), “Sprinkler” (S) and “Wet
Grass” (W ) represent binary random variables, each being either true or false. As
the graph depicts, the event “Grass is wet” (W =true), can have two possible causes:
either the sprinkler is on (S=true), or it is raining (R=true). Similarly, the usage of
sprinkler as well as the rain are both affected by the weather being cloudy or not.
Then, by the chain rule of probability the joint probability of all the events is given
by
P (C, R, S, W ) = P (C) × P (R|C) × P (S|R, C) × P (W |C, R, S).
Using conditional independence relationships we can rewrite this more compactly.
For instance the event “Grass is wet” is conditionally independent of the weather
being cloudy, given that it rains, or that the sprinkler is on. Thus, we can reduce
20
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Cloudy

Rain

Sprinkler

Wet Grass

Figure 1.5: A simple graphical model on 4 nodes.
P (W |C, R, S) = P (W |R, S) and similarly P (S|R, C) = P (S|C), to obtain a simpler
representation
P (C, R, S, W ) = P (C) × P (R|C) × P (S|C) × P (W |R, S).
Although savings in complexity are small in this particular example, they can be
drastic in general: Over D variables, the full joint would require O(2D ) parameters,
whereas using a sparsely connected graph with at most K < D connections, (i.e.,
direct dependencies) per node, the corresponding graphical model would only need
O(D2K ) parameters for its factored representation.
Thanks to this interpretable interface, graphical models can readily incorporate
structural biases as well as prior knowledge about variable interactions; they can
accommodate hierarchies and latent components, and with their well understood algorithmic foundations they can be efficiently learned. These appealing properties
have made them common statistical tools in a variety of fields ranging from physics,
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biology to speech and image analysis. Many of the established statistical learning
methods fall within the graphical model formalism. Examples include mixture models, factor analysis, hidden Markov models and Kalman filters.
Depending on the properties of the graphs employed, there are two common
types of graphical models: those with undirected edges, called Markov random fields
(MRFs) or Markov networks, and those with directed edges, namely Bayesian networks (BNs) or belief networks. In this thesis, we will be mainly interested in networks
of hierarchical nature, which involve “causal” relationships and therefore can be represented with directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Consequently, our focus will be on the
use of directed graphical models, namely Bayesian networks, in particular those with
hidden variables. We give below a brief review on how learning is generally achieved
with Bayesian networks. A detailed tutorial can be found in [36, 37].

1.5.1

Learning with Graphical Models

In the context of graphical models, learning may refer to estimating the underlying graph, namely the dependency structure, or the parameters of local conditional
distributions; and occasionally both. Another important distinction can be made
based on whether or not all the represented variables are observed. The latter case
may be due to limitations in the data acquisition process leading to incomplete data,
as well as due to the invention latent variables for modeling purposes. Based on observability and the knowledge about the graph structure, there can be four distinct
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Table 1.1: Typical learning algorithms for different graphical model settings
Full Observability

Partial Observability

Known Structure

Closed Form

EM

Unknown Structure

Local Search

EM + Local Search

learning scenarios as listed in Table 1.1.
In the case of known topology (first row), one only has to estimate the parameters.
This is called model identification and corresponds to finding parameter values that
maximize the log-likelihood of data. Since the likelihood decomposes into conditional
distributions of individual nodes given their parents, model identification is mostly
straightforward in Bayesian networks. With full observability, it is done in closed
form. If there are missing data, or the model involves latent variables, parameter
estimation is achieved iteratively by expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [38]
or its stochastic variants [39].
In the case of unknown topology (second row), one has to learn the underlying
connectivity simultaneously with associated parameters. Usually, competing models
are scored according to some metric and the one with best score is eventually chosen,
or a posterior distribution over the models/parameters is returned. By introducing
priors for possible structures and/or parameters, the score is usually evaluated as the
posterior probability of the underlying graph given the recorded observations. Setting
the priors appropriately, complex models are penalized more to control variance and
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thereby to avoid over-fitting the data.
If all variables are observable, the Markov assumption allows the model score
to decompose into a product of local terms, such that the search through the large
space of possible architectures can be efficiently done locally, i.e., by adding and
removing edges one by one. On the other hand, if there are latent variables, the
marginal likelihood of observations becomes an integral over the hidden part, thus
it no longer decomposes into local terms. In this hardest case, the model score can
be theoretically approximated [36, 40] by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [41],
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [42] or similar other metrics defined for different
situations. These quantities usually involve maximum likelihood parameter estimates
given the current structure, such that one has to run EM at every step of the search,
which may be computationally expensive. A faster alternative is to embed the search
for optimal topology into the M-step of EM, resulting in the so called structural EM
algorithm [43].
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1.6

Proposed Methodology

Using the general ideas of incorporating prior information and/or proper biases,
and the rigorous formalism provided by probabilistic graphical models, we now propose two new and robust generative approaches for the challenging problems stated
in Section 1.4:
(a) A comprehensive statistical model for analyzing cell signaling networks from
microarray expression data
(b) A restricted class of nested forest models designed to learn and represent complex dependency structures
Our first method is particular to cell signaling networks, while the second one addresses the more general endeavor of model discovery, with broader potential for
applications ranging from classification to density estimation and clustering. Both
methods are proposed and designed for robust learning from small samples, and both
involve directed graphical representations with only terminal nodes as observable
variables. The assumption of latent structures is due to unmeasurable actual components, namely protein activities, in the case of (a), whereas in (b) it provides the
means to effectively represent high-order dependencies. Accordingly, our methodology and findings can be detailed in the following two segments.
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1.6.1

A Comprehensive Statistical Model for Cell
Signaling

In Chapter 2, we present our comprehensive statistical model for cell signaling,
with an emphasis on inferring unobserved activities of signaling proteins from only microarray data of their pathway targets. We argue for fixing a core signaling diagram
a priori, based on known protein interactions and documented pathway structures
in the biology literature. This serves as the underlying directed graph of our latent
variable model, which involves hidden protein activities as internal nodes and gene expressions at the terminal nodes, i.e., target leaves. Thus, from a learning standpoint,
the method here falls within the “known structure, partial observability” category of
Table 1.1, where, for inference, we use a stochastic variant of EM, namely stochastic
approximation EM (SAEM) algorithm [39].
Our model has several appealing properties and novelties. It has a limited complexity due to parameter sharing among similar types of signaling interactions. This
provides robustness against network size and applicability to different studies. We
also account for the realistic concept of cell heterogeneity and take a multi-level approach, where we incorporate cell-to-cell differences within the experimented tissue
and study the problem comprehensively in multiple stages of the process leading to
observations. In particular, we consider a Bayesian network model at the cell level,
which we base on the core signaling graph. Then, at the tissue level, we represent
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Sample tissue: Large ensemble of cells

Cell receptor
Signaling Protein
Transcription Factor
Chemical Interaction
DNA
mRNA transcripts

Hybridization
Scanning
Background Correction
Normalization

Total RNA extracted from tissue
Gene expression profile
Figure 1.6: An overview of data generation at multiple stages from signaling process
to microarray measurements, which motivates our multi-level model.
measurements as functions of ensemble averages over experimented cells. Finally,
at the population level, we account for patient-to-patient differences by also treating
phenotypic attributes as random variables. A broad overview of both the signaling
and measurement processes, which motivates our approach, is given in Figure 1.6.
With the goal of identifying individual protein abnormalities as potential therapeutical targets, we apply this comprehensive model to the RAS-RAF signaling
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network using a breast cancer study with 118 cancer patients. We can achieve robust
statistical inference given the large proportion of missing data, small sample sizes
and known limitations of the microarray measurement process. Our findings demonstrate reproducibility even with small samples, robustness against varying amounts
of measurement noise, invariance to realistic modifications of the network topology,
and most importantly, the ability to accurately recover hidden receptor statuses.

1.6.2

A Nested Family of Latent Variable Forest
Models

In Chapter 3, we analyze the deeper question of model discovery from undersampled, high dimensional data, and in the presence of complex variable interactions.
For such challenges, we construct a nested class of hierarchical latent variable forest
models, for which we can lay out an efficient learning algorithm both for parameters and dependency structures. Our models have various potential applications,
including density estimation, maximum likelihood based classification, clustering and
dimensionality reduction.
Latent variables are a major ingredient of our design, which, in this case, are
invented to encode dependencies. In particular, they are arranged hierarchically in
binary, balanced and Markovian tree structures to represent joint multivariate distributions of observable variables at the terminal nodes (see Figure 1.7 for an example
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Figure 1.7: An example dependency structure from our proposed model class. White
nodes (leaves) are observable variables, whereas black ones are latent.
graphical structure employed in our models). In that regard, the overall process of
learning corresponds here to the hardest case, namely “unknown structure, partial
observability” of table 1.1.
The model class we introduce is severely restricted with tailored structural biases,
such as tree topologies that are binary and decomposable into smaller trees of comparable size. This nested design allows a well principled and greedy model selection
strategy, which is based on sequential aggregations of pairs of pending substructures.
This corresponds to a stepwise pursuit of significant dependencies, starting from detected pairwise correlations between observed variables, and leading to more complex
interactions among larger and larger subsets of features. In this way, we can manage a feasible learning strategy with low variance in the small sample context, while
retaining the ability to recover rich dependencies that may exist.
In particular, our learning algorithm has two components: Maximum likelihood
parameter estimation, namely model identification under a fixed structure, which can
be done with EM in an efficient and recursive formulation; and structure learning,
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namely model selection realized as local search moves exploring candidate fusions of
current substructures. More precisely, each such fusion replaces two independent laws
by a joint distribution implemented for the combined set of terminal variables. This
new joint distribution and thereby the corresponding merge of structures is justified
and selected based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which is the net gain
in data likelihood but penalized with the additional complexity and the log of sample
size. Consequently, through sequential discovery of the most significant interactions,
which progressively get more and more complex, our algorithm achieves a nested
refinement within the proposed family of forest structured latent variable models,
where a bounded parametric growth is maintained.
We present the proposed model class and the corresponding estimations with
two particular parametric choices: binary variables with local conditionals given as
Bernoulli distributions, and real-valued variables with linear Gaussian interactions.
In both scenarios, we give detailed proofs for parametric identifiability, which is an
important property for inference to be possible, requiring that different parameter
values must generate different probability distributions over the observable variables.
Exploiting the tree topologies, we provide, under both parametric cases, explicit
formulations for exact inference by a dynamic programming approach based on the
Belief propagation algorithm, and lay out the details of EM parameter estimation.
We entertain various applications of our model family as described in Chapter 4.
Our experiments include density estimation and classification of handwritten digits,
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as well as predicting phenotypes from microarray data (e.g., “cancer” vs. “healthy”
or different subtypes of cancer). Using our generative approach, we can achieve
performances comparable to, and in some cases even better than the state-of-the-art
discriminative methods.
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1.7

Related Work and Our Contributions

Since the literature overlap is limited, We find it more convenient to discuss the
previous work leading to this thesis in two segments, again corresponding to our two
proposals, one for the analysis of cell signaling networks, and the other on latent
variable model discovery.

1.7.1

Modeling Signaling Networks

Cell signaling networks have a central role in transcriptional regulation, thus,
their analysis is key to understanding many diseases and the development of possible
targeted therapeutics. Despite the recent arrival of technologies providing expression
data, protein signaling has already been studied in wide variety of ways. Attempts
that address this problem from a statistical standpoint are rather new. Among those,
Bayesian networks have gained considerable interest, due to their well understood
algorithmic foundations, their ability to handle measurement noise, to describe the
process from locally interacting components, and more importantly a characterization
that complies with the notion of causal influence [36, 44].
Friedman et al. introduced the first principled work on applying Bayesian networks (BNs) to gene expression data [13]. They applied their method to cell cycle
expression patterns from S. cerevisiae and were able to draw biologically relevant conclusions. This established probabilistic graphical models as a promising tool for in-
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ferring biological networks. Subsequently, extensions of this framework were studied,
with broader applications to identifying co-expressed genes, clustering genes of similar
function and elucidating gene regulatory networks from expression data [45–48]. In
those studies, the common goal is the discovery of existing causal relations between
actual physical components, namely the connectivity among a small number of genes,
as well as those between proteins and genes. Statistical validation is done within the
standard Bayesian network formalism by giving confidence levels on the discovered
connectivity or evaluating the biological significance of the hypothesized structure
with Bayesian scoring metrics.
Similar probabilistic approaches have attempted to gain further insight about the
causality of signaling and regulatory pathways by analyzing perturbations of genomic
activity [49, 50]. Alternatively, Bayesian methods have been applied to estimate gene
regulatory networks from microarray data [14], and from microarray data coupled
with biological information such as protein-protein interactions [51].
In more recent studies, signaling networks on small numbers of proteins have
also been reconstructed from limited measurements of protein state and abundance,
such as from flow cytometry [17], or from prior data on beliefs of connectivity [52].
Concurrently, the utility of Bayesian networks are further extended beyond traditional
physical connections, for example, by the inclusion of the effects of clinical variables
on outcome, while still relying on molecular data [53]; or by viewing the underlying
mechanism from a phenomenological perspective, where direct molecular causative
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agents are abstracted away, but predictive relationships between measured variables
are retained [15, 16].
Other approaches to creating robust models have also been attempted. Ordinary differential equation (ODE) models, such as modeling of ERBB signaling response [54], can capture great complexity, but they rely on large numbers of poorly
determined parameters. This can limit their verifiability, since large ranges of parameter values on many components must be explored. For inference on larger cell
signaling networks, a number of alternative methods have been attempted. Matrix
factorization has been used to determine activity on components of networks or in
biological processes from microarray data, such as through Network Component Analysis [55] and other methods reviewed in [56].
In this previous body of work, the statistical network modeling approach, in particular, graphical Markov models, such as Bayesian networks, has prevailed due to the
promise for analyzing large-scale systems and for identifying specific nodes as optimal therapeutic targets. Yet, in most of these studies, the applications are limited to
model organisms with small sized networks and with a primary objective of uncovering connectivity rather than inferring protein aberrations. Extensions to mammalian
systems have not yielded compelling results due to small sample sizes, the necessity
to discover the underlying pathway topology in the absence of prior knowledge, and
limited protein measurements in vivo.
In contrast to those studies, our model is intended for the analysis of cell signaling
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at larger scales and with an emphasis on estimating activities of unobserved signaling
proteins from transcriptional changes that can be measured routinely and globally.
Our methodology differs from the majority of the previous work in that we incorporate
prior knowledge about biological wiring diagrams and anchor our Bayesian network
model to a fixed topology, while sharply reducing model complexity by parametersharing.
Our other significant contribution is that we introduce an ensemble of cell models
that captures biological heterogeneity. In particular, we consider the experimented
tissue as a large assembly of individual cells, each comprising a Bayesian network.
Recent evidence on TRAIL1 induced cell death supports this assumption suggesting
that variability in protein concentrations between even clonal cells can lead to phenotypic variation that homogeneous models cannot address [57]. Finally, our approach
is more comprehensive than previous attempts, involving a realistic multi-level approach with different statistical constructions at the cell, tissue, measurement and
population levels.

1.7.2

Latent Variable Models

The use of latent variables in explaining complex phenomena is well recognized
in a variety of applications. In particular, latent tree models, i.e., graphical models
on Markovian tree structures with observable variables at the leaves, have gained
TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand: a protein functioning as a ligand that induces the process of cell death called apoptosis
1
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considerable attention due to their tractability. Thus, the relevant literature is vast,
and we give here the main directions of research in this area.
A simple version of latent tree models was first introduced by Lazarsfeld and Henry
for discrete data [58], where observable variables were represented as conditionally
independent given a single latent variable on K possible discrete states. Denoted
latent class (LC) models, these have the same graphical structure as the naive Bayes
classifier, except that the root, which is latent in the former is actually the observed
class variable in the latter.
The potential of such latent tree models as useful Bayesian networks was first
pointed out by Pearl. In Section 8.3, of his book [59], he studied the recovery of
latent tree structures on binary and Gaussian variables from their pairwise statistics.
The idea relies on the fact that the correct tree configuration on four observable and
two latent variables can be uniquely decided from relationships among pairwise correlations of the observable ones. But this argument requires precise knowledge of the
correlations and that the underlying true distribution should be tree decomposable.
More practical hierarchical extensions of these ideas have later been introduced.
Connolly proposed the first algorithm for learning hierarchical latent trees [60], which
inspired the field but lacked a firm statistical framework. The algorithm constructs
a latent tree model using mutual information based similarities between groups of
variables, while latent components are learned with a conceptual clustering algorithm
[61] rather than EM.
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Recently, Zhang explored LC models in a more principled way, and under the
terminology hierarchical latent class (HLC) models [62]. In this approach, cardinalities of internal latent variables are simultaneously estimated while the search through
possible structures is executed in a greedy fashion. Model discovery is laid out as a
series of local moves (e.g., introducing one hidden node or replacing an edge), which
is accelerated with heuristic approximations in a subsequent paper [63]. A more recent extension of this work is applied to approximate inference on Bayesian networks
(BN), where the strategy is to learn a latent tree model from samples generated
from a ground truth Bayesian network [64]. Though computationally expensive in
its learning phase, HLC models provided advantages in statistical inference thanks to
their tree structures as compared to more general DAG representations.
In order to reduce running times, alternative methods have been proposed, which
narrow down the combinatorial scale of model selection by confining the class of
candidate structures. For example, in a recent work on HLC models [65], the authors
restrict the search to binary tree structures2 , and employ the recursive layerwise
learning approach previously applied to deep belief networks [66]. With notions from
agglomerative clustering, their method performs sequential fusions of variables (latent
or observed) using mutual information as the metric for node similarity. But with
binary valued variables represented on binary trees, which is mostly the case in their
applications, the method does not guarantee parametric identifiability, which makes
In that regard, the authors’ particular construction and EM based learning algorithm looks very
similar to ours, but our method has been developed independently and in a more principled way,
with substantially different applications in mind.
2
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their similarity measure an unreliable choice when computed between latent variables.
Another recent study [67] points to this issue and the general lack of consistency
of HLC models, and suggests relaxing the convention of placing observable variables
at the leaves. In particular, by allowing some internal nodes to be also visible, the
authors manage to limit the number of hidden nodes and provide consistency, which
again holds when data are generated from their proposed class of models. Stability of
learning is also addressed in the context of EM, especially when the class of explored
models is rich. Attempts to alleviate relevant problems like large computational
cost and getting trapped in local optima, have led to development of algorithms like
structural EM [43] and information bottleneck-EM [68].
Reconstruction of hierarchical latent trees is a common task in probabilistic data
clustering and mixture representations. Although related studies (e.g., [69, 70]) consider leaf nodes as data points rather than individual observed variables, their ties to
generative latent tree models become obvious when the roles of variables and samples are transposed. Exploiting this, Kemp and Tenenbaum [71] proposed a general
setting that compares structures of many different forms including latent trees and
various others, according to their merits in organizing or describing a given data set.
In the case of latent trees, they use Gaussian representations and a divisive, rather
than agglomerative, approach. Similar intersecting work, though occasionally not
probabilistic in nature, is found in phylogenetic studies such as [72, 73], where unknown evolutionary trees of existing species are inferred from their DNA or protein
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sequences (see [74] for a thorough review).
Our proposed family of models have several important differences and advantages
when compared to related previous work. First of all, our approach is primarily
motivated by the central challenges confronted by a variety of current statistical
problems, where samples for learning are limited, feature dimensionalities are high
and interactions among the variables are rich. Thus, our core objective is to introduce
proper biases to make learning robust, which we achieve by severely restricting the
model space of interest to a relatively small nested class. In this way, we gain control
over the complexity and implement a feasible search strategy.
Secondly, unlike most of the methods discussed above, we thoroughly analyze
and establish identifiability of our models and thereby we can lay out our structure
learning algorithm rigorously. In particular, when the latent tree is constructed in
an agglomerative way, which is the usual bottom-up approach, previous methods
mostly perform the grouping of variables based on some form of a statistical distance
or a similarity metric. In some cases, this metric is mutual information, in others
more heuristic choices are used. As the hierarchy grows, these distances between
latent variables are needed in the construction, and the quality of their estimation
heavily relies on the stability of inference, and therefore on the identifiability of model
parameters. But this latter important property has been rarely analyzed and in some
cases it is not satisfied. In contrast, here we prove identifiability for each of the
particular parametric choices we entertain, and guide our model discovery directly by
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the likelihood gains achieved in representing data at the leaves.
Thirdly, in most of the previous studies, the merits of the generative approach
are not assessed in a comprehensive way. Common quality metrics are limited to the
relevance of variables that are grouped together from real data, running times of the
algorithm, and the estimated accuracy of structure recovery from simulations. Usually the first property is judged in a somewhat ad hoc way, whereas, in some cases,
the latter two criteria remain the only means of validation. Moreover, extensions
of these generative models to more challenging applications, for example, detecting
generic objects in cluttered scenes, remain to be explored (except possibly for compositional non-Markovian models [27] that require intensive manual interference). As
a matter of fact, methods that employ latent hierarchies and target vision problems,
are currently mostly discriminative (e.g., [75]). In our case, we accommodate such
applications within our scope of generative learning, and we report experiments in
maximum likelihood classification of handwritten digit images, phenotype prediction
from microarray profiles, as well as density estimation and reconstruction of digit
shapes.
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Chapter 2
A Comprehensive Statistical
Model for Cell Signaling

2.1

Introduction

A central component of the cellular machinery is the set of protein signaling
networks, which permit a cell to sense its chemical micro-environment and respond
by altering metabolism and gene activity. Signaling networks comprise interacting
signaling pathways, with each pathway containing a number of individual signaling
proteins. These are the building blocks of the information flow within and between
the cells. They can modify their chemical behavior based on conformational changes
induced by other signaling proteins, and thereupon can cause similar changes in
others, hence realizing a cascade of chemical interactions namely signal transduction.
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Usually, this occurs in the cytosol of the cell via chains of phosphorylation. In
that case, the components involved are kinases, which are proteins capable of adding a
phosphate group to other proteins. After the interaction, the phosphorylated protein
undergoes a conformational change and switches on its own kinase activity, which
leads to a similar reaction with another target protein. In addition to kinases, there
are also phosphatases that remove phosphate groups and thereby reverse the signal
from a kinase and shut down the activity of their targets. Also, for certain signaling
proteins, activity is generated by cleavage of a parent protein or dimerization, which
is especially common for receptor tyrosine kinases that reside on the cell membrane
and respond to cues outside the cell, such as hormones or growth factors.
In a typical case, the signal eventually targets a transcriptional regulator (i.e., a
transcription factor or co-factor), activating or suppressing its binding to DNA, which
directly leads to modifications in gene expression. Consequently, the transcribed
mRNA, which can be measured by DNA microarrays, bears information about the
data generating mechanism of underlying signaling processes that are currently not
directly observable to the extent and scope we intend to analyze here.
As discussed in Chapter 1, microarray data comprise very small number of samples for learning, as compared to their large input dimensionality. Moreover, they are
an outcome of complex and generally hierarchical molecular relationships; and they
involve measurement noise combined with a certain extent of randomness inherent
to biological interactions. Consequently, graphical Markov models, have become the
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prevalent statistical approach for elucidating signaling networks from gene expression
data. In particular, Bayesian networks have gained considerable interest lately, since
they can comply with the notion of causal influence, accommodate complex hierarchical structures with a reduced complexity invested to represent local interactions.
They can also provide an intuitive interface to incorporate prior domain knowledge,
and a rigorous framework to infer and identify nodes as optimal therapeutical targets.
Not surprisingly, there is already a large body of related previous work on the use of
Bayesian networks for analyzing cell signaling networks (see Chapter 1 for a review).
However, despite their early promise, few major insights have emerged from such
modeling efforts, at least for mammalian data. It is likely many of the shortcomings
are due to the high dimensionality of the data and, in the case of reverse engineering
regulatory networks, from the necessity of learning both the underlying connectivity and estimating the corresponding statistical parameters. As a result, methods
designed to reduce what needs to be learned from data by incorporating prior knowledge have come into use. They are even more indispensable when, like in the present
study, small sample sizes come in combination with a large proportion of unobservable components in the process of interest. In particular, in the work described here,
in order to apply graphical Markov models to learning signaling networks, we utilize existing knowledge about biological wiring diagrams as well as sharply reduce
complexity by parameter-sharing. In addition, we account for cell heterogeneity by
modeling the observed expression data as cell averages.
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Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of the signaling network of interest. Cell receptors (purple rounded squares) and
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proteins (blue circles) followed by transcription factors (green diamonds) are in the middle whereas genes (yellow
octagons) are leaves appear at the bottom as final targets of transcription. Causal interactions are depicted with arcs
directed from parent to child; arrow and round heads stand for activation and inhibition, respectively.
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2.1.1

Pre-defined Wiring Diagram

Unlike standard Bayesian network approaches, which attempt to learn a wiring
diagram in addition to statistical parameter estimates, we begin with a defined core
topology, thus eliminating the combined problem of insufficient sample size and of
hidden components for determining parameters for our statistical models.
A number of the core pathways of protein-protein interactions have been detailed,
especially those affecting disease, for example in cancer studies [76, 77]. Since these
pathways play critical roles across many organisms, there is a substantial knowledge
base [78]. For any given system, the core pathways need to be modified in terms of
specific cell types, which is presently best done through review of the literature [53].
In this way a core signaling network can be created for a system of interest, with the
pathways considered critically linked to transcriptional regulators.
More specifically, studies on mutation in breast cancers have verified driver mutations of key signaling components in multiple pathways that lead to breast cancer
development [79]. Both the RAS-RAF proliferation pathway and the PI3K cell fate
pathways have multiple driver mutations, suggesting these are excellent targets for
studies aimed at developing a method suitable for identifying targets for therapeutic
intervention. With such applications in mind, we constructed a network based on the
core signaling processes in breast cancer. The resulting network is shown in Figure
2.1, with a hierarchical layout, where cell receptors (rounded squares) are on top as
initiators of signaling; signaling proteins (circles) and transcription factors (diamonds)
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are in the middle; and genes (octagons) are at the bottom as final targets.
We then identified a public domain microarray data set from a breast cancer
study that included phenotypic information on receptor status [80]. This data set
was collected using the Affymetrix U133A GeneChip and deposited in ArrayExpress
(TABM158) [81]. We annotated the network in Figure 2.1 for the targets of the
transcription factors from TRANSFAC Professional v11.4 [82] using our annotation
pipeline, associating Affymetrix probes with Unigene clusters for gene identification
[83]. These data will be used to learn the parameters of our Bayesian network and
to validate the learned model by deducing the status of upstream signaling proteins
in the form of probabilities of activation, comparing the estimated activation levels
with ground-truth obtained from the clinical status measurements provided in [81].

2.1.2

Multi-Level Generative Process

Applying Bayesian networks directly to the graph in Figure 2.1 is not straightforward for several reasons. First, this ignores an important component of the data
acquisition process, which is that the measured transcript levels are averaged over
large ensembles of cells. Taking this into account in the model induces notable differences compared to what would correspond to a single cell model. In a proper
tissue-level model, each observation arises from a large group of networks, each representing a cell. Second, the status of the signaling proteins is not observed. The
only observed variables are tissue-level (hence cell-averaged) gene expression levels.
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Tissue sample of a single subject
containing a large ensemble of cells

Bayesian network model
of an individual cell
(identical for all cells and subjects)
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receptor activation
probabilities shared
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RNA extracted
from a single cell

Σ
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Scanning
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from ensemble of cells
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a microarray experiment. A tissue sample obtained from a
test subject is assumed to contain a large ensemble of cells. Signaling in each cell is
modeled by the same Bayesian network that generates gene specific mRNA, independently of other cells given the patient’s phenotypic receptor activation probabilities.
The mRNA accumulated from all cells is processed through hybridization, scanning
etc. to yield the final gene expression readouts, which constitute the only observable
variables. Thus, the overall process motivates our multi-level approach and the assumption that measured gene expression levels are proportional to their single cell
conditional expectations given patient-dependent root activation probabilities.
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Despite the averaging and hidden variables, we are still able to predict the receptor
status given the observed transcript levels.
Our model is organized on two levels, the first one incorporating cell-dependent
variables, and the second one including factors that are common to large cell assemblies (tissues), but are subject-dependent. A detailed overview is presented in Figure
2.2.
At the cell level, we model signaling pathways as Bayesian networks in which the
information is flowing from receptors (which constitute the roots of the networks to
which are added certain cellular conditions, such as hypoxia) to genes. This process is
assumed to be working within each cell, independently of the others. With an additive
noise component, a gene expression measurement is modeled as the logarithm of a
linearly increasing function of total gene-specific RNA abundance summed over a
large population of cells. Final transcript readouts constitute the only observable
components in our model.
The parameters of the Bayesian network at the cell level are assumed to be identical within each subject. This implies that conditioned on the subject, the measurements stem from sums of independent and identically distributed random variables.
Most of these parameters are also assumed to be identical across subjects, with the
exception of the cell receptor activation probabilities. These probabilities are subjectdependent and assumed to be randomly generated. Putting things in a generative
order, we model the process leading to a micro-array measurement as the following
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sequence of operations, performed independently for each subject:
(i) Specify the receptor activation probabilities. These are shared by all cells in
the analyzed tissue.
(ii) For each cell, let the gene expression be obtained from the state of the terminal
nodes in a Bayesian network that models the signaling pathway.
(iii) For each gene, define the total expression to be the sum of the gene expressions
over a large population of cells.
(iv) The final expression measurement is modeled as the logarithm of a linearly
increasing function of this total expression with some additive observation noise.
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2.2

A Comprehensive Model

We analyze the signaling process and its measured outcomes in multiple levels,
incorporating biological heterogeneity in the tissue and subject dependent phenotypic
components. Next we elaborate each of those levels in detail.

2.2.1

Individual Cell Model

Interacting signaling pathways of an individual cell are modeled as a Bayesian
network over a pre-determined directed acyclic graph G = (V, E), where V is the set
of nodes (or vertices) and E is the set of oriented edges. The graph used in this paper
is depicted in Figure 2.1. Some nodes v ∈ V represent a protein which participates
in signal transduction, namely a cell receptor, intermediate signaling protein or transcription factor (TF). Other nodes stand for a cellular condition, such as DNA damage
and Hypoxia, and the terminal nodes (those with no children) represent genes, the
final targets of signal transduction.
A directed edge (u, v) ∈ E, from u towards v (u, v ∈ V ), represents a potential
functional interaction between u and v. Each such edge is labeled with the type
of regulation, either activating (up-regulating) or inhibitory (down-regulating). Let
pa(v) = {u : (u, v) ∈ E} denote the set of v’s parents, i.e. nodes that have an edge
towards v. Accordingly, let Av and Iv denote the disjoint subsets of pa(v) consisting
of the parents that activate and inhibit v, respectively.
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We denote by R ⊂ V the set of roots of the network, i.e., the nodes with no
parents, which can be either cell receptors or certain cellular conditions which initiate
downstream signaling. Also, let G ⊂ V stand for the terminal nodes of G; clearly
G ∩ R = ∅ (since there are no isolated nodes). While v will usually denote a generic
node, we will use whenever possible r to denote a receptor node and g to represent a
gene.
Each node v ∈ V carries a random variable Xv , which quantifies the signaling activity of node v in the network. We will use small case letters (e.g. xv ) for realizations
of random variables, and we will write XB to indicate the set of random variables
{Xv , v ∈ B}. For example, XG is the set of variables associated with genes. These
random variables are interpreted as follows. For each gene g ∈ G, Xg stands for the
expression level of gene g in the cell, i.e., the amount of transcribed mRNA. All other
variables Xv , v ∈ V \ G are binary, and represent the state of signaling at node v,
where Xv = 0 means “off” and Xv = 1 means “on,” interpreted as the presence of
signal at site v, ready to propagate down. The stochastic process XV = {Xv : v ∈ V }
is our representation of signaling activity in a single cell, and we encode the joint
distribution in a Bayesian network. Therefore, the probability that the whole system
is in state xV = {xv , v ∈ V } is
P (XV = xV ) =

Y

pr (xr )

r∈R

Y
v∈V \R

pv (xv |xpa(v) ).

Turning to the parametrization of the model, consider first the root nodes r ∈ R;
since Xr is binary, there is one parameter per node, denoted φr = pr (1) = P (Xr =
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1). For modeling signal transitions, to each v ∈ V , we attribute a function φv :
{0, 1}|pa(v)| → [0, 1] which quantifies the net effect of the collection of signals xpa(v)
from the parents of v. The extreme values, 0 and 1, correspond to pure inhibition
and pure activation, respectively. More precisely,
• If v is neither a root nor a terminal node,
φv (xpa(v) ) = E[Xv |Xpa(v) = xpa(v) ] = P (Xv = 1|Xpa(v) = xpa(v) )
which completely specifies the transition probability at v. They are “hard
wired” in our model.
• If g ∈ G, the only property of the distribution of mRNA abundance Xg that
will be needed is the conditional expectation given the parent TFs. We then
introduce a scaling coefficient ag > 0 and take
E[Xg |Xpa(g) = xpa(g) ] = ag φg (xpa(g) ).

(2.1)

We can interpret this as follows: transcription is either “on” or “off” with
probability φg (xpa(g) ). When it is “on”, the mean is ag and when it is “off” the
abundance is zero.
A possible choice, if v is not a root, is to take
P
φv (xpa(v) ) =

u∈pa(v)

xu 1{u ∈ Av } + (1 − xu )1{u ∈ Iv }
|pa(v)|
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It is easy to see that φv is linearly increasing in the difference between the number
of active up-regulating and down-regulating parents of v, which is clearly an oversimplified model of “transcriptional synergy”, at least in the case of “competing”
parents. More complex forms could be considered which are more faithful to the
chemical interactions, perhaps even accounting for TF binding energies. However, in
our particular network given in Figure 2.1, only a relatively small portion of nodes
have competing parents and our choice like (2.2) has the major advantage of being
parameter-free, allowing us to pre-compute certain quantities which appear repeatedly
during parameter identification. Moreover, as we will discuss later, simulating the
Bayesian network is significantly more efficient under the assumption of linearity in
Equation (2.2).

2.2.2

Tissue Model

At the patient level, the measured abundance of mRNA for each gene on the
microarray originates from a very large ensemble of cells contained in the sample
tissue. Let C denote this ensemble of cells, with size C = |C|, and let xg,c be amount
of transcribed mRNA for gene g ∈ G in cell c ∈ C. The total abundance is denoted
by xg,C =

P

c

xg,c . By the law of large numbers, assuming that the Bayesian networks

for the cells are independent and identically distributed within the subject, we have
xg,C
≈ E[Xg |ag , φR ]
C
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where ag and φR = {φr : r ∈ R} are the model parameters that affect Xg . In addition,
due to the Markov property of the network,


E[Xg |ag , φR ] = E E[Xg |ag , Xpa(g) ] φR = E[ag φg (Xpa(g) )|φR ].
Writing
ξg (φR ) = E[φg (Xpa(g) )|φR ],

(2.3)

for the expected transcription rate of gene g given the root activation probabilities
φR , and dropping the approximation above, the transcript abundance in the tissue is
xg,C = ag Cξg (φR ).

2.2.3

(2.4)

Population Level

It is not realistic to assume that the activation rates of the receptors and cellular
conditions at the roots of the network are the same for every subject. Consequently,
the final component of the model is to consider these rates to be subject-dependent,
in fact random variables at the population level. That is, there is a random variable
(n)

(n)

ΦR = {φr , r ∈ R} for each patient n = 1, ..., N . These variables are assumed
independent and identically distributed across patients, for a given tissue type. Each
component φr , r ∈ R, independently follows a Beta prior
φr ∼ β(ar , br ).
with parameters ar and br .
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2.2.4

Measurement Model

It is well known that the actual measurement process, i.e., the steps leading up
to what is actually recorded for each gene and patient, is complex. Thus, we should
take into account the various stages of a microarray experiment including hybridization, scanning, background correction and normalization. As reported by numerous
authors [84], [85], [86], we assume a linear relationship between scanned intensities
of expression and actual RNA abundances. In particular, after undergoing all these
(n)

steps, we consider the final log-expression reading yg , obtained for gene g ∈ G and
subject n = 1, ..., N , to be the logarithm of a linearly increasing function of the
(n)

corresponding tissue mRNA abundance xg,C , say
(n)

yg(n) = log(bg(n) + cg(n) xg,C ).
(n)

The gain parameter cg

(2.5)

represents the net factor, that comes between patient n’s

actual molecule count for gene g and its processed probe intensity, before being transformed to log-scale. It involves the multiplicative measurement noise and accounts for
experimental effects like hybridization efficiency, scanner gain and normalization. On
(n)

the other hand, the additive term bg stands for the part of the intensity, that does not
stem from the experimented mRNA, but rather effects like unspecific hybridization,
detector offset etc.
(n)

As argued in [84, 87], we assume that the additive part bg

of Equation (2.5)

is negligibly small due to background correction applied by the scanner’s imaging
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software. Secondly, again proposed by the same authors, we consider a multiplicative
(n)

decomposition for the gain factor cg

c(n)
g =

 (g,n)
dg
.
exp
η
D(n)

(2.6)

We interpret each component as follows: Combined with the scanner gain, dg represents the background corrected hybridization efficiency of the probe set assigned to
gene g. The quantity D(n) , on the other hand, stands for the normalization constant
applied across all probes of patient n. We take dg to be gene specific and fixed for all
subjects, whereas D(n) is subject dependent and the same for all genes. We further
assume that D(n) is proportional to the number C (n) of cells contained in subject
n’s experimented tissue, since it is usually set to the total intensity captured from
(n)

the corresponding array. Finally, the random component in cg

is attributed to a

multiplicative error term given as an exponential, whose argument is modeled i.i.d.
for all genes and subjects, and realized as η (g,n) for gene g and patient n.
Combining Equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain our measurement model
for log expression of gene g and patient n
(n)

yg(n) = λg + log ξg (φR ) + η (g,n)
where, probe specific parameters and the ratio C (n) /D(n) , which is constant by as(n)

dg C
sumption, are absorbed by the final readout offset λg = log agD
, that is specific
(n)

to gene g and independent of patients. In log scale, measurement noise η becomes
additive and described as a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 ,
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Figure 2.3: Overall model with individual levels put into generative order.

which is modeled the same for all genes and subjects.
In summary, our overall model, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 and shown as a block
diagram in Figure 2.3, incorporates the entire process in a generative order from
patient-to-patient differences in receptor activation, to the Bayesian network modeling
of individual cell signaling, and to log-expression readouts at the population level. As
a result, the final observation made for gene g for a given patient is modeled as a
Gaussian random variable Yg with conditional mean λg + log ξg (φR ), parametrized by
the gene-dependent offset λg and subject-dependent root activation rates φR = {φr :
r ∈ R}, and each φr has a Beta distribution with node-specific parameters ar and
br . The level of transcriptional regulation ξg (φR ) for target g is evaluated using the
single-cell Bayesian network model. Finally, the variance σ 2 accounts for the variation
in measurement error, which is the same for all genes.
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2.2.5

Expected Transcription Rate Function

Recall from Equation (2.3) that for each gene g ∈ G, ξg (φR ) represents the celllevel average transcription rate of g, where we interpret this equation as a conditional
expectation given the root activation rates are fixed to be φR . Let Rg denote the set
of roots which are ancestors of g, so that ξg (φR ) only depends on φRg . Since these
root variables are binary and independent,

P (XRg = xRg ) =

Y
r∈Rg

φxr r (1 − φr )1−xr .

Consequently,

ξg (φR ) =

X
|Rg |

xRg ∈{0,1}


 Y xr
E φg (Xpa(g) )|XRg = xRg
φr (1 − φr )1−xr .

(2.7)

r∈Rg

It will be important in the following to have a quick access to the value of ξg (φR ) for
any given choice of the root activation rates. One possibility is to pre-compute all the
coefficients of the above polynomial expression (i.e., all the E[φg (Xpa(g) )|XRg = xRg ]),
which are parameter-free, and evaluate the polynomial when needed. This is tractable
as long as 2|Rg | remains manageable, which is the case with our network where |Rg |
does not exceed 5. The pre-computation of the conditional expectations has to be
done only once. It can be done exactly for small networks (including, again, our
case), or for specific topologies. In the general case, approximate (and often good)
values can be computed using belief propagation methods, or Monte-Carlo sampling.
When |Rg | is too large for this strategy to be tractable, it is still possible to compute
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or approximate ξg (φR ) for a given φR using belief propagation each time its value is
needed (without pre-computation).
Finally, we notice that the computation of ξg can be done very efficiently when, for
each v ∈ V , the function φv depends linearly on the states xpa(v) of the parents. This
property is true in particular in the model proposed in (2.2). In that case, ξg can
be evaluated using dynamic programming along the network’s top-down hierarchy,
thanks to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2.1. Suppose that for all v ∈ V ,
E[Xv |Xpa(v) ] = cv +

X

cuv Xu

u∈pa(v)

for some coefficients cv and cuv . Then for all v ∈ V ,
E[Xv |φR ] = dv +

X

drv φr

r∈R

for the coefficients dv and drv determined by the recursions dv = cv +
and drv =

P

P

u∈pa(v) cuv du

u∈pa(v) cuv dru .

Proof. The result follows from the Markov property of the process and the linearity of
the expectation. If v ∈ R, the claim holds by definition, with dv = 0 and drv = δ(r, v).
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Otherwise, suppose the claim holds for all parents of v; then by induction we have


E[Xv |φR ] = E E[Xv |Xpa(v) ] φR


X
X
= E cv +
cuv Xu φR = cv +
cuv E[Xu |φR ]
u∈pa(v)

u∈pa(v)



X
X
= cv +
cuv du +
dru φr
r∈R

u∈pa(v)


 X X

X
= cv +
cuv du +
cuv dru φr
r∈R

u∈pa(v)

|

{z
dv

}

u∈pa(v)

|

{z

drv

}

Thus, in the case of Proposition 2.2.1, it suffices to pre-compute coefficients drg
for r ∈ R and g ∈ G to ensure a computation of ξg (φR ) in a time which is linear in
the number of roots.
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2.3

Learning Algorithm

Our model has both observed and hidden variables. The observed ones are the
(n)

gene expression levels yG = {yg

: g ∈ G, n = 1, ..., N } over N subjects. All other

variables are unobserved. Among these, we are particularly interested in the root
(n)

activation rates ΦR = {φr

: r ∈ R, n = 1, ..., N }, which constitute the hidden

phenotypic information about the individuals in the population. The joint density of
gene expression values and activation rates is given by
fGR (yG , φR |θ) = fG|R (yG |φR ; θ)fR (φR |θ) =

Y
g∈G

fg|R (yg |φR ; θ)

Y
r∈R

fr (φr |θ)

(2.8)

where θ refers to the parameters of the model. For each gene g ∈ G, the conditional
density of corresponding log-expression Yg is Gaussian
fg|R (yg |φR ; θ) = √

1
2πσ 2


exp

2 
yg − λg − log ξg (φR )
−
,
2σ 2

with an offset λg and noise variance σ 2 . For each root node r ∈ R, the corresponding
activation rate φr has a standard beta prior
fr (φr |θ) =

φar r −1 (1 − φr )br −1
,
B(ar , br )

with shape parameters (ar , br ), where B(a, b) =

R1
0

x(a−1) (1 − x)(b−1) dx is the beta

function.
In summary, the parameters to be inferred are
θ = {λg , ar , br , σ 2 : g ∈ G, r ∈ R},
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which includes the shape parameters (ar , br ) of the beta priors on receptor activation
rates, the variance σ 2 of additive measurement noise, and the offset parameters λg for
gene expressions. The beta parameters are specific to each individual receptor, but
constant across the patient population. The noise variance is constant for all genes
and patients. Gene offsets are specific to each individual gene but constant across
subjects.
Model identification, i.e. learning θ is based on observed expression data yG ,
where we assume each Yg to be conditionally independent of expressions YG\{g} of
other genes, given activation rates φR . Hidden components that we represent in the
cell level, namely the signaling proteins and transcription factors, as well as their
wiring, appear implicitly in functions ξg (g ∈ G).
The standard method for learning such a latent variable model is the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm [38]. Briefly, EM provides an improving sequence
θb(t)


t≥1

of parameter estimates by iteratively maximizing the conditional expectation

of the complete data log-likelihood, given i.i.d. incomplete observations. In particular,
each iteration t of EM involves (i) an E-step which requires computing the missing

data posterior, fR|G ΦR |yG ; θb(t) , in order to evaluate the current objective function




Q θ|θb(t) = E log fGR YG , ΦR |θ yG ; θb(t)

(2.9)

and (ii) an M-step, in which one solves for the new parameter estimates
θb(t+1) = arg max Q θ|θb(t)
θ
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by maximizing the objective function. This procedure is repeated until convergence
is evident.
Evaluating (2.9) is usually simplified when the likelihood of the complete data
model (including both hidden and observed variables) belongs to an exponential family, which is indeed the case here, since we can write


log fGR yG , ΦR |θ = −Λ(θ) + hΠ(θ), S yG , ΦR i

(2.11)

where h·, ·i denotes the vector scalar product, Λ and Π are scalar and vector-valued
functions of θ given by

√
1 X 2
λg ,
Λ(θ) = N
log B(ar , br ) + |G| log 2πσ + 2
2σ
g∈G
r∈R

 

ar − 1 
 


 



 


b
−
1
r


r∈R
















2λ

g 





Π(θ) = N 




 −1 











 1 

 2  −2λ 

 2σ 

g 








 −1 














2
X

g∈G
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and S yG , ΦR is a vector-valued complete data sufficient statistic

 

(n)












N 
X


1

S yG , ΦR =
N n=1 

















log φr




(n) 
log 1 − φr



r∈R


(n)
yg




 (n) 2

yg



 log ξ φ(n) 

g
R

 
 log ξ φ(n) 2

g
R


(n)
(n) 
yg log ξg φR






























.














(2.12)

g∈G

Parameters that maximize the complete data log-likelihood in (2.11), can be expressed as a function of this sufficient statistic, i.e., in the form
S 7→ θbML (S).
 (i) 5
 (i) 2
To be explicit, given S as in (2.12), let sr = sr i=1 and sg = sg i=1 denote
its two- and five-dimensional sub-vectors, corresponding to the receptor r ∈ R and
the gene g ∈ G, respectively. Then, the maximum likelihood estimator θbML (S) is
characterized as follows:
• For each receptor r ∈ R, b
ar and bbr of the beta prior fr will satisfy


ψ b
ar − ψ b
ar + bbr = s(1)
r

(2.13)



ψ bbr − ψ b
ar + bbr = s(2)
r

(2.14)
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where ψ(x) = Γ0 (x)/Γ(x) is the digamma function. A closed-form solution
to that system does not exist, but, similar to standard maximum likelihood
parameter estimation of a beta density, b
ar and bbr are obtained numerically.
• For each gene g ∈ G, the estimate for the offset parameter is given by
bg = s(1) − s(3)
λ
g
g

(2.15)

• Finally, the estimate for noise variance is obtained by
σ
b2 =

1 X (2)
(4)
b2
sg − 2s(5)
g + sg − λg .
|G| g∈G

(2.16)

Since (2.9) can be rewritten as


Q(θ|θb(t) ) = −Λ(θ) + hΠ(θ), E S|yG ; θb(t) i
the E-step can be reduced to computing the conditional expectation of the sufficient
statistic, namely


S(t+1) = E S|yG ; θb(t) .

(2.17)

Then, (2.10) of the M-step can be expressed as
θb(t+1) = θbML (S(t+1) )

(2.18)

However, due to the marginal beta distribution of ΦR , there is no simple closed
form for the the computation of (2.17) in the E-step and straightforward EM is
intractable here. Instead, we will consider a stochastic variant, the Stochastic Approximation EM (SAEM) algorithm, wherein the E-step is approximated with Monte
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Carlo sampling. Under mild conditions [39, 88], SAEM converges to (local) maxima
of the objective function if the complete data log-likelihood belongs to a curved exponential family, which is the case in our model. Basically, SAEM replaces the E-step of
conventional EM with a stochastic approximation running in parallel, involving the
simulation of missing data ΦR . In its simple form, the SAEM algorithm makes an
iterative approximation of S(t+1) by defining
b (t+1) = S
b (t) + γ (t) S(Φ(t) , yG ) − S
b (t) )
S
R
where γ (t)


t≥1

(2.19)

∈ [0, 1] is a decreasing sequence of positive step sizes starting with
(t)

γ (1) = 1, and ΦR is a simulated sample of ΦR , drawn conditionally to yG for the
current parameter θ(t) . The M-step is then given by
b (t+1) ).
θb(t+1) = θbML (S

(2.20)

In principle, in order to ensure the convergence of the SAEM algorithm, one should
take

P∞

t=1

γ (t) = ∞ and

P∞

t=1 (γ

(t) 2

) < ∞.

So the SAEM algorithm replaces computing conditional expectations by sampling
from the conditional distribution which is most of the time much more feasible. Moreover, variants of this algorithm allow for coupling the iterations with Markov chain
Monte-Carlo sampling when direct sampling is not feasible or not efficient (which is
(t)

the case for our model). One can also use more than one sample ΦR at each step,
using a sample average in (2.19). The explicit implementation of the variant we have
used is described in the next sections, for a single iteration t.
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2.3.1

Simulation

Given the current parameter values θb(t) and observed expression data yG , we
(t,m)

generate M (t) ≥ 1 realizations ΦR

=

 (n,t,m)
φr
: r ∈ R, n = 1, ..., N , (m =


1, ..., M (t) ) of missing data under their joint posterior fR|G · |yG ; θb(t) . For this,
we use the Gibbs sampling algorithm, which sequentially produces an instance for
each φr , from its univariate conditional given the observations and already sampled
(n,t,m) 
m≥1

current states of other root variables φR\{r} . The resulting sequence φR

of

realizations will then constitute a Markov chain, whose stationary distribution is the
sought-after posterior fR|G .
For each r ∈ R, let Gr be the set of genes which are descendants of r and let Rr be
the set of root nodes other than r which have a descendant in Gr . Then, using Bayes
rule and the Markov property, we can write the conditional density of the activation
rate φr of root r ∈ R, given the realizations (yG , φR\{r} ) of remaining variables, as
R1
0

Terms

fGR (yG , φr , φR\{r} |θ)

fGR (yG , φ̃r , φR\{r} |θ)dφ̃r

Q

r0 ∈R\{r}

fr0 (φr0 |θ)

Q

= R1

fR (φr , φR\{r} |θ)fG|R (yG |φr , φR\{r} ; θ)

fR (φ̃r , φR\{r} |θ)fG|R (yG |φ̃r , φR\{r} ; θ)dφ̃r
Q
fr (φr |θ) g∈Gr fg|R (yg |φr , φRr ; θ)
= R1
.
Q
f
(
φ̃
|θ)
f
(y
|
φ̃
,
φ
;
θ)d
φ̃
r
r
g
r
R
r
g|R
r
g∈G
0
r

g∈G\Gr

0

fg|R (yg |φR\{r} ; θ) that do not involve anything in-

dexed with r cancel each other in the first line, yielding the final expression, which
only depends on realizations at nodes Gr ∪ Rr , i.e. the “Markov blanket” of r in
G ∪ R (see Figure 2.4). Thus, we denote φr ’s univariate conditional given the rest of
the variables by fr|Gr Rr (·|yGr , φRr ; θ).
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Figure 2.4: A simple DAG with 5 roots and 5 leaves. The Markov Blanket of the
black node is the set of gray nodes.
(n,t,m)

Then, the mth realization φR

of missing root variables for subject n and iter-

ation t of SAEM is produced by Gibbs sampling as follows:
(i) Set

(n,t,m)

φR

:=






φ0R ∼ U [0, 1]|R| , if t = 1 and m = 1;




(n,t−1,m)

φR
,






 φ(n,t,m−1)
,
R

if t > 1 and m = 1;
otherwise.

(ii) Visit the root nodes in some fixed order and, for each r ∈ R, set
(n)

(n,t,m)

φ(n,t,m)
:= φ0r ∼ fr|Gr Rr (·|yGr , φRr
r

; θb(t) ).

Simulating instances from fr|Gr Rr at step (ii) is still not straightforward but can easily
done with factored sampling. Since
fr|Gr Rr (·|yGr , φRr ; θ) ∝ fr (·|θ)

Y
g∈Gr

fg|R (yg |·, φRr ; θ),

generating K samples {z (1) , ..., z (K) } from the prior beta density fr (·|θ) and selecting
z (i) (i = 1, ..., K), with probability
Q

g∈G

π (i) = PK Q r
j=1

fg|R (yg |z (i) , φRr ; θ)

g∈Gr

fg|R (yg |z (j) , φRr ; θ)
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as the new realization for φr , will approximate a variable from fr|Gr Rr , as K tends to
be large.
Drawing samples from standard beta priors is straightforward with available statistical packages, and so is evaluating weights π (i) . Also, with a reasonable K, one
does not have to wait for Gibbs sampler to mix within every single execution of the
simulation step, since last samples returned from a given iteration of SAEM, are
already used to initialize the chain for the next iteration.

2.3.2

Stochastic Approximation

We update the sufficient statistic according to
b (t+1)

S

b (t)

=S

+γ

(t)

 PM (t)

m=1

(t,m)

S(ΦR
M (t)

, yG )


−S
,
b (t)

(2.21)

which generalizes the simple form in (2.19) via taking an average over M (t) ≥ 1
simulated versions of complete data.

2.3.3

Maximization

b (t+1) ) using the stochastic approximation in (2.21) as
We compute θb(t+1) = θbML (S
input to the maximum likelihood estimator described by Equations (2.13)-(2.16). In
summary, the model parameters are efficiently learned by keeping track of complete
data sufficient statistics, which are improved with new realizations of missing data.
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2.3.4

Root Activation Probabilities
(t,m) 
t≥1,m≥1

The sequences ΦR

that are generated by the SAEM algorithm can

also be used to estimate subject-dependent expected root activation probabilities
given the corresponding gene expression levels. That is, the conditional expectation


(n)
E φR |yG ; θb(t) can be recursively approximated by
(n,t)
φbR

=

(n,t−1)
φbR

+γ

(t)

 PM (t)

(n,t,m)

φR
M (t)

m=1

−

(n,t−1)
φbR


(2.22)

(n)
which, at SAEM’s convergence is returned as patient n’s phenotype estimate φbR .
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2.4

Experiments on RAS-RAF Network

In this section we present experiments in learning the network, measuring the
stability of model identification, and estimating the states of the hidden variables,
especially the activation states of the receptors. Our data consist of gene expression
levels measured for 38 genes and collected from 118 breast cancer patients. The
observed genes, i.e. the targets of the signaling network of Figure 2.1, are again listed
in Table 2.1, together with their known transcription factors and associated type of
regulation. The data set also contains complete measurements for the ERα status of
patients.

2.4.1

Validating Identifiability of Model

Before discussing experiments with real patient data, we first verify that the model
can be accurately identified from artificial gene expressions simulated with known
parameters. Given the parameter vector θ, we generate subject-dependent receptor
(n)

activation rates ΦR = {φr

: r ∈ R, n = 1, ..., N } according to their beta priors
(n)

fR (·|θ); and, conditioned on these rates, we sample gene expressions yG = {yg

:

g ∈ G, n = 1, ..., N } from fG|R (·|ΦR ; θ). We then evaluate the fit between the true
parameter vector θ and the estimate θb that is learned by applying the algorithm to
the simulated observations yG . In particular, since the SAEM algorithm also returns
b R of receptor activation rates, we can compare those subject-specific
predictions Φ
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Table 2.1: List of observed genes and their parent transcription factors (also shown
in Figure 2.1 bottom); the type of regulation (activating or inhibiting) is indicated
by the arrows
Gene

Parent TF(s)

Gene

Parent TF(s)

CSF2

NFkB↑, JUN↑

NQO1

ERβ↑, JUN↑

TP63

p53↑

TSHB

JUN↑

EGR2

Elk1↑

ATF3

JUN↑

CYP1B1

ERα↓

SCN3B

p53↑

LHB

ERα↑

SOCS1

STAT5↑

BHLHB2

Hif1↑

IL8

NFkB↑

CKB

ERα↑

IL12B

JUN↓, NFkB↑

PRL

ERα↑

IL3

JUN↑

BRCA1

JUN↓

VEGFA

Hif1↑, ERβ↑

CSN2

STAT5↑

IL4

JUN↑

BCL2A1

JUN↑

NPPA

JUN↓

EPO

Hif1↑

CXCL9

NFkB↑

CASP1

p53↑

CCNG1

p53↑

JUNB

SMAD4↑

GADD45A

p53↑

FOS

ERβ↓, p53↓, TCF↑

FASN

STAT5↓

LDHA

Hif1↑

IL2

JUN↑, NFkB↑

PDX1

FOXO1↓

IFNB1

JUN↑, NFkB↑

CKM

p53↑

CDK4

Myc↑

PTTG1

p53↓

PMAIP1

p53↑
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estimates with their simulated true counterparts ΦR that are kept hidden during
learning.
We can also conduct the above procedure at different noise levels. Note that,
with simulated phenotypes ΦR , our model assumes that the log of expected tran(n)

scription rates log ξg (ΦR ) = {log ξg (φR ) : n = 1, ..., N } is the noise-free signal
that determines the subject-dependent variation for each gene g ∈ G.
log ξg =

P

Letting

(n)

n

log ξg (φR )/N denote the corresponding sample average, and given the

variance σ 2 of the measurement noise, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), measured in
dB, is found by
P P
SNR = 10 log10

g

(n)
n (log ξg (φR )
|G|N σ 2

− log ξg )2

.

Table 2.2 provides a summary of how accurately the activation rates are estimated at different SNR levels. For each r ∈ R, the correlation coefficients between
 (n) N
 (n) N
the simulated true vector φr n=1 and its learned estimate φbr n=1 are given as an
average score over 10 independent experiments per choice of SNR, where the experiments differ in the random selections of the true parameters used to simulate data
of sample size N = 100. Clearly the model is accurately identified with moderately
sized learning samples and even with SNR = 0, where the standard deviation in
log ξg (φR ) averaged across all genes g ∈ G, i.e. the root mean squared amplitude of
the subject-dependent signal is the same as that of noise. In particular, the estimates
of the receptors ERα and EGFR inferred from simulated data are more precise since
they affect the majority of the genes observed.
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Table 2.2: Model Identification from simulated
data.
 (n)
N Pearson correlation coefficients between true (simulated) activation rates φR n=1 and their learned estimates
 (n) N
φb
at different SNR levels. Scores averaged over 10 experiments with randomly
R

n=1

selected parameters for simulation. Sample size N = 100.

2.4.2

SNR (dB)

ERα

ERβ

EGFR

TGFβR

DNA d.

Hypoxia

-10

0.72

0.26

0.76

0.53

0.51

0.33

-5

0.87

0.45

0.89

0.77

0.67

0.54

0

0.94

0.69

0.95

0.89

0.86

0.74

5

0.97

0.88

0.98

0.93

0.92

0.88

10

0.98

0.94

0.99

0.97

0.97

0.94

Estimating Receptor Activity from Real Data

One important way to measure the utility of the model is to estimate the states
of the receptor proteins from the gene expression data. In our model, these states are
binary variables, each sampled independently from a patient-dependent activation
rate. Consequently, it is these rates which are the more natural targets of estimation.
For each of the 118 patients, we are provided with a binary label for the measured
phenotypes, either “ERα-positive” or “ERα-negative”. Our activation rate estimates
(n)

{φbERα }N
n=1 are scalars. The rank-sum test, also known as Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
test, offers a natural and robust way to compare predictions, especially by averaging
over different parameter initializations. It is a nonparametric procedure for testing
the hypothesis that two independent samples are identically distributed.
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Distributions of ERα predictions for ER+ and ER− subpopulations
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Figure 2.5: Normalized histograms and nonparametric density fits of patient dependent predictions for ERα activation rates corresponding to ER+ and ER− subpopulations. Histograms are generated and rank sum test p-values are averaged over
20 independent runs.
Let ER+ , ER− ⊂ {1, 2, ..., N } be the sub-populations of patients who are ERαpositive and ERα-negative, respectively. In our case, the null hypothesis H0 is that the
activation rates from these two sub-populations are identically distributed. Our data
b + = {φb(n) : n ∈ ER+ } and Φ
b − = {φb(n) : n ∈ ER− },
are the estimated rates Φ
ERα
ERα
ERα
ERα
where |ER+ | = N + = 75 and |ER− | = N − = 43.
b + and Φ
b − (superposed with
Figure 2.5 compares the histograms of estimates Φ
ERα
ERα
their non-parametric density fits for better visualization) obtained with 20 repeated
experiments where each run of the algorithm differs in random parameter initializations. The rank-sum test p-value averaged over these 20 experiments is found 0.0018
with standard deviation 0.00045. As can be seen in the separation of histogram
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modes, the estimates are reproducible and consistent with phenotypes.
The data set also reproduces the EGFR status for 79 of the 118 patients, again
recorded as EGFR-positive or EGFR-negative, but with only 8 positives. The same
rank-sum test approach to correlate this information and the EGFR rate predicted by
the model, failed to provide a significant p-value, but this would have been very hard
to achieve due to the limited power of the rank-sum test with such a small number
of available EGFR-positive patients.

2.4.3

Estimating Other Protein Activities

Given predictions for receptor activation rates, we can also deduce the subject
dependent states of the non-receptor components, i.e. signaling proteins and tran(n)
scription factors that are not explicitly involved in (2.8). Having estimated φbR for


(n) 
b̄(n)
each patient n, the subject-specific expected status x
= E Xv |φbR of each netv
work component v ∈ V \ G can be directly evaluated similarly to the way in which
we computed the ξg ’s in Equation (2.7). Letting Rv denote the root ancestors of v,
we get
b̄(n)
x
v =

X
xRv ∈{0,1}|Rv |

E[Xv |XRv = xRv ]

Y
r∈Rv

φb(n)
r

xr

1 − φbr(n)

1−xr

,

(2.23)

where, again, the expectations involved in the sum are parameter-free and can be precomputed using Proposition 2.2.1. With that notation, subject n’s expected status
b̄(n)
x
r at a root r ∈ R is the same as the prediction of the corresponding activation rate
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corr

n

(n|A)
φbr



c)
b(n|A
,
φ
r
n=1

N

(n = 1, ..., N )

(n|A)
(n|Ac )
φbr
vs. φbr

Root r ∈ R

n=1

N o
0.98

ERα

0.99

ERβ

0.98

EGFR

0.98

TGFβR1-2

0.96

DNA damage

0.91

Hypoxia

Table 2.3: Repeated random sub-sampling validation of the method: Estimated receptor activation rates are compared
after training on disjoint sub-populations. Scatter plots are generated and correlations are averaged with 20 random
selections of sub-sample A ⊂ {1, ..., N } (|A| = N2 ).
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(n)
φbr .

For a node v with only one parent, say u, the above computation simplifies to
b̄v = x
b̄u (resp. 1−x
b̄u ), since in evaluating the expectation E[Xv |XRv = xRv ], Equation
x
(2.2) will give φv (xu ) = P (Xv = 1|Xu = xu ) = E[Xv |Xu = xu ] = xu (resp. 1 − xu )
if u activates (resp. inhibits) v. In other words, along linear sequences, signaling
is assumed to propagate deterministically, where each node either copies or reverses
the status of its single parent. Thus, our model is invariant to adding/removing
components at such pathways. That is, topologies that reduce to the same collapsed
structure yield the same data likelihood as well as the same predictions for common
nodes.
Figure 2.6 shows a gray scale heat map (black: low, white: high) of estimates
for hidden components appended to the observed gene expressions, where, to avoid
redundancy, hidden nodes with only one parent are excluded. As mentioned above,
these can be directly deduced from the ones already shown. Spot (v, n) gives the
estimated or observed status of signaling component v, for patient n. Each row is
scaled to a common dynamic range by subtracting the row mean and normalizing with
row standard deviation. Columns (i.e. patients) are arranged according to the rank of
the projection of the corresponding gene profile onto the direction of largest variation
in gene space, namely the first eigenvector of the covariance matrix of observations.
Besides demonstrating our ability to estimate the subject-dependent status of cell
signaling, further analysis of this picture is limited by the absence of ground truth
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Figure 2.6: Grayscale heat map of patient-specific networks. Each row corresponds to a signaling component and each
column to a patient. The rows are scaled to a common dynamic range. The columns are arranged according to the
rank of the projection of the corresponding gene profile in the direction of largest variation in gene space. The white
stripe separates the observed log gene expression levels on top from the estimates of the hidden components. Hidden
nodes that have only one parent (the ones that are intermediate proteins along linear chains) are excluded to avoid
repetition, since their predictions are either the same or the inverse of their parent, directly deducible from the ones
already shown.
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for hidden nodes. However it is noteworthy that our inference of hidden nodes aligns
with the first order variation amongst genes.

2.4.4

Reproducibility and Sensitivity to Sample Size

In order to assess the method’s generalization power and sensitivity to sample size
we used a “repeated random sub-sampling validation” procedure, where we repeatedly
partitioned the available gene expression data into two random halves, and checked
the fit between models learned from these two disjoint subsets.
In order to describe this validation study, let B ⊂ {1, ..., N } be a sub-population
of patients and let θb(B) denote the model parameters learned from the corresponding
(B)

expression data yG

(n)

= {yg

: g ∈ G, n ∈ B}. Then, based on the model with



(k|B)
(k)
estimated parameters θb(B) , let φbR = E φR |yG ; θb(B) denote the predicted receptor
activation rates for patient k, who may or may not be in B.
(k|B)
The expectation involved in φbR
can be evaluated by Monte Carlo integration

as discussed in the simulation step of SAEM, i.e. by Gibbs sampling the model,
(k)
with parameters θb(B) and conditional to corresponding observations yG . Note that,

if k ∈ B, in other words if the queried patient is in the training set, then, as we
(k|B)
reported so far, φbR
is already an output of our learning algorithm, and it is found

in the same way by equation (2.22).
Now, let A and Ac be two disjoint halves of the experimented population {1, ..., N }.
(n|A)
To validate our method, we want to compare, for each n, the estimations φbR against
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(n|Ac )
φbR
, that are predicted for the same person, but with respective model parameters
c
θb(A) and θb(A ) , learned from two disjoint sets of subjects.

Table 2.3 shows the reproducibility results, where for each r ∈ R, we give the
(n|A)
(n|Ac )
corresponding scatter plot of φbr
vs. φbr
, for n = 1, ..., N , and accumulated

over 20 random selections of A. Averaged over these repeated random sub-sampling
 (n|A) N
experiments, the resulting correlation coefficient between predicted vectors φbr
n=1
 (n|Ac ) N
and φbr
is used as a measure of fit between models learned on disjoint patient
n=1
populations, showing how well the method generalizes, with even smaller learning
samples.

2.4.5

Robustness under Modifications of Topology

We already discussed the invariance of statistical inference under structural perturbations such as collapsing or elongating linear pathways. Denoting the original
core topology of Figure 2.1 by G, we now examine the robustness of our model with
e which are similar to G but not equivalent
respect to biologically realistic revisions G
in the previous sense of collapsed chains.
As another plausible representation of the signaling network, we consider the
e of Figure 2.7. Compared with G, G
e lacks a few genes
modified wiring diagram G
that were originally observed, as well as several proteins and connections. Absent
components and their discarded pathways are shown in light gray for visualizing the
difference.
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On the same gene expression data, we ran our algorithm using the revised topole and compared the new estimations to their counterparts found with G. Figure
ogy G
2.7 also quantifies the resulting agreement of inference for nodes that are common under both models. Attached to each v and averaged over 20 independent experiments,
we give the correlation coefficient between the subject-dependent status estimations
 (n|G) N
 (n|G)
e N
e and evaluated
b̄v
b̄v
x
and
x
based on respective structures G and G,
n=1
n=1
according to (2.23). The magnitude of the correlations demonstrates the robustness of the model with respect to different wiring assumptions that are biologically
reasonable.

2.4.6

Alternative Choices for Signal Transitions

Recall that the function φv returns the expected activation rate of each nonroot component v ∈ V \ R, given the states of its parents. In the case of internal
nodes, for which we assume binary variables, φv (xpa(v) ) is simply the conditional
success probability P (Xv = 1|Xpa(v) = xpa(v) ), whereas for terminal genes, it is the
multiplicative factor determining the amount of transcribed RNA in an individual
cell.
So far, we presented our results with a plain and generic linear formulation for
φv , as laid out in Equation (2.2). The motivation behind this over-simplified choice
was primarily computational, where, thanks to Proposition 2.2.1, we exploited the
parameter-free and linear form to swiftly evaluate quantities required for learning. We
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now wish to explore more flexible, possibly nonlinear alternatives for φv to further
validate our model.
Let us first consider another linear choice
P
u∈pa(v) xu 1{u ∈ Av } + τ (1 − xu )1{u ∈ Iv }
φv (xpa(v) ) =
|Av | + τ |Iv |

(2.24)

which is slightly generalized from (2.2). The additional parameter τ > 0 is again
shared among all non-root nodes and it is introduced to discriminate the net effect
of an inhibitor parent as compared to an activating one when both types are present.
Note that, (2.24) is again a mapping from {0, 1}|pa(v)| to (0, 1), and it boils down to
the original version in (2.2) if τ = 1, or if v’s parents are all of the same type (e.g.,
activators only). On the other hand, if v has mixed types of parents, which is the case
in the analyzed RAS-RAF network at the protein Src, transcription factor p53 and
genes IL12B and FOS, then τ > 1 corresponds to increased sensitivity to inhibition
over activation, whereas τ ∈ (0, 1) corresponds to the opposite situation.
Note that, when applied to a network with maximal pathway length l, the overall
model in (2.8) now reformulated with (2.24), would involve logarithms of up to lth
order polynomials in τ , which is due to cell averaging assumption and thereby due
to expected transcription rates ξg from equation (2.3). Thus, maximum likelihood
estimation of τ is generally intractable. Instead we can do an exhaustive search, while
optimizing receptor predictions.
Given the data set used in our previous experiments, playing with the value of
τ had very little or no effect on our results. In particular, our biological validation,
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namely the predictions for the ERα activation rates yielded similar rank-sum test
p-values. Thus, to better assess the validity of the alternative formulation in (2.24),
we switch to another data set of 278 subjects and over the same collection of genes,
but now with complete ground truth information for both EGFR and ERα receptors
containing sufficient amount of samples from each specific phenotype. To be precise,
this second data set contains 164 ERα-positive patients versus 114 ERα-negatives,
and 59 EGFR-positives as opposed to 219 EGFR-negatives. We applied our learning algorithm on these data, using the same overall model, which now involves the
additional inhibition parameter τ . Since virtually no change was observed with ERα
predictions on the first data set, in this experiment, we are particularly interested
in inferring the EGFR node, which we can now compare to their complete ground
truths.
Figure 2.8 gives rank sum test p-values for both ERα and EGFR, averaged over 20
independent experiments per choice of τ , which we increase from 0.1 to 1000. As the
results show, the p-value for ERα remains low everywhere on the analyzed spectrum,
which also reproduces our stable findings with the previous data set. But our EGFR
predictions become significant only for τ greater than 10, their accuracy is poor with
τ = 1 corresponding to our previous definition (2.2). In other words, our model
recovers the EGFR status well, once we represent inhibition to be substantially more
powerful than activation. In fact, this argues for the validity of our model, since for
conflicting signals dominance of inhibition is indeed a widely observed general rule in
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Figure 2.8: Rank-sum test p-values for predicted ERα and EGFR activation rates,
obtained using (2.24) and averaged over 20 independent experiments for each choice
of inhibition parameter τ . Note the improvement beyond the point τ = 1, which
corresponds to the original linear definition in (2.2).
biological networks [89].
These improved results obtained simply by the inclusion of the weight parameter τ ,
provide further insight for other possible formulations of φv . For example, let Xvact =
maxu∈Av Xu and Xvinh = maxu∈Iv Xu be the binary indicators of competing signals
arriving at a non-root v, corresponding to its activation and inhibition, respectively.
Then, let another alternative for φv be given as in the lookup Table 2.4, again for all
non-root v ∈ V \ R and this time using another shared parameter  ∈ (0, 21 ). Now, φv
attains the symmetric values  and 1 − , corresponding to two extremes, while again
assuming the dominance of inhibition over activation. When no signal is arriving
from either types of parents, i.e., when both Xvact and Xvinh are zero, the state of v is
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Table 2.4: Alternative φv given for different configurations of (Xvact , Xvinh ) and
parametrized with a shared parameter . N/A indicates absence of parents for the
corresponding type.
Xvact

Xvinh

φv

0

0

1
2

0

1



1

0

1−

1

1



0

N/A



1

N/A

1−

N/A

0

1−

N/A

1



determined in a coin flip.
Learning with this alternative formulation for φv is no longer straightforward as
before, since it is not linear in the parent states as the original version (2.2) or its
extension (2.24) are. In particular, the computation in (2.7) needs to be done node
by node and at each iteration of SAEM.
Similar as above, we experimented with different values of  ranging from 0.00001
to 0.1. Figure 2.9 shows rank-sum test p-values for the corresponding ERα and
EGFR predictions, again averaged over 20 independent experiments per choice of .
For  ≤ 0.01 results are more significant than before, with corresponding p-values as
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small as 2×10−4 for ERα and 1.5×10−4 for EGFR. This suggests that with reasonable
hardwired parameters, EGFR status can even be better recovered compared to a
supervised learner, such as naı̈ve Bayes classifier.
The model loses the ability to recover receptor statuses for values of  larger than
0.01. This is due to the length of the signaling pathways in the wiring diagram of
Figure 2.1. To be precise, imagine a simple example on a linear pathway X0 → X1 →
... → XL of length L, where each component is binary and activates its child when in
“on” state. Then, as a function of the shared parameter  as given in Table 2.4, we
can write for the conditional expectation of the leaf XL given the root X0 as
E[XL |X0 ] = (1 − 2)L X0 + 

L−1
X
l=0

(1 − 2)l .

Thus, the dependence on the root drops with increasing  and the rate is exponential
with the pathway length. For instance, when  = 0.2 and L = 7 as most of the
pathways in the actual signaling diagram of Figure 2.1 are, we have E[X7 |X0 = 1] =
0.51 ≈ E[X7 |X0 = 0], i.e., the leaf is modeled to be very weakly dependent on the
root, and its status is determined virtually in a coin flip.
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Figure 2.9: Rank-sum test p-values for predicted ERα and EGFR activation rates,
obtained using lookup Table 2.4, and averaged over 20 independent experiments for
each choice of .
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Chapter 3
Nested Latent Variable Forest
Models

3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we presented a comprehensive statistical model applied
to protein signaling, where, thanks to available domain knowledge, interactions were
fixed in a pre-defined core topology. We now consider the more general challenge
of model selection, in which the amount of such prior information is insufficient to
circumscribe the combinatorial scale of the task. In such cases of interest, underlying
dependency structures are unknown and thus, their discovery becomes the primary
objective of learning.
When very little is known about the nature of interactions between variables, one is
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usually confronted by an enormous space of possible models to search through. Even
with only acyclic structures, namely Bayesian networks, the number of candidate
explanations is super-exponential in the number of variables. Furthermore, the more
serious problem is susceptibility to high variance and over-fitting the data, especially
with high dimensional features and relatively small amount of samples available for
learning. One usual way of alleviating such difficulties is to introduce priors and/or
penalties to possible topologies, playing with their weights to favor candidates with
fewer parameters [36]. However, simply penalizing model complexity tends to bias the
estimation towards the absence of interactions, i.e., towards independence, blocking
the discovery of higher order relationships that may exist. In those cases, where
the dependency structure is known to be rich, it can be more effective to ease the
penalties, while introducing proper structural biases and thereby severely restricting
candidate explanations to a relatively small class of models. We argue that in this
way, statistical learning becomes feasible due to variance reduction.
One such class with strong assumptions is the family of latent tree models, i.e.,
tree (or forest) structured distributions where observable variables are represented
at the leaves and their joint interactions are encoded via internal latent variables.
The potential of latent tree models as useful Bayesian networks is first identified by
Pearl [59], and now, their use is prevalent in many areas, including computational
biology and computer vision.
In addition to the vast body of work on latent tree models (see Chapter 1 for
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details), our methodology and the intended scope of applications are particularly inspired by the “decomposable events” concept of Fleuret et al. [18], where the objective
is to learn hierarchically arranged discriminative features, for recognizing objects in
gray scale images. At this point, we find it more convenient to begin our construction
with analogies drawn from that work. Basically, the authors’ idea was to start with
elementary binary random variables, or “events” as they call them (e.g., indicators of
edge fragments indexed by orientation and polarity), and recursively search for their
meaningful and more complex conjunctions (e.g., boundary segments, parts of object
silhouettes) that are far more likely on the object class of interest. To achieve this,
variables are grouped in a greedy agglomerative fashion, if they tend to occur (or not
occur) together in the target class with a significant probability. In particular, groups
are represented via the product of individual members, which yields another binary
meta-variable. This makes a recursive stepwise approach possible, where at each step
the pair with largest absolute correlation is selected and joined together, provided the
magnitude of this correlation is larger than some threshold ρ. Eventually, “ρ-nested”
clusters of highly dependent variables are obtained and used for discrimination.
Using similar ideas, we design and entertain here a confined class of probability
models, for which the same dyadic aggregation procedure is casted as a model selection strategy. In other words, instead of feature conjunctions, we propose to learn
nested models over dependent subsets of variables, in which case variable grouping
corresponds to estimating a joint parametric model over the combined set. To en-
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sure an exponential growth in the number of jointly modeled variables, we impose
a balance criterion, where we only allow merges between comparably sized disjoint
modules, with cardinalities differing by at most one. Once justified by its BIC score
(similar to ρ threshold above) based on the net gain in data likelihood, each fusion
will replace two independent laws by a joint distribution, which is more complex,
but only involves a limited number of additional parameters. Eventually, an overall
joint model will be progressively learned, which is, as in [18], “decomposable” in the
sense that the distribution of every module has a representation in terms of successive
fusions of smaller and smaller subsets, all the way down to individual variables.

3.1.1

Latent Variables

One important objective of this sequential learning scheme is to maintain a constant rate in parametric growth to have a control over complexity. That is, when
fusing two submodels with respective numbers of parameters K1 and K2 , we want
the substituted joint model to have a total number of parameters less than K1 + K2
plus some small fixed number. An efficient way to achieve this is to accompany each
fusion by a latent variable, which is invented to mediate the coupling between the
merged subsets. Introducing such hidden variables can be very useful in capturing unobserved “regulatory” cues (e.g. transcription factors for observed genes, or semantic
shape tokens for object images), and allows one to learn simpler models [43, 90].
In our case, the statistical utility of hidden variables comes in two ways. First,
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they provide an efficient parametrization of joint models; and second, they can be used
as group representatives for future fusions. When joining two subsets of observable
variables, we replace their assumed independence by conditional independence given
the invented hidden variable. Then, we can implement higher order fusions between
larger modules by simply conditioning their hidden regulators on another hidden
variable additional to the existing structure. Imposing the Markov property, we
can accommodate complex dependencies at the observation level with incremental
changes in the latent structure and thus can achieve a minimal amount of additional
parameters at each step. As pointed out by [59], this will also allow linear time
inference on the resulting tree structure, where dyadic recursions enable us to integrate
out hidden variables very efficiently, yielding the sought after model over observations.

3.1.2

A Restricted Family of Models

Each step of the dyadic aggregation scheme consists of deciding “whether to do
a merge”, and if yes, “which available pair of clusters to merge”. In other words,
the task requires model selection from local candidates, since each possible fusion
implants an alternative joint parametric model over the corresponding union formed.
To be concrete, suppose, for a given step, that A, B and C are three pending
distinct partitions of observable variables. Assume they have similar cardinalities,
such that all three pair assignments, (A, B), (A, C) and (B, C) satisfy the balance
criterion. Consequently, we have four model alternatives: the current base model
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M0 : P (A)P (B)P (C) (no merge); (ii) M1 : P (A, B)P (C); (iii) M2 : P (A, C)P (B);
and (iv) M3 : P (A)P (B, C). Joint probabilities P (·, ·) are evaluated via hidden variables, e.g., P (A, B) =

P

x

P (A|x)P (B|x)P (X = x) for some latent X invented when

joining A with B.
Clearly, the base model M0 is nested in each of M1 , M2 and M3 , which are in this
construction the three possible “refinements” of M0 , i.e., its immediate more complex
alternatives. Thus, choosing the appropriate model among these four candidates
corresponds to a local search step within a restricted class of models, which we call
“nested latent variable models” (NLVM). The focus of this chapter will be on design
and analysis of the NLVM family introduced with carefully chosen biases like nested
dyadic structures, hidden variables and the balance criterion.
Briefly, NLVM contains tree or forest structured distributions induced over the
observable leaf variables. The formal characterization involves
• Forest Representation: The dependency structure is a forest of binary and balanced trees.
• Markov Property: Given its parent, each variable is conditionally independent
of its non-descendants.
• Model Variables: Observable variables, for which training data is available.
They are represented at terminal nodes (leaves) of the forest.
• Latent Variables: Hidden variables, which regulate the observable ones. They
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are represented at non-terminal nodes of the forest.

3.1.3

Structure Discovery

The confined set of structures in NLVM renders feasible a stepwise discovery
of dependencies among the observable variables. Starting from the product law (i.e.,
each individual variable is independent of others), one iteration involves a local search
within the refinements of the current model. In particular, for each of the available
candidates, the likelihood of training data is maximized and associated parameters
are estimated using the EM algorithm. Then the “best” model is picked according to
a commonly used selection criterion, BIC [42]. If no refinement scores better than the
current model, which is by construction the best among all simpler versions explored
so far, then the search terminates. Otherwise, the best refinement is implemented with
the corresponding fusion and the search continues in the same way, now for the next
more complex alternatives in NLVM. Consequently, hierarchical clusters of interacting
variables are obtained with their discovered dependencies getting progressively more
and more complex. When no merge is structurally possible or improving the BIC
score, the final structure and its parameters are returned as the learned model from
NLVM.
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3.2

Nested Latent Variable Models

Let XO = {Xi : i ∈ O} denote a collection of random variables, indexed from
a finite set O = {1, ..., D}. Each variable assumes values from a set X , so that the
complete configuration belongs to the product space Ω = X |O| . While formulating
the general setting, we consider that X is finite, i.e. each Xi is discrete.
Our overall objective is to estimate the true distribution of XO , an unknown
probability ψ on Ω. We are particularly interested in the case when the recorded
samples available for training are scarce, whereas the underlying dependency structure
is very rich, that is, when ψ is “far” from a product measure. For such a challenging
context, we argue for restricting the search to some model class, which, in general,
does not contain ψ, but hopefully contain reasonable approximations, at least at the
level of important substructures of interest.
The proposed NLVM family is such a confined class, which we design in anticipation of efficient learning. The underlying graphical representations for NLVM are
central to our analysis. Therefore, we start by giving some graph theoretic terminology.

3.2.1

Notation

Let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with set of vertices V and set
of directed edges E = {(s, t) : s, t ∈ V }. For a node s ∈ V , we will use the following
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notation
• pa(s) = {t ∈ V : (t, s) ∈ E}: parents of s
• ch(s) = {t ∈ V : (s, t) ∈ E}: children of s
• sb(s) = {t ∈ V : t 6= s, pa(s) ∩ pa(t) 6= ∅}: siblings of s
• td(s) = {t ∈ V : ch(t) = ∅, ∃ directed path from s to t}: terminal descendants
of s
• tc(s) = {t ∈ V \ td(s) : ch(t) = ∅, ∃ undirected path from s to t}: terminal
cousins of s



 0,
if pa(s) = ∅;
• dp(s) =
: depth of s


 1 + min{dp(t) : t ∈ pa(s)}, otherwise.

• rk(s) =




 0,

if ch(s) = ∅;

: rank of s



 1 + max{rk(t) : t ∈ ch(s)}, otherwise.

This notation is also visualized in Figure 3.1, on an example DAG from the class of
structures we employ and present in the next section.
In our graphical representations, we will label individual random variables and
their sets with node correspondences given in subscripts. For instance, Xs will denote the variable at s ∈ V , whereas XS will stand for the collection of variables carried
by the set S ⊂ V of vertices. We will use graphical notions like “parent”, “child”,
“descendants” interchangeably for variables, as well, that is, Xpa(s) and Xch(s) will
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respectively denote parent and children variables of Xs . Keeping those correspondences intact, we will use small case letters for realizations and bold letters for i.i.d.
(n)

populations. For example, we will write xS = {xS : n = 1, ..., N } for the observed
data of collection XS , where parenthesized superscripts will enumerate individual
data points.
Unless a special notation is introduced, we will give generic probabilities with just
the realizations in the argument, again node subscripts will remove any disambiguation. For instance, P (xs |xt ) will be shorthand for P (Xs = xs |Xt = xt ). The same
notation will also apply to continuous random variables, in which case P will stand
for a probability density.

3.2.2

Structures of Interest

The biases we introduce to the proposed model family are structural rather than
parametric. Thus, it is convenient to anchor our discussion to the topologies we
employ. Let F denote the special class of DAGs that we consider for representing
dependencies amongst XO . Formally, each forest G = (V, E) from F is characterized
as follows:
• The set {s ∈ V : ch(s) = ∅} of G’s terminal nodes is O.
• Each non-root node s has exactly one parent: |pa(s)| = 1.
• Each non-terminal node s has exactly two children: |ch(s)| = 2.
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Figure 3.1:
Middle:
An example forest G
∈
F with O
=
{a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m}, composed of four rooted, binary and balanced
trees. Parent pa(s), sibling sb(s), children ch(s), terminal descendants td(s) and
terminal cousins tc(s) are shown for the example node s. Top & Bottom: Possible
“refinements” of G, with additional root and edges printed in bold.
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• Each sibling pair {s, t : pa(s) = pa(t)} satisfies |td(s)| − |td(t)| ≤ 1.
Briefly, graphs in F are forests composed of rooted, binary and balanced1 trees, whose
respective leaf sets partition O. Henceforth, we assume that the index set O is fixed.
Like letters V and E, which we use for vertices and edges, O and H := V \ O will by
default stand for respective sets of terminal and non-terminal nodes of forests from
F.
To provide a structural guideline for our model selection framework, for each
e = (Ve , E)
e ∈ F, such that,
G ∈ F, we also define RG as the set of “refinements” G
• Ve = V ∪ {u} for some u ∈
/ V;
e = E ∪ {(u, s), (u, t)}, for some s, t, that are two distinct roots of G, which
• E
satisfy the balance condition |td(s)| − |td(t)| ≤ 1.
If G has only one connected component, i.e., if it is a single tree, then RG is empty.
Otherwise, RG contains forests, which are derived from G by merging any two of
its existing, disjoint trees, that differ in their respective leaf set cardinalities by at
most one. The merge operation assigns a new parent node to their roots, yielding an
aggregated tree, which is still binary, balanced and rooted at the new node introduced.
Thus, RG is a subset of F. Figure 3.1 also illustrates how an example forest G is
e1 , G
e2 }, with appended root and edges
modified to its possible refinements RG = {G
printed in bold.
each non-terminal node branches into two subtrees of similar size, whose respective leaf sets
differ in cardinality by at most one
1
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Note that, any G ∈ F can be constructed by iteratively refining the totally disconnected graph G(0) = (O, ∅), which is also in F. For example, letting the k th refinement
G(k) ∈ RG(k−1) be the restriction of G to its first |O| + k rank-ordered nodes, we can
obtain a sequence of forests growing to G.

3.2.3

Proposed Model Class

Let G = (V, E) be a forest from F, whose terminal nodes O are associated with
observable variables XO . Similarly, let XH be an auxiliary set of hidden variables
represented at non-terminal nodes H. Then, let directed edges E encode conditional
independencies among XV = (XO , XH ), with the Markov assumption that given its
parent, each variable is conditionally independent of its non-descendants. Consequently, the complete set XV forms a Bayesian network on the forest G with joint
distribution factored as

P (xV ) =

Y
s∈V

P (xs |xpa(s) ).

(3.1)

As discussed earlier, the particular dyadic structure of G, casts each hidden variable Xs , s ∈ H, as a latent regulator, which couples two similarly sized disjoint
subsets of XO . The complexity of dependencies encoded by Xs grows with its rank
rk(s) in the graph. For consistency and ease of formulation, we will assume that
hidden variables are also discrete.
Now, let ps (xs |xu ) denote a parametric conditional probability at a non-root s ∈
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V , with an incident edge (u, s) ∈ E; and let pr (xr ) be a parametric unconditional
probability at a root r, pa(r) = ∅. Then, indexed by its underlying topology G, let
MG denote the collection of all parametric distributions
π(xO ) =

X Y
xH

pr (xr )

r∈V
pa(r)=∅

Y
(u,s)∈E

ps (xs |xu ).

(3.2)

defined over observable variables XO and reduced from the corresponding G-structured
complete Bayesian network representation, given in Equation (3.1). Model parameters θ will specify local transition probabilities ps (xs |xu ) and their space will be
denoted by ΘG . As we will discuss next, exploiting the dyadic hierarchies in F, we
can integrate out the hidden part XH very efficiently to evaluate π.
Our proposed model class, denoted by M = {MG : G ∈ F}, is the collection of all
such models over XO . M is a nested family, where for each G ∈ F, the corresponding
e ∈ RG . This
model MG is a subset of its refinements MGe with larger structures G
is evident, since the product of tree submodels for the former is a special case of the
joint model obtained after fusing them in the latter. The nesting property will be
crucial when we discuss our model learning procedure.

3.2.4

Dynamic Programming

In order to evaluate distributions π from M, as well as other important quantities (e.g., posteriors of hidden variables) required for parameter estimation, we first
introduce the following two probabilities, which we specify for each node s ∈ V of the
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underlying forest G = (V, E) ∈ F:
• κs (xtd(s) |xs ): Conditional probability that, given xs , its terminal descendants
are xtd(s) .
• λs (xtc(s) , xs ): Joint probability of xs with its terminal cousins xtc(s) .
Recall that nodes in tc(s) are leaves from the same tree that contains s, but are
not descendants of s. Thus, tc(s) and td(s) partition the terminal nodes of the tree
component, to which s belongs. Clearly, if s is a root, then tc(s) is empty. Keeping
these relations in mind, κs and λs are computed recursively with the following lemma,
which is closely related to the Belief Propagation algorithm [59].
Lemma 3.2.1. For a given node s ∈ V , let ch(s) = {q, r}, sb(s) = {t} and pa(s) =
{u}, unless they are empty (see Figure 3.2). Then the following recursive relations
hold

(i)





1{xtd(s) = xs },
if ch(s) = ∅;




P
κs (xtd(s) |xs ) =
xq κq (xtd(q) |xq )pq (xq |xs )





P

 × x κr (xtd(r) |xr )pr (xr |xs ), otherwise.
r





ps (xs ),
if pa(s) = ∅;




P 
(ii) λs (xtc(s) , xs ) =
xu λu (xtc(u) , xu )ps (xs |xu )






P

 × x κt (xtd(t) |xt )pt (xt |xu ) , otherwise.
t
where 1{·} is the indicator function.
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Proof. For part (i), if s ∈ S, then td(s) = {s} and the result is straightforward.
Otherwise, noting that td(s) = td(q) ∪ td(r) and using the Markov property of the
network, we can write
κs (xtd(s) |xs ) =

XX

=

XX

xq

xr

xq

=

xr

XX
xq

=

xr

X
xq

P (xtd(q) , xtd(r) , xq , xr |xs )
P (xtd(q) , xtd(r) |xq , xr , xs )P (xq , xr |xs )
P (xtd(q) |xq , xr , xs )P (xtd(r) |xq , xr , xs )pq (xq |xs )pr (xr |xs )

κq (xtd(q) |xq )pq (xq |xs )

X
xr

κr (xtd(r) |xr )pr (xr |xs ).

For part (ii), if pa(s) = ∅, then tc(s) = ∅ and the result is straightforward. Otherwise,
noting that tc(s) = td(t) ∪ tc(u) and again with network’s Markov assumptions, we
can write

λs (xtc(s) , xs ) =

XX
xt

=

XX
xt

=

xu

XX
xt

xu

=

XX

=

X

xt

xu

P (xtd(t) , xtc(u) , xs , xt , xu )

xu

xu

P (xtd(t) |xtc(u) , xs , xt , xu )P (xtc(u) , xs , xt , xu )
κt (xtd(t) |xt )P (xs |xtc(u) , xt , xu )P (xtc(u) , xt , xu )
κt (xtd(t) |xt )ps (xs |xu )P (xt |xtc(u) , xu )λu (xtc(u) , xu )

λu (xtc(u) , xu )ps (xs |xu )
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u

s
κs

q

λs

t

r

td(s)

tc(s)

Figure 3.2: Recursion paths of κs and λs , which relate variables at terminal nodes
td(s) and tc(s) to the one at s via their counterparts found for children {q, r}, sibling
t and parent u.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the computations of κs and λs with corresponding recursion
paths arriving at node s like “messages” from terminal nodes td(s) and tc(s). As a
result, the Bayesian network XV = (XO , XH ) on G = (V, E) ∈ F, has not only a
compactly written joint distribution by its very definition, but it also allows one to
integrate out hidden variables XH via dynamic programming. In particular, let U be
a representative subset of V , which contains one node selected per each independent
tree of G (e.g., U = {s : pa(s) = ∅} ⊂ V can be set of roots of G). Then, the joint
distribution π over the observable variables XO , can be written as
π(xO ) =

YX
u∈U xs

κs (xtd(s) |xs )λs (xtc(s) , xs ).
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3.3

Learning
(n)

For inference, let xO = {xO : n = 1, ..., N } be an available i.i.d. sample of size
N . Given training data xO , our objective is to learn from the proposed model family
M, a parametric distribution π that is as “close” as possible to the unknown true
distribution ψ of collection XO . In general, our confined class of candidate explanations does not contain ψ, but it is rich enough to provide reasonable approximations,
at least at the level of important substructures of interest. Exploiting the nesting
property of M, the dyadic aggregation procedure discussed previously, becomes an
efficient model selection framework based on stepwise discovery of dependencies.
Our learning algorithm involves both parameter estimation and structure discovery. We explore candidate topologies, while we simultaneously estimate corresponding parameters by maximizing the likelihood of observations xO . At each step, the
selected new model fuses two pending sub-models and replaces their product with a
joint distribution learned over the combined set. In this way, we achieve a hierarchical
refinement of hypotheses on variable dependencies.
In particular, we start with the product measure over XO , assuming each variable is independent of others. Accordingly, we initialize our learning algorithm with
hG(0) , θ(0) i, where G(0) = (V (0) , E (0) ) := (O, ∅) is a totally disconnected graph in
F, and θ(0) is the vector of corresponding initial parameters directly estimable from
data. Then, at iteration k ≥ 0, having arrived at hG(k) , θ(k) i with the current dependency structure G(k) and maximum likelihood (ML) parameters θ(k) found for the
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corresponding model MG(k) , we examine possible refinements MGe with aggregated
e ∈ RG(k) .
topologies G
First, we estimate their ML parameters from data, which constitutes the model
identification routine of the algorithm. Then, using maximized likelihoods, we evalue ∈ RG(k) } and perform a local
ate scores for all available candidates {MG(k) , MGe : G
model selection based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
The algorithm terminates and returns hG(k) , θ(k) i whenever the model MG(k) is
justified to be better than its refinements, or RG(k) is empty. Next, we give details
for model identification and model selection procedures.

3.3.1

Model Identification

Given model MG with fixed topology G ∈ F, this stage involves maximum likelihood parameter estimation using data xO . With hidden variables, the standard approach for model identification is the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [38].
Briefly, EM starts with some initial parameters and iteratively improves them by
maximizing the conditional expectation of complete data log-likelihood, given i.i.d.
observations xO . In order to avoid confusion with the step count k used for our sequential model search, we will omit to write loop indices for EM when we discuss it
below and later in the context of particular parametric examples. Instead, we will
formulate a single iteration of EM like a function, that maps current parameters θ to
b
updated ones θ.
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In particular, given the structure G, and known parameters θ for MG , a single
iteration of EM returns updated parameters θb via the following two steps
e = E[log P (XO , XH |θ)|x
e O ; θ], which is the
• E-step Write the objective Q(θ|θ)
conditional expectation of complete data log-likelihood written as a function of
e and evaluated with known current parameters θ and i.i.d. observations xO .
θ,
e
• M-step Solve for the maximizer θb = argmaxθe Q(θ|θ).
b EM alternates between these
Then, setting current parameters θ to new ones θ,
operations until convergence is evident.
EM is repeatedly executed for each new candidate model, which is, by our search
strategy, a one-step refinement of an already processed simpler version. Recall that
each refinement implements a joint distribution for two previously independent modules, now joining their trees by a new hidden variable. Independent of this fusion,
the rest of the overall structure remains the same, and so do the corresponding ML
parameters that are estimated previously. Thus, model identification is required only
for the new tree formed, nodes of which are enough to compose the “complete data”
of E-step. We will make use of this modularity during model selection as well.

3.3.2

Model Selection

Using data likelihoods as the sole model selection criterion would always favor
the most complex candidate, which results in over-fitting the data. This classical
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problem of model selection is heavily studied in various contexts. A well principled
way to penalize complexity is to introduce priors for candidate models as well as their
parameters. But when there is partial observability, as in our case, such Bayesian
methods become intractable, and some kind of approximation is usually put in place
[36, 40].
Current literature embodies a wide range of selection criteria (e.g., AIC [41],
AICc [91], BIC [42], SRM [92]), which are proposed for situations like ours and
others. For a good review the reader is referred to [93, 94]. In our case, we prefer the
Schwarz criterion [42], also known as the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), since
its formulation decomposes into substructures and it incorporates training sample
size, so that the model discovery can adapt itself when more data are available.
In particular, for a model with K parameters and likelihood L maximized over N
data points, BIC is defined as
BIC = −2 log L + K log N,

(3.4)

where, equivalent to the minimum description length approach, smaller values of BIC
mean “better” fit. The K log N term is the penalty, which involves both the model
complexity and available sample size.
e ∈ RG(k) } is the set of candidate models at a given step
In our case, {MG(k) , MGe : G
k ≥ 0, where G(k) is the current structure, for which we already have the maximized
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likelihood LG(k) = supM

G(k)

π(xO ). Then, let
ρGe = log ΛGe − ∆KGe log

√

N

(3.5)

be the relative score we compute for refinement MGe after finding its ML parameters,
where ΛGe =

LG
e
LG(k)

is the ratio of maximum likelihoods under MGe and the current

model MG(k) , and ∆KGe = KGe − KG(k) is the difference of their respective numbers
of parameters. Then, choosing the model with lowest BIC (3.4) corresponds to doing
b = arg max e
• Find G
G∈R

G(k)

• Set G(k+1) =




b
 G,

ρGe

if ρGb > 0;



 G(k) , otherwise.

In summary, we first determine the best refinement. Then, if it is justified to be
better than the current model, it is accepted as the next one, otherwise it is rejected,
in which case the algorithm terminates and returns model MG(k) .
Note that, by modularity, the likelihood ratio ΛGe and increase in complexity ∆KGe
of Equation (3.5) are deducible from the particular pair of trees in G(k) , which are
e Consequently, ρ e depends only on the fusion, and
joined together in the new forest G.
G
e Therefore,
not on the rest of the structure, which is the same for both G(k) and G.
fusions with negative ρGe at step k can be discarded from future candidates RG(l) , l > k
in advance. Note that this would not be possible with other sample size dependent
selection criteria like AICc [91], for which the formulation is not decomposable into
independent tree components and therefore scores need to be recomputed from scratch
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at every step of the search and for each particular fusion, even it has been examined
before.
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3.4

NLVM with Bernoulli Regulation

For binary valued variables XO , we introduce a specific case from NLVM, which
we denote “NLVM-Bern” and symbolize with MBern . Dependency structures in this
particular subfamily are from F as usual, but we consider binary hidden variables and
encode parent-child interactions accordingly with conditional Bernoulli distributions.
Before going into details, we will first elaborate on identifiability of MBern , which is
the desired property that different parameter values yield different distributions over
XO , so that inference can be possible.
Let us consider the simple example with two binary valued observable variables
Xa and Xb that are conditionally independent given a third one Xc , which is hidden
and also binary. The corresponding dependency structure is the tree a ← c → b.
The parameters for the resulting Bayesian network (Xa , Xb , Xc ) are conditional suc
cess probabilities θ = pa (1|0), pa (1|1), pb (1|0), pb (1|1), pc (1) specifying transitions
between variables. Since the observable pair (Xa , Xb ) can assume four different configurations, their bivariate joint distribution pab (xa , xb ) has three degrees of freedom,
i.e., smaller than θ’s dimensionality. Thus, reducing pab from the complete Bayesian
network, i.e., writing it as

P

xc

pa (xa |xc )pb (xb |xc )pc (xc ) is an over-parametrized rep-

resentation. Consequently, θ fails to be identifiable in this case.
The redundancy demonstrated in this simple example can be generalized to arbitrary structures in MBern . In the case of binary variables, it is superfluous to
represent the joint distribution of depth one siblings via Bernoulli conditionals given
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their hidden root parent and an unconditional root probability. The same statistical
coupling can be implemented using fewer parameters by a bivariate probability mass
function (pmf), which is written unconditionally and specified by any three of the
four point probabilities involved. In the case of binary variables, replacing the usual
Bayesian network parameters by bivariate pmfs at depth one, not only reduces complexity, but it also removes parametric non-identifiability, which we will discuss next.
However, to be consistent with our usual recipe on tree aggregation and forest growth,
we will not change our definition for underlying topologies. We will keep our graph
related notation with respect to our initial DAG formulation, as if the non-terminal
root nodes are still intact, although their hidden variables no longer appear in the
modified decomposition.
with topology G =
Incorporating this adjustment, we specify a model MBern
G
(V, E) ∈ F, via the reduced set of parameters


ps (1) s∈V :pa(s)=ch(s)=∅




θ=
ps (1|0), ps (1|1) s∈V :dp(s)>1




pst (0, 0), pst (0, 1), pst (1, 0) s,t∈V :pa(s)=pa(t),dp(s)=dp(t)=1










(3.6)

Figure 3.3 shows a graphical illustration for MBern , where undirected edges printed
in green represent the bivariate joint pmfs used to couple depth one siblings, replacing
their univariate conditionals at light gray edges under the usual Bayesian network
formulation.
With bivariate parameters pst of (3.6), Equation (3.3) for π still holds, where λ114
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Figure 3.3: Revised graphical interpretation for NLVM-Bern: undirected edges
printed in green encode the joint pmfs of depth 1 siblings for the identifiable
parametrization, substituting the usual Bayesian network parameters at the light
gray edges and non-terminal roots.

recursions stated in Lemma 3.2.1, are now initialized from depth one siblings, say s
and t, for which we write λs (xtc(s) , xs ) =
P

xs

P

xt

pst (xs , xt )κt (xtd(t) |xt ) and λt (xtc(t) , xt ) =

pst (xs , xt )κs (xtd(s) |xs ).

3.4.1

Nesting in NLVM-Bern

Model nesting in NLVM-Bern still holds after discarding hidden root variables
from the latent network and reducing the usual Bayesian netwotrk parametrization.
But for clarity and completeness, it may need to be made explicit here. Let θ be the
fixed parameters under the model MBern
with dependency structure G ∈ F. Now,
G
derived from θ we provide detailed expressions for new parameters θe under the refined
e ∈ RG , such that distributions π(·|θ) ∈ MBern and
model MBern
structured with G
G
e
G
e ∈ MBern over XO become identical. This will verify the nesting property in
π(·|θ)
e
G
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NLVM-Bern, but also provide a recipe on how to initialize the EM parameter learning
Bern
algorithm for the refined model MBern
e , when we switch from the coarse one MG .
G

e as children of
Suppose e and f are two distinct roots in G that are joined in G
a new node g (see Figure 3.5). If node e (resp. f ) is terminal, then θ contains the
parameter pe (1) (resp. pf (1)). In that case, let pee (1) = pe (1) (resp. pef (1) = pf (1)).
Otherwise, if node e is non-terminal with children ch(e) = {a, b}, then θ of simpler
model MBern
contains bivariate parameters pab for siblings Xa and Xb . In that case,
G
let δ = pab (0, 0)pab (1, 1) − pab (0, 1)pab (1, 0), and for δ 6= 0 let

√

pab (0,0)+pab (1,1)+ (pab (0,0)−pab (1,1))2 +4δ


, if δ > 0;
2
φ=
√

2

 pab (0,1)+pab (1,0)+ (pab (0,1)−pab (1,0)) −4δ , if δ < 0.
2
Then, we can introduce

pea (1|0) =

pea (1|1) =

peb (1|0) =










pab (1,0)
,
pab (1,0)+φ










φ
,
pab (0,1)+φ










pab (0,1)
,
pab (0,1)+φ

if δ > 0;

pab (1,1)
,
if δ < 0;
pab (1,1)+φ






 pab (1, 0) + pab (1, 1), otherwise.

if δ > 0;

φ
,
if δ < 0;
pab (0,0)+φ






 pab (1, 0) + pab (1, 1), otherwise.

if δ > 0;

φ
,
if δ < 0;
pab (0,0)+φ






 pab (0, 1) + pab (1, 1), otherwise.
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peb (1|1) =










P

xe

if δ > 0;

pab (1,1)
,
if δ < 0;
pab (1,1)+φ






 pab (0, 1) + pab (1, 1), otherwise.

pee (1) =

such that pab (xa , xb ) =

φ
,
pab (1,0)+φ










φ(φ−pab (0,0))
,
φ2 −pab (0,1)pab (1,0)

if δ > 0;

φ(φ−pab (0,1))
, if δ < 0;
φ2 −pab (0,0)pab (1,1)






 1,
otherwise.
2

pea (xa |xe )e
pb (xb |xe )e
pe (xe ) holds for all xa , xb ∈ {0, 1}.

Since φ is strictly positive by definition, it is clear that pea (1|0), pea (1|1), peb (1|0)
and peb (1|1) are all probabilities on the unit interval. To confirm the same for pee (1),
first, note that for δ 6= 0 we have the inequality



 pab (0,0)+pab (1,1)+|pab (0,0)−pab (1,1)| = max(pab (0, 0), pab (1, 1)), if δ > 0;
2
φ>


 pab (0,1)+pab (1,0)+|pab (0,1)−pab (1,0)| = max(pab (0, 1), pab (1, 0)), if δ < 0.
2
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Then, for δ > 0, we can write
φ2 − pab (0, 1)pab (1, 0) (denominator of pee (1))
= φ(φ − pab (0, 0)) + (φpab (0, 0) − pab (0, 1)pab (1, 0))
> φ(φ − pab (0, 0)) + (max(pab (0, 0), pab (1, 1))pab (0, 0) − pab (0, 1)pab (1, 0))
≥ φ(φ − pab (0, 0)) + (pab (0, 0)pab (1, 1) − pab (0, 1)pab (1, 0))
= φ(φ − pab (0, 0)) + δ
> φ(φ − pab (0, 0)) (numerator of pee (1))
> φ(max(pab (0, 0), pab (1, 1)) − pab (0, 0))
≥0
and similar inequalities for δ < 0, which delivers the result.
Analogously, if f is non-terminal with children ch(f ) = {c, d}, then let pec (1|0),
pec (1|1), ped (1|0), ped (1|1) and pef (1) be written in terms of available bivariate parameters
pcd of θ, the same way as above with subscripts a, b, e now replaced by c, d, f . Again
pcd (xc , xd ) =

P

xf

pec (xc |xf )e
pd (xd |xf )e
pf (xf ) will be satisfied for all xc , xd ∈ {0, 1}.

Finally, let peef (xe , xf ) = pee (xe )e
pf (xf ) for xe , xf ∈ {0, 1}.
Replacing θ’s components pab , pcd , pe and pf by the new ones pea , peb , pec , ped and
e which satisfies MBern 3 π(·|θ) = π(·|θ)
e ∈ MBern .
peef , we can obtain a θ,
G
e
G
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3.4.2

Identifiability in NLVM-Bern

In order to address parametric identifiability in NLVM-Bern, let us first give some
definitions that will be useful in our analysis. Given two (sets of) random variables
XA and XB , let
∆A;B (xA , xB ) = P (xA , xB ) − P (xA )P (xB )

(3.7)

denote the difference between their joint distribution and the product of their marginals.
Suppose XA and XB are conditionally independent given a binary master variable Xm
that follows a Bernoulli distribution pm . Accordingly, let pA (·|xm ) and pB (·|xm ) stand
for the respective conditional distributions of XA and XB given Xm = xm ∈ {0, 1}.
Then, defining
ηAm (xA ) = pA (xA |1) − pA (xA |0)

(3.8)

and ηBm analogously, as the differences of conditional distributions given Xm = 1 and
Xm = 0, we can write
∆A;B (xA ; xB ) =

X
xm

pA (xA |xm )pB (xB |xm )pm (xm )
−

X
ym

pA (xA |ym )pm (ym )

= pm (0)pm (1)ηA (xA )ηB (xB ).
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Furthermore, unless XA and XB are independent, there exists a reference configuration (x∗A , x∗B ), for which ∆A;B is nonzero, such that we can define the ratio
νA (xA ) =

∆A;B (xA ; x∗B )
ηAm (xA )
=
∆A;B (x∗A ; x∗B )
ηAm (x∗A )

(3.10)

and νB analogously, which are respective functions of xA and xB , only.
Using these quantities, we can now examine identifiability of models in NLVMBern inductively. We first state the following lemma, which establishes the result for
a simple case and serves as the basis for larger and arbitrary structures.

g

T
e
pa (xa | xe)

a

pef (xe , xf)
pb (xb | xe)

f
pc (xc | xf)

c

b

pd (xd | xf)

d

Figure 3.4: Tree structure T ∈ F analyzed in Lemma 3.4.1 for NLVM-Bern with identifiable probabilities pa (xa |xe ), pb (xb |xe ), pc (xc |xf ), pd (xd |xf ) and pef (xe , xf ) (Nonterminal root g and its outgoing edges that are bypassed for reduced parametrization
are shown in light gray)

Lemma 3.4.1. Let {Xa , Xb , Xc , Xd } be a collection of binary random variables that
are regulated by another pair {Xe , Xf } of binary latent variables. Let their dependency
structure be given by the tree T = (V, E) ∈ F, as shown in Figure 3.4, with vertices
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V = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g} and directed edges E = {(g, e), (g, f ), (e, a), (e, b), (f, c), (f, d)}.
Suppose that each variable is dependent on its sibling. Then, from the joint distribution
π(xa , xb , xc , xd |θ) =

X
xe ,xf

pa (xa |xe )pb (xb |xe )pc (xc |xf )pd (xd |xf )pef (xe , xf )

(3.11)

over {Xa , Xb , Xc , Xd }, the parameters
θ = pa (1|0), pa (1|1), pb (1|0), pb (1|1), pc (1|0), pc (1|1), pd (1|0), pd (1|1),
pef (0, 0), pef (0, 1), pef (1, 0)



given as in (3.6), are identifiable, up to binary inversions of the latent states of Xe
and/or Xf .
Proof. Given a distribution π from the model in (3.11), we can proceed sequentially,
to identify

• θab = pa (1|0), pa (1|1), pb (1|0), pb (1|1) on the left subtree a ← e → b

• θcd = pc (1|0), pc (1|1), pd (1|0), pd (1|1) on the right subtree c ← f → d

• θef = pef (0, 0), pef (0, 1), pef (1, 0) on the link between the subtrees.
as shown in Figure 3.5. This can be done separately in three steps, as follows:
(i) From the joint distribution π, we can directly compute ∆ab;cd = π − πab πcd and
∆a;b = πab − πa πb , where πab and πcd are obtained from π as the bivariate marginals
of pairs {Xa , Xb } and {Xc , Xd }; and πa and πb are univariate marginals of Xa and
Xb , respectively.
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Given the binary variable Xe , the model in (3.11) asserts conditional independence
between pairs {Xa , Xb } and {Xc , Xd }; as well as between individual variables Xa and
Xb . Thus, to find θab , we can consider the reduced decomposition
π(xa , xb , xc , xd |θ) =

X
xe

pa (xa |xe )pb (xb |xe )pcd (xc , xd |xe )pe (xe ),

(3.12)

which involves a single latent variable Xe with the univariate Bernoulli law pe (xe ) =
P

xf

pef (xe , xf ), written as a function of θef (Note that, unlike Xa and Xb , Xc and Xd

may be still dependent given Xe , thus, their joint conditional distribution is written
as the generic bivariate pcd (xc , xd |xe ), which however, is immaterial to finding θab ).
Thus, as in (3.9), we can express the differences ∆ab;cd and ∆a;b with
e
e
∆ab;cd (xa , xb ; xc , xd ) = pe (0)pe (1)ηab
(xa , xb )ηcd
(xc , xd )

(3.13)

∆a;b (xa ; xb ) = pe (0)pe (1)ηae (xa )ηbe (xb ),

(3.14)

e
e
where ηab
, ηcd
, ηae and ηbe are defined analogously to (3.8) (e.g., ηae (xa ) = pa (xa |1) −
e
pa (xa |0) and ηcd
(xc , xd ) = pcd (xc , xd |1) − pcd (xc , xd |0)), such that right hand sides

above are entirely composed of individual terms of the reduced representation in
(3.12).
It is easy to verify from (3.7) that
∆a;b (xa ; xb ) = −∆a;b (1 − xa ; xb ) = −∆a;b (xa ; 1 − xb ) = ∆a;b (1 − xa ; 1 − xb )
for all xa , xb ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, by the dependence assumption between Xa and Xb , ∆a;b
never vanishes and by (3.14), this implies nonzero quantities pe , ηae and ηbe .
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Similarly, by the dependence between the pairs {Xa , Xb } and {Xc , Xd }, which
follows from the dependence of siblings Xe and Xf , we can assume without loss
of generality, that ∆ab;cd (0, 0; 0, 0) is nonzero. Then, as in (3.10), we can define
νab (xa , xb ) = ∆ab;cd (xa , xb ; 0, 0)/∆ab;cd (0, 0; 0, 0), which is directly obtained from π.
Accordingly, we have
e
e
ηab
(xa , xb ) − νab (xa , xb )ηab
(0, 0) = 0.

(3.15)

Then, using the relations

pa (xa |0) = pa (xa |0) pe (0) + pe (1) ± pa (xa |1)pe (1) = pa (xa ) − ηae (xa )pe (1),

(3.16)


pb (xb |0) = pb (xb |0) pe (0) + pe (1) ± pb (xb |1)pe (1) = pb (xa ) − ηbe (xb )pe (1)

(3.17)

e
and the conditional independence of Xa and Xb given Xe , we can express ηab
further,

in terms of ηae and ηbe :
e
ηab
(xa , xb ) = pa (xa |1)pb (xb |1) − pa (xa |0)pb (xb |0)



= ηae (xa ) + pa (xa |0) ηbe (xb ) + pb (xb |0) − pa (xa |0)pb (xb |0)
= ηae (xa )ηbe (xb ) + ηae (xa )pb (xb |0) + ηbe (xb )pa (xa |0)


= ηae (xa )ηbe (xb ) + ηae (xa ) pb (xb ) − ηbe (xb )pe (1) + ηbe (xb ) pa (xa ) − ηae (xa )pe (1)

= ηae (xa )ηbe (xb ) pe (0) − pe (1) + ηae (xa )pb (xb ) + ηbe (xb )pa (xa )
= ∆a;b (xa ; xb )

pe (0) − pe (1)
+ ηae (xa )pb (xb ) + ηbe (xb )pa (xa ),
pe (0)pe (1)

where the last line replaces the product ηae ηbe using (3.14).
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Evaluating Equation (3.15) at the particular configurations (xa , xb ) = (0, 1) and
e
terms written as in (3.18), and noting that ηae (1) = −ηae (0)
(xa , xb ) = (1, 0), with ηab

and ηbe (1) = −ηbe (0), we can finally obtain a 2 × 2 linear system
A(ηae (0), ηbe (0))> =

pe (0) − pe (1)
c
pe (0)pe (1)

(3.19)

in the unknowns ηae (0) and ηbe (0), where





−pa (0) 1 + νab (0, 1) 
 1 − pb (0) 1 + νab (0, 1)

A=

 
−pb (0) 1 + νab (1, 0)
1 − pa (0) 1 + νab (1, 0)

and




 νab (0, 1)∆a;b (0, 0) − ∆a;b (0, 1) 
.
c=


νab (1, 0)∆a;b (0, 0) − ∆a;b (1, 0)
P
P e
e
(xa , xb ),
(xa , xb ) and ηbe (xb ) = xa ηab
are directly obtainable from π. Since ηae (xa ) = xb ηab
we have


det A = 1 − pa (0) 1 + νab (1, 0) − pb (0) 1 + νab (0, 1)
= 1 − pa (0)

e
e
e
e
ηab
(0, 0) + ηab
(1, 0)
ηab
(0, 0) + ηab
(0, 1)
−
p
(0)
b
e
e
ηab (0, 0)
ηab (0, 0)

ηbe (0)
ηae (0)
= 1 − pa (0) e
− pb (0) e
.
ηab (0, 0)
ηab (0, 0)
As a result, we end up with the following two cases:
e
• If det A = 0, then ηab
(0, 0) = pa (0)ηbe (0) + pb (0)ηae (0). By Equation (3.18), that

would imply pe (0) = pe (1) = 1/2. In that case, from the first linear equation of
(3.19), we can write
ηae (0)


pa (0) 1 + νab (0, 1)
 ηbe (0).
=
1 − pb (0) 1 + νab (0, 1)
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Putting this into (3.14), we obtain a quadratic equation in the only remaining
unknown ηbe (0), with the solution
s

1 − pb (0) 1 + νab (0, 1)
e
 ∆a;b (0, 0),
ηb (0) = ±2
pa (0) 1 + νab (0, 1)

(3.21)

which also gives ηae (0) explicitly from (3.20). Since a solution must exist by
construction (i.e. π already belongs to the model in (3.11)), the expression
inside the square root of (3.21) is positive, which can be verified easily by nonvanishing ∆a;b and vanishing det A.
• If det A 6= 0, the system in (3.19) gives
(ηae (0), ηbe (0))> =

pe (0) − pe (1) −1
A c.
pe (0)pe (1)

(3.22)

Plugging this into Equation (3.14), writing pe (1) = 1 − pe (0), and letting K
denote the product of components of the vector A−1 c, we obtain a quadratic
equation in the only unknown pe (0), with the solution
s
1 1
∆a;b (0, 0)
pe (0) = ±
,
2 2 4K + ∆a;b (0, 0)

(3.23)

which also gives ηae (0) and ηbe (0) explicitly form (3.22). Again, the positivity
of the expression inside the square root follows by construction, and can be
confirmed in a way similar to the previous case, with nonzero ∆a;b and det A.
With quantities pe (0) = 1 − pe (1), ηae (0) = −ηae (1) and ηbe (0) = −ηbe (1), we can obtain
explicit values for pa (1|0) and pb (1|0) from equations (3.16) and (3.17), respectively.
Then, pa (1|1) = ηae (1) + pa (1|0) and pb (1|1) = ηbe (1) + pb (1|0) follow directly.
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(1)

(2)

Both cases based on det A yield exactly two solutions θab and θab . By (3.21)
or (3.23), these solutions are symmetric, in the sense that they correspond to com(1)

plementary interpretations of the binary latent variable Xe . In particular, θab and
(2)

(1)

(2)

θab are componentwise permutations of each other: pa (1|xe ) = pa (1|1 − xe ) and
(1)

(2)

pb (1|xe ) = pb (1|1 − xe ) for xe ∈ {0, 1}.
(ii) Due to symmetry of subtrees a ← e → b and c ← f → d, identification
(1)

of θcd is entirely analogous to part (i). Similarly, there are two solutions θcd and
(2)

θcd corresponding to complementary interpretations of the binary latent variable Xf ,
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

where pc (1|xf ) = pc (1|1 − xf ) and pd (1|xf ) = pd (1|1 − xf ) for xf ∈ {0, 1}.
(iii) By the dependence between Xa and Xb , as well as between Xc and Xd , there
e
(x∗a , x∗b ) =
exists configurations (x∗a , x∗b ) ∈ {0, 1}2 and (x∗c , x∗d ) ∈ {0, 1}2 , such that ηab
f
(x∗c , x∗d ) = pc (x∗c |1)pd (x∗d |1)−pc (x∗c |0)pd (x∗d |0)
pa (x∗a |1)pb (x∗b |1)−pa (x∗a |0)pb (x∗b |0) and ηcd

are both nonzero. Then, with explicit values of θab and θcd , as well as pe (0) and pf (0)
found in the previous steps, we can write the linear system

pe (0) = pef (0, 0) + pef (0, 1)
pf (0) = pef (0, 0) + pef (1, 0)
pef (1, 1) = 1 − pef (0, 0) − pef (0, 1) − pef (1, 0)
π(x∗a , x∗b , x∗c , x∗d |θ) =

X
xe ,xf

pa (x∗a |xe )pb (x∗b |xe )pc (x∗c |xf )pd (x∗d |xf )pef (xe , xf )
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which finally gives θef as
pef (0, 0) =

π(x∗a , x∗d , x∗c , x∗d |θ) − pa (x∗a |1)pb (x∗b |1)pc (x∗c |1)pd (x∗d |1)
f
e
(x∗c , x∗d )
(x∗a , x∗b )ηcd
ηab

+

pf (0)pa (x∗a |1)pb (x∗b |1) pe (0)pc (x∗c |1)pd (x∗d |1)
+
e
f
ηab
(x∗a , x∗b )
(x∗c , x∗d )
ηcd

(3.24)
(3.25)

pef (0, 1) = pe (0) − pef (0, 0)

(3.26)

pef (1, 0) = pf (0) − pef (0, 0).

(3.27)

As a result, we can arrive at exactly four possible θ = (θab , θcd , θef ) (two due to
each subtree) that, as claimed, correspond to binary inversions of latent variables Xe
and Xf .
The dependency structure T discussed in Lemma 3.4.1 is of particular importance,
in that it is the smallest strictly balanced tree (i.e., its immediate subtrees are of the
same exact size), for which it is nontrivial to analyze identifiability. By a similar
analysis, one can prove the same result for the weakly balanced versions, where either
e or f is terminal.
Using the result from 3.4.1, we can now state the following proposition on identifiability of parameters for arbitrary models in NLVM-Bern.
Proposition 3.4.1. For models in NLVM-Bern, where, observable or not, each variable is dependent on its sibling, the parameters given in (3.6) are identifiable, up to
binary inversions of hidden variables.
Proof. For a given model MBern
with dependency structure G ∈ F, the result is either
G
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G
e

e
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f
θtop

a

b

c

d

a

θleft

b

c

θright

d

e on the right
Figure 3.5: Model refinement in NLVM-Bern: The refined topology G
e are to indicate
is derived from G on the left. Red, green and blue colors on G
Bern
parameters that can be identified separately under MGe . θtop are the additional
parameters. Non-terminal roots and their outgoing edges, which are bypassed in the
reduced parametrization, are shown in light gray

straightforward or analogous to Lemma 3.4.1, if independent substructures of G are no
larger than the tree T assumed for the simple case in (3.11). Otherwise, suppose, the
e
claim holds for MBern
G . Then, let G ∈ RG be given as in Figure 3.5 bottom, with the
additional root node g that joins distinct roots e and f of G. We consider the general
case when both e and f are non-terminal with respective children ch(e) = {a, b} and
ch(f ) = {c, d}. Cases with terminal e and/or f , are already contained in the first
statement.
Using Lemma 3.4.1, we will show that the hypothesis on the smaller model MBern
G
implies the claim for the refined one MBern
e . The only topological difference between
G
e Remaining structures are the same with
these two models is the new tree formed in G.
a common decomposition, and their parametric identifiability under MBern
follows by
e
G
hypothesis. Thus, we can confine the proof to the new joint distribution πtd(g) under
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MBern
e , which is implanted for the variables Xtd(g) = (Xtd(e) , Xtd(f ) ) terminal to the
G
new tree rooted at g.
Let θ = (θleft , θright , θtop ) be the parameters of MBern
specifying πtd(g) , where θleft
e
G
and θright correspond to two subnetworks below the respective pairs {Xa , Xb } and
{Xc , Xd }; whereas θtop are associated with the transitions above {Xa , Xb , Xc , Xd }
(see Figure 3.5). We will show the claim sequentially for θleft , θright and θtop .
The result follows for θleft and θright directly by induction hypothesis: Given πtd(g) ,
the marginal distribution πtd(e) =

P

xtd(f )

πtd(g) is readily obtainable over variables

Xtd(e) , which are terminal to the left subtree below g. The decomposition of πtd(e)
is given by
under the refined model MBern
e
G

P

xa ,xb

P (xtd(e) |xa , xb )P (xa , xb ), which is

also a representation under the smaller model MBern
G . Thus, the identifiability claim
readily holds for parameters θleft , which specify P (xtd(e) |xa , xb ). In the same way, we
can obtain the result for θright , this time considering the marginal distribution πtd(f )
over terminal variables Xtd(f ) of the right subtree below g.
To show identifiability of the remaining parameters θtop , we use Lemma 3.4.1. We
can generalize that lemma, in particular, part (iii) of its proof to the current case. To
be precise, suppose {a1 , a2 } ⊂ td(a), {b1 , b2 } ⊂ td(b), {c1 , c2 } ⊂ td(c) and {d1 , d2 } ⊂
td(d) comprise eight distinct nodes, selected from terminal descendants of a, b, c and
d, such that observable variables Xa1 and Xa2 are conditionally independent given
the latent one Xa ; and similarly observable variables Xb1 and Xb2 are conditionally
independent given Xb , and so on (see Figure 3.6). Then, using the Markov property,
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Figure 3.6: Reductions of the Markov structure among designated nodes in G
tree of Lemma 3.4.1 for identifying probabilities along edges indicated with green.
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we can write under MBern
e
G
πa1 b1 c1 d1 (xa1 , xb1 , xc1 , xd1 |θ) =
πa1 a2 b1 c1 (xa1 , xa2 , xb1 , xc1 |θ) =
πb1 b2 a1 c1 (xb1 , xb2 , xa1 , xc1 |θ) =
πc1 c2 a1 d1 (xc1 , xc2 , xa1 , xd1 |θ) =
πd1 d2 a1 c1 (xd1 , xd2 , xa1 , xc1 |θ) =

X
xe ,xf

X
xa ,xe

X
xb ,xe

X
xc ,xf

X
xd ,xf

P (xa1 |xe )P (xb1 |xe )P (xc1 |xf )P (xd1 |xf )P (xe , xf )
P (xa1 |xa )P (xa2 |xa )P (xb1 |xe )P (xc1 |xe )P (xa , xe )
P (xb1 |xb )P (xb2 |xb )P (xa1 |xe )P (xc1 |xe )P (xb , xe )
P (xc1 |xc )P (xc2 |xc )P (xa1 |xf )P (xd1 |xf )P (xc , xf )
P (xd1 |xd )P (xd2 |xd )P (xa1 |xf )P (xc1 |xf )P (xd , xf ),

where, in each case, the marginals at the left hand sides are directly obtainable from
πtd(g) by summing out everything but the designated four arguments. Note that,
each of the five decompositions are from the tree representation laid out in Equation
e the
(3.11) of Lemma 3.4.1. By the dependence assumption between siblings in G,
conditions are similarly satisfied for each of the quadruplets used. Thus, by part (iii)
of Lemma 3.4.1, the bivariate distributions P (xe , xf ), P (xa , xe ), P (xb , xe ), P (xc , xf )
and P (xd , xf ) are identifiable, up to binary inversions of their hidden variables. The
first of these pairwise joints directly gives pef , whereas the remaining four conditional
parameters of θtop are found by pa (xa |xe ) =
pc (xc |xf ) =

P

P (xc ,xf )
P (xc ,xf )

xc

and pd (xd |xf ) =

P

P P (xa ,xe ) ,
xa P (xa ,xe )

P (xd ,xf )
,
P (xd ,xf )

pb (xb |xe ) =

P P (xb ,xe ) ,
x P (xb ,xe )
b

which completes the proof.

xd

Note that, the identifiability of parameters for NLVM-models can be easily improved to a one-to-one relation θ  π(·|θ) (i.e., parameters θ that give rise to
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π(·|θ) ∈ MBern
can be made unique) with simple additional constraints on the paG
rameter space. For example, imposing ps (1|0) ≤ ps (1|1) for the first member s of each
sibling pair {s, t} of depth greater than one, would force hidden variables to have a
non-negative correlation with their left child, thus removing the ambiguity on their
interpretation.

3.4.3

EM for NLVM-Bern
(n)

Given i.i.d. training data xO = {xs ; s ∈ O, n = 1, ..., N }, a fixed forest G =
(V, E) ∈ F and known parameters θ as in equation (3.6), a single iteration of EM
as follows (these will be derived in
returns updated parameters θb for model MBern
G
the next section):
(i) For each s ∈ V , such that pa(s) = ch(s) = ∅,
pbs (1) =

1 X (n)
x ;
N n s

(3.28)

(ii) For each (u, s) ∈ E, such that dp(s) > 1, and each xu ∈ {0, 1},

(n)
(n)
κu (xtd(u) |xu )λu (xtc(u) , xu )
pbs (1|xu ) =
P
P
(n)
(n)
(n)
n
ys κs (xtd(s) |ys )ps (ys |xu )
yu κu (xtd(u) |yu )λu (xtc(u) , yu )
X
−1
(n)
(n)
κu (xtd(u) |xu )λu (xtc(u) , xu )
×
(3.29)
P
(n)
(n)
n
yu κu (xtd(u) |yu )λu (xtc(u) , yu )
X

(n)

κs (xtd(s) |1)ps (1|xu )

(iii) For each sibling pair {s, t} ∈ V , such that dp(s) = dp(t) = 1, and each xs , xt ∈
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{0, 1},
pbst (xs , xt ) =

3.4.3.1

1 X κs (xtd(s) |xs )κt (xtd(t) |xt )pst (xs , xt )
P
N n
ys ,yt κs (xtd(s) |ys )κt (xtd(t) |yt )pst (ys , yt )

(3.30)

Derivation of EM for NLVM-Bern

Given an i.i.d. sample xO and current parameters θ, the objective function of EM
is given by

e =
Q(θ|θ)

X X
n

yO ,yH

(n)

(n)

e
P (yO , yH |xO ; θ) log P (xO , yH |θ)

with complete log-likelihood
e =
log P (xO , xH |θ)

X

log pes (xs ) +

s∈V :
pa(s)=ch(s)=∅

X
(u,s)∈E:
pa(u)6=∅

log pes (xs |xu ) +

X

log pest (xs , xt ).

s,t∈V :
pa(s)=pa(t)
dp(s)=dp(t)=1

which is written as a function of θe to be optimized. When taking derivatives of
(n)

Q, we consider the missing data posterior P (yH |xO ; θ) to be further expanded to
P

(n)

yO

P (yO , yH |xO ; θ) in order to arrive at common expressions for both terminal and

non-terminal variables. Then, for the update rules, we have:
(i) (3.28) is straightforward, since for observed singletons, ML estimates of success
probabilities are empirical averages.
(ii) To arrive at (3.29), first let xs , xu ∈ {0, 1} be fixed and let x̄s = 1 − xs .
Differentiating Q with respect to probability pes (xs |xu ), while noting that pes (x̄s |xu ) =
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1 − pes (xs |xu ), we get


XX
∂Q
1{ys = xs , yu = xu } 1{ys = x̄s , yu = xu }
(n)
=
P (ys , yu |xO ; θ)
−
∂ pes (xs |xu )
pes (xs |xu )
1 − pes (xs |xu )
n y ,y
s

=

u

X P (xs , xu |x(n) ; θ)
O

n

pes (xs |xu )

−

X P (x̄s , yu |x(n) ; θ)
O

1 − pes (xs |xu )

n

which vanishes at
P
pbs (xs |xu ) = P
P
=
P
=

(n)

P (xs , xu |xO ; θ)

n

(n)

n

(n)

n

(n)

P (xs |xO , xu ; θ)P (xu |xO ; θ)
P
(n)
n P (xu |xO ; θ)
(n)

n

(n)

P (xs , xu |xO ; θ) + P (x̄s , xu |xO ; θ)

(n)

(n)

P (xs |xtd(s) , xu ; θ)P (xu |xtd(u) , xtc(u) ; θ)
.
P
(n)
(n)
P
(x
|x
,
x
;
θ)
u
n
td(u)
tc(u)

Then, by network’s Markov property and Bayes’ rule, we can further write
P (xtd(s) , xs |xu ; θ)
κs (xtd(s) |xs )ps (xs |xu )
P (xs |xtd(s) , xu ; θ) = P
=P
ys P (xtd(s) , ys |xu ; θ)
ys κs (xtd(s) |ys )ps (ys |xu )

P (xtd(u) , xtc(u) , xu |θ)
κu (xtd(u) |xu )λu (xtc(u) , xu )
P (xu |xtd(u) , xtc(u) ; θ) = P
=P
.
yu P (xtd(u) , xtc(u) , yu |θ)
yu κu (xtd(u) |yu )λu (xtc(u) , yu )
providing the result.
(iii) To arrive at (3.30), again, first let xs , xt ∈ {0, 1} be fixed and let x̄s = 1 − xs
and x̄t = 1 − xt . Differentiating Q with respect to point probabilities pest (xs , xt ),
pest (x̄s , xt ) and pest (xs , x̄t ), while noting that pest (x̄s , x̄t ) = 1 − pest (xs , xt ) − pest (x̄s , xt ) −
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pest (xs , x̄t ), we get

XX
∂Q
1{ys = xs , yt = xt }
(n)
=
P (ys , yt |xO ; θ)
∂ pest (xs , xt )
pest (xs , xt )
n y ,y
s

=

t

X P (xs , xt |x(n) ; θ)
O

n

pest (xs , xt )

1{ys = x̄s , yt = x̄t }
−
1 − pest (xs , xt ) − pest (x̄s , xt ) − pest (xs , x̄t )



(n)

−

X
n

P (x̄s , x̄t |xO ; θ)
1 − pest (xs , xt ) − pest (x̄s , xt ) − pest (xs , x̄t )

along with ∂Q/∂ pest (x̄s , xt ) and ∂Q/∂ pest (xs , x̄t ) written similarly with arguments xs
and xt in the first sum replaced by x̄s and x̄t , respectively. Then, the resulting
gradient vanishes at

pbst (xs , xt ) =

1 X
1 X
(n)
(n)
P (xs , xt |xO ; θ) =
P (xs , xt |xtd(s) , xtd(t) ; θ)
N n
N n

along with pbst (x̄s , xt ) and pbst (xs , x̄t ) written similarly again with arguments replaced.
Then, again by network’s Markov assumptions and Bayes’ rule, we can write
P (xtd(s) , xtd(t) , xs , xt |θ)
ys ,yt P (xtd(s) , xtd(t) , ys , yt |θ)

P (xs , xt |xtd(s) , xtd(t) ; θ) = P

P (xtd(s) |xtd(t) , xs , xt ; θ)P (xtd(t) , xs , xt |θ)
ys ,yt P (xtd(s) |xtd(t) , ys , yt ; θ)P (xtd(t) , ys , yt |θ)

=P

κs (xtd(s) |xs )P (xtd(t) |xs , xt ; θ)pst (xs , xt )
ys ,yt κs (xtd(s) |ys )P (xtd(t) |ys , yt ; θ)pst (ys , yt )

=P

κs (xtd(s) |xs )κt (xtd(t) |xt )pst (xs , xt )
ys ,yt κs (xtd(s) |ys )κt (xtd(t) |yt )pst (ys , yt )

=P
providing the result.
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3.5

NLVM with Linear Gaussian Regulation

For real valued variables XO , we now consider a Gaussian family from NLVM,
which we call “NLVM-Gauss” and symbolize with MGauss . Each model MGauss
has
G
again a forest structure G = (V, E) ∈ F, now with real valued hidden variables XH ,
and represents parent-child relations with linear Gaussian conditional densities:
• For each root s ∈ V
1
exp
ps (xs ) = p
2πσs2



x2
− s2
2σs


(3.31)

• For each directed edge (u, s) ∈ E
1
ps (xs |xu ) = p
exp
2πσs2



(xs − ws xu )2
−
2σs2


(3.32)

The model parameters are




 ws
θ=



s∈V :pa(s)6=∅



σs2 s∈V





(3.33)

subject to constraints ws2 + wt2 = 1 and σs2 = σt2 for siblings {s, t}.
The constraints for sibling variables, imposed on the weights w and variances σ 2 ,
are required for parametric identifiability, which we analyze later in detail. Note that,
for generality one could additionally consider parent independent mean parameters
for each observable variable. Here, we don’t include such additional means, simply
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for ease of notation and consistency with hidden variables, which are modeled to
have zero marginal means. Thus, we will consider centered data when learning from
NLVM-Gauss.
Briefly, models in MGauss cast each individual variable (observed or latent) as a
linear function of its parent, with some additive Gaussian noise, whose variance is kept
equal for siblings. In fact, on the simple tree a ← c → b, the corresponding model
boils down to factor analysis or probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA)
[95, 96] applied to the pair (Xa , Xb ), where the hidden parent Xc plays the role of the
“factor” or “principal component”. Thus, given an arbitrary structure G ∈ F, the
can be considered as a hierarchically arranged collection
corresponding model MGauss
G
of PPC analyzers, where each non-terminal variable is a one dimensional descriptor
of its two children.
Clearly, the entire forest on XV and thereby its observable leaves XO will have
a multivariate Gaussian joint density. Though variables are continuous, inference is
relatively straightforward with such Gaussian graphical models and can be achieved
by an extension of the belief propagation algorithm, the so-called Gaussian Belief
Propagation (GaBP), which is introduced and analyzed by Weiss and Freeman [97].
Gaussian graphical models have been heavily studied for discovering interactions
among continuous variables, and especially in the “small N , large D” context. The
usual approach involves no latent variables, in which case the objective is to learn
a sparse dependency structure. Basically this corresponds to covariance estimation:
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The large off-diagonal entries from the inverse of the estimated covariance matrix
are indicators of edges between the corresponding nodes, whereas values small in
magnitude will reveal the conditional independence relationships. In this line of work
[98–101], several estimators are proposed within a general model selection formalism.
In our case however, the model family is restricted to forests of binary trees, and the
involvement of latent variables drastically changes the learning approach.
Again related to our setting, latent variable models on Gaussian observations have
been extensively employed for mixture representations and their hierarchical generalizations [102, 103]. However, these involve discrete hidden variables for encoding
the mixture components. Other probabilistic approaches that combine Gaussianity
with latent variables include examples like dynamical Gaussian process-latent variable models (GP-LVM) [104–106], which are remotely connected to our construction.
Basically, these are aimed at finding low dimensional representations for data in a
way similar to kernel PCA methods, and use approximate inference due to assumed
nonlinearities.
We will combine the relevant notions in those related approaches in an organized
way and specific to our latent variable forest structures of binary trees. Next, we
explicitly demonstrate nesting, identifiability, inference and EM parameter estimation
for NLVM-Gauss.
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3.5.1

Nesting in NLVM-Gauss

For consistency, we demonstrate here the nesting property in NLVM-Gauss, as
well. Again, given the parameters θ under the model MGuass
with dependency strucG
ture G ∈ F, we formulate a θe under the refined model MGauss
structured with
e
G
e ∈ MGauss over XO bee ∈ RG , such that distributions π(·|θ) ∈ MGauss and π(·|θ)
G
G
e
G
come identical. Again, this θe will serve as the initial parameters for EM applied to
Bern
the refined model MBern
e , when we switch from the coarse one MG .
G

e as children of
Suppose a and b are two distinct roots in G that are joined in G
a new node c (see Figure 3.8). Then, θe can be obtained after replacing variances σa2
and σb2 of θ, which we can assume to satisfy σa2 ≥ σb2 without loss of generality, by
w
ea = 1, w
eb = 0, σ
ec2 = σa2 − σb2 and σ
ea2 = σ
eb2 = σb2 .

3.5.2

Identifiability in NLVM-Gauss

Again, we will use induction to establish identifiability for models in NLVM-Gauss.
But first we state the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.5.1. Let {Xa , Xb , Xc , Xd , Xe , Xf } be a collection of zero mean Gaussian
random variables, which are Markov with respect to the dependency structure S as
shown in Figure 3.7 left. Suppose Xa and Xc are correlated with Xb and Xd , respectively. Then, the correlation between Xe and Xf is given by
s
E[Xa Xd ]E[Xb Xc ]
corr(Xe , Xf ) =
E[Xa Xb ]E[Xc Xd ]
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S

T
f

e

g

ρef

σ2g
we

a

ρab

b

ρbc

c

ρcd

e

d

σ2e

wf
σ2f

f

ρad

Figureq
3.7: Left: Markov structure S analyzed in Lemma 3.5.1 satisfying the relation
ρbc
ρef = ρρad
among correlation coefficients ρef = corr(Xe , Xf ), ρad = corr(Xa , Xd ),
ab ρcd
ρbc = corr(Xb , Xc ), ρab = corr(Xa , Xb ) and ρcd = corr(Xc , Xd ). Right: Tree structure
T ∈ F analyzed in
 Lemma 3.5.2 for NLVM-Gauss with identifiable parameters θ =
2
2
2
σe , σf , σg , we , wf .

Proof. The result follows from the product rule for trees. Since the collection of
variables is a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian, we can write E[Xa |Xe ] = wa Xe ,
E[Xb |Xe ] = wb Xe , E[Xc |Xf ] = wc Xf and E[Xd |Xf ] = wd Xf for some linearity
coefficients wa , wb , wc and wd . Then, by law of total expectation and the Markov
property, we can write




E[Xa Xd ] = E E[Xa Xd |Xe , Xf ] = E E[Xa |Xe ]E[Xd |Xf ] = wa wd E[Xe Xf ]
and




E[Xa Xb ] = E E[Xa Xb |Xe ] = E E[Xa |Xe ]E[Xb |Xe ] = wa wb E[Xe2 ].
Similarly, wa have E[Xb Xc ] = wb wc E[Xe Xf ] and E[Xc Xd ] = wc wd E[Xf2 ]. Since Xa
is correlated with Xb , and so is Xc with Xd , the covariances E[Xa Xb ] and E[Xc Xd ],
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and thereby coefficients wa , wb , wc and wd are all nonzero. Then,
s

E[Xe Xf ]2
E[Xe2 ]E[Xf2 ]

s

wa wd E[Xe Xf ]wb wc E[Xe Xf ]
wa wb E[Xe2 ]wc wd E[Xf2 ]

s

E[Xa Xd ]E[Xb Xc ]
E[Xa Xb ]E[Xc Xd ]

corr(Xe , Xf ) =
=

=

completing the proof. Note that, by a similar analysis we can also write
s
corr(Xe , Xf ) =

E[Xa Xf ]E[Xb Xf ]
=
E[Xa Xb ]E[Xf2 ]

s

E[Xc Xe ]E[Xd Xe ]
E[Xc Xd ]E[Xe2 ]

(3.35)

which will be useful for showing identifiability in NLVM-Gauss in weakly balanced
trees.
Lemma 3.5.2. Let Xe and Xf be two Gaussian and observable random variables
that are correlated but conditionally independent given a latent variable Xg , with the
corresponding tree structure T = (e ← g → f ) ∈ F as shown in Figure 3.7 right.
Let Xg have the density pg = N (0, σg2 ) as in (3.31), and given Xg = xg , let Xe and
Xf have the respective conditional densities pe (·|xg ) = N (we xg , σe2 ) and pf (·|xg ) =
N (wf xg , σf2 ) as in (3.32). Then, from the joint density
π(xe , xf |θ) =

Z
R

pe (xe |xg )pf (xf |xg )pg (xg )dxg

over {Xe , Xf }, the parameters
θ = σe2 , σf2 , σg2 , we , wf
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given as in (3.33) with the constraints σe2 = σf2 and we2 + wf2 = 1, are identifiable up
to simultaneous sign change of we and wf .
Proof. Working out the integral in (3.36), we see that π(xe , xf |θ) is a centered bivariate Gaussian density in xe and xf with the covariance matrix


 σe2 + σg2 we2 we wf σg2 
.
Σ=


we wf σg2 σf2 + σg2 wf2
where σe2 = σf2 , as constrained. Since means and covariances are identifiable parameters for a multivariate Gaussian density, it suffices to check whether θ is identifiable
from Σ.
It is easy to show that, α = σe2 = σf2 and β = α + σg2 are the two eigenvalues of Σ,
whereas (wa , wb )> is the normalized eigenvector corresponding to the large eigenvalue
β. Due to nonzero correlation between Xe and Xf , Σ is not spherical (i.e., it is not
a multiple of identity matrix), thus, its eigenvectors are unique up to orientation.
Therefore, θ can be determined from Σ, up to simultaneous sign change of we and
wf , which completes the proof.
Using the results established in Lemmas 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, we can now state the
following proposition on identifiability of parameters for arbitrary models in NLVMGauss.
Proposition 3.5.1. For models in NLVM-Gauss, where, observable or not, each
variable is correlated with its sibling, parameters given in (3.33) are identifiable, up
to sign changes of vectors (ws , wt ) for siblings {s, t}.
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f
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c

θtop

e
d

a

θleft

b

f
c

θright

d

e on the right is
Figure 3.8: Model refinement in NLVM-Gauss: The refined topology G
e are to indicate parameters
derived from G on the left. Red, green and blue colors on G
Gauss
that can be identified separately under MGe . θtop are the additional parameters.

with forest structure G ∈ F, the result follows
Proof. For a given model MGauss
G
directly by Lemma 3.5.2, if the independent substructures of G are no larger than
the topology T considered for the simple tree model in (3.36). Otherwise, suppose
. Then, similar to our proof for the Bernoulli case, let
the claim holds for MGauss
G
e ∈ RG be given with the additional root node g that joins distinct roots e and f
G
of G (see Figure 3.8). Again, as in the Bernoulli case, we can confine our analysis to
e rooted at g with a refined joint distribution πtd(g) over
this new aggregated tree of G,
its terminal variables Xtd(g) = (Xtd(e) , Xtd(f ) ).
Let θ = (θleft , θright , θtop ) be the parameters of MGauss
specifying πtd(g) , where θleft
e
G
and θright correspond to two subtrees below Xe and Xf ; whereas θtop are associated
with the transitions between Xe , Xf and the new root Xg . We will show the claim
sequentially for θleft , θright and θtop .
The result follows for θleft and θright directly by induction hypothesis: Given πtd(g) ,
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the marginal density πtd(e) =

R

πtd(g) dxtd(f ) is readily obtainable over variables Xtd(e) ,

which are terminal to the left subtree below g. The decomposition of πtd(e) under the
refined model MGauss
is given by
e
G

R

κe (xtd(e) |xe )P (xe )dxe , which is also a representa-

tion under the smaller model MGauss
. Thus, the identifiability claim readily holds for
G
parameters θleft , which specify κe (xtd(e) |xe ), as well as for the marginal density of Xe .
In the same way, we can obtain the result for θright and the marginal density of Xf ,
this time considering πtd(f ) =

R

πtd(g) dxtd(e) over terminal variables Xtd(f ) of the right

subtree below g.
g
e

a

f

b

e

c

d

a1
a1

b1

c1

f

b1

c1

d1

d1

e to the
Figure 3.9: Reduction of the Markov structure among designated nodes in G
tree of Lemma 3.5.1 to compute corr(Xe , Xf ).

To establish the result for the remaining parameters θtop , we use Lemmas 3.5.1
and 3.5.2. If both e and f are terminal, there is nothing to prove, since that would
correspond to the first statement of the induction. If one of them is terminal, say, f ,
then e must have terminal children {a, b} for the balance criterion to hold, and thus,
from πtd(g) we can compute the variance E[Xf2 ] and covariances E[Xa Xf ], E[Xb Xf ]
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and E[Xa Xb ] for the corresponding observable variables, where E[Xa Xb ] is nonzero
by the assumption on the correlation between siblings Xa and Xb . Then, Equation
(3.35) in the proof of Lemma 3.5.1 delivers corr(Xe , Xf ). Otherwise, suppose both e
and f are non-terminal, possibly with non-terminal sets of children {a, b} and {c, d},
respectively. Letting, a1 ∈ td(a), b1 ∈ td(b), c1 ∈ td(c) and d1 ∈ td(d), we see that the
Markov structure of Lemma 3.5.1 is valid for the dependencies between observable
variables {Xa1 , Xb1 , Xc1 , Xd1 } and latent variables {Xe , Xf } (see Figure 3.9). Thus,
we can again obtain corr(Xe , Xf ) from covariances E[Xa1 Xd1 ], E[Xb1 Xc1 ], E[Xa1 Xb1 ]
and E[Xc1 Xd1 ] computed directly from πtd(g) , where the latter two are nonzero implied
by the nonzero correlation assumption for siblings. Since we have already identified
the marginal densities of Xe and Xf , knowing corr(Xe , Xf ) suffices to ascertain their
joint density P (xe , xf ). Then, using Lemma 3.5.2, we can identify the remaining
parameters θtop up to sign change of the vector (we , wf ), which completes the proof.

Similar to the Bernoulli case, the parametric identifiability of models in NLVMGauss can be easily improved to a one-to-one relation θ ↔ π(·|θ) (i.e., parameters
θ that give rise to π(·|θ) ∈ MGauss
can be made unique), with simple additional
G
constraints on the parameter space. For example, analogous to NLVM-Bern, imposing
ws ≥ 0 for the first member s of each sibling pair {s, t}, one would force hidden
variables to have a non-negative correlation with their left child, thus removing the
ambiguity on their interpretation.
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3.5.3

Representing Gaussian Densities

Given a forest G = (V, E) ∈ F, the corresponding model from the NLVM-Gauss
family contains joint distributions, which are induced from multivariate Gaussian
densities over the complete network (XO , XH ) on G. Thus, any probability P (xS |xU )
for node subsets S, U ⊂ V , can be written as a Gaussian function (i.e., a scaled
Gaussian probability density) of each individual argument xs , s ∈ S ∪ U . This makes
inference relatively easy with Gaussian graphical models; in particular, computation
of marginals can be achieved with the Gaussian belief propagation (GaBP) algorithm
introduced in [97]. This algorithm was originally formulated for arbitrary undirected
Gaussian topologies and in a general matrix-vector notation, where derivations were
not detailed for the most part. In our case, though equivalent to GaBP in spirit, we
rather want to give the derivations thoroughly for inference as well as EM parameter
estimation, in a way specific to our latent variable binary tree structures. This will also
provide coherence with previous sections. Our particular choice below for representing
Gaussian functions will conveniently lead to such a formulation.
More precisely, we prefer to express a Gaussian function g(x) =

√C
2πσ 2

2

exp{− (x−µ)
}
2σ 2

with mean µ, variance σ 2 and some scaling constant C, as the exponential of a
quadratic polynomial of x, for instance, of the form
g(x) = exp{−[A + xȦ + x2 Ä]},

(3.37)

where for ease of distinction, coefficients A, Ȧ and Ä > 0 are labeled with dots, which
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we put as many as the corresponding power of x.
Since µ = − 2ȦÄ , σ 2 =

1
2Ä

and C =

pπ

exp
Ä

 Ȧ2
4Ä

− A , we can express the following

integrals as functions of the coefficients A, Ȧ and Ä, too:
r

Z
g(x)dx = C =
R

π
exp
Ä

Z

Ȧ
xg(x)dx = Cµ = −
2Ä
R

Z

2

2

2

x g(x)dx = C(σ + µ ) =
R



r




Ȧ2
−A ,
4Ä

π
exp
Ä

1
Ȧ2
+
2Ä 4Ä2

r




Ȧ2
−A ,
4Ä

π
exp
Ä




Ȧ2
−A .
4Ä

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

Variants of this representation are commonly used for Gaussian functions, they
are especially useful when multiple variables are involved. Suppose A, Ȧ and Ä
are themselves polynomials in another variable y with respective degrees 2, 1 and
0, so that A −

Ȧ2
4Ä

becomes quadratic in y with positive leading coefficient. Then,

similar to g itself, the first integral in (3.38) becomes exp{−[B + y Ḃ + y 2 B̈]} with
coefficients B, Ḃ and B̈ > 0, yielding again a Gaussian function of y. Thus, working
out right hand sides above, one can express all three integrals as linear combinations
of y’s zeroth, first and second powers multiplied by Gaussian functions of y, so that
further integrating them with respect to y boils down to repeating the same moment
evaluation procedure 2 . We will make use of this recursive property when evaluating
nested integrals of Gaussian functions over multiple variables.
This corresponds to finding conditional moments from a Gaussian bivariate (X, Y ): If covariance
σXY is nonzero, E[X k |Y = y] is a degree k polynomial in y.
2
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3.5.4

Dynamic Programming Revisited

Recall that for the generic discrete case we introduced the probabilities κs and
λs in Section 3.2.4, which we could compute recursively for each node using dynamic
programming. For continuous variables, we can regard them as probability densities,
such that replacing sums by integrals Lemma 3.2.1 still holds. In the specific case of
NLVM-Gauss, we now make this lemma more explicit with closed form expressions
by exploiting properties of Gaussian variables.
It is easy to show that, for each non-terminal s ∈ H, probabilities κs and λs of
Equation (3.3) are also Gaussian functions of xs . Thus, we can write them as
 

κs (xtd(s) |xs ) = exp − Ks + xs K̇s + x2s K̈s

(3.41)

 

λs (xtc(s) , xs ) = exp − Ls + xs L̇s + x2s L̈s

(3.42)

with coefficients {Ks , K̇s , K̈s }, {Ls , L̇s , L̈s }, again labeled with dots according to the
power of xs they multiply. In facts, coefficients {Ks , K̇s } and {Ls , L̇s } will be respective functions of terminal variables xtd(s) and xtc(s) , but for simplicity, we omit this
relation in the notation here and below.
Now, the following proposition, which is equivalent to GaBP, states a continuous
extension of Lemma 3.2.1 for computing each of the coefficients {Ks , K̇s , K̈s } and
{Ls , L̇s , L̈s }.
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Lemma 3.5.3. For each parent to child edge (p, c) ∈ E, let

p

2

 log 2πσc2 + xc2 ,
if ch(c) = ∅;
2σc
Kpc =
q

2 2

 Kc + log 1 + 2σc2 K̈c − σc K̇2c , otherwise.
2+4σc K̈c



 − wc2xc , if ch(c) = ∅;
σc
K̇pc =


 wc K̇2 c , otherwise.
1+2σc K̈c


2

 wc2 ,
if ch(c) = ∅;
2σc
K̈pc =

2

 wc K̈2 c , otherwise.
1+2σ K̈
c

c

Then, for each non-terminal s ∈ H with ch(s) = {q, r}, sb(s) = {t} and pa(s) = {u}
(unless they are empty), coefficients {Ks , K̇s , K̈s }, {Ls , L̇s , L̈s } satisfy the following
recursions

Ks = Ksq + Ksr
K̇s = K̇sq + K̇sr
K̈s = K̈sq + K̈sr

p


 log 2πσs2 ,
Ls =
q


 Lu + Kut + log ws2 + 2σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut ) −



 0,
if pa(s) = ∅;
L̇s =


 2(L̇u +2 K̇ut )ws , otherwise.
w +2σ (L̈u +K̈ut )
 s s


 12 ,
if pa(s) = ∅;
2σs
L̈s =


 2 L̈u2+K̈ut
, otherwise.
w +2σ (L̈ +K̈ )
s

s

u

ut
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if pa(s) = ∅;
σs2 (L̇u +K̇ut )2
2
2ws +4σs2 (L̈u +K̈ut )

, otherwise.
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Proof. For each parent to child edge (p, c) ∈ E, let



 pc (xc |xp ),
if ch(c) = ∅;
Ipc =
R



κ (x
|x )p(xc |xp )dxc , otherwise.
R c td(c) c
In the first case, i.e. if child c is terminal, then Ipc becomes
1
p
exp
2πσc2



(xc − wc xp )2
−
2σc2




= exp

p
x2
w c xc
w2
− log 2πσc2 + c2 − xp 2 + x2p c2
2σc
σc
2σc




Otherwise, Ipc is given by


1
(xc − wc xp )2
dxc
exp{−[Kc + xc K̇c +
exp −
2σc2
2πσc2
R
 




Z
p
wc2 x2p
w
x
1
c
p
2
exp − Kc +
=
+ log 2πσc2 + xc K̇c − 2
+ xc K̈c + 2
dxc
2σc2
σc
2σc
R
2
s


K̇c − wσc x2 p
p
wc2 x2p
π
c
2
 − Kc −
exp
− log 2πσc
=
2σc2
K̈c + 2σ1 2
4 K̈c + 2σ1 2
c
c

 
q
2
2 2
w
K̇
w
K̈
σ
K̇
c
c
c
c
c
c
2
+ xp
+ xp
,
= exp − Kc + log 1 + 2σc2 K̈c −
2 + 4σc2 K̈c
1 + 2σc2 K̈c
1 + 2σc2 K̈c

Z

x2c K̈c ]} p

where the second equality follows by formula (3.38) and the third one is obtained
after collecting xp terms. Thus, both cases give Ipc = exp{−[Kpc + xp K̇pc + x2p K̈pc ]}
with {Kpc , K̇pc , K̈pc } as defined in the statement.
Then, since κs = Isq Isr by the κ-recursion of Lemma 3.2.1, we obtain Ks =
Ksq + Ksr , K̇s = K̇sq + K̇sr and K̈s = K̈sq + K̈sr as claimed.
If s is a root, λs becomes ps (xs ), which is given by
1
p
exp
2πσs2
which yields Ls = log

p



x2
− s2
2σs




= exp


− log

2πσs2 , L̇s = 0 and L̈s =
150

1
2σs2

p

x2
2πσs2 + s2
2σs

as claimed.
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Otherwise, by λ-recursion of Lemma 3.2.1, λs becomes
given above, i.e., it is either pt or

R

R

λu ps Iut dxu , (Iut is as

κt pt dxt depending on whether t is terminal),

which is then given by
Z
exp{−[Lu + xu L̇u +

1
exp
2πσs2

x2u L̈u ]} p

R



(xs − ws xu )2
−
2σs2



× exp{−[Kut + xu K̇ut + x2u K̈ut ]}dxu


 
Z
p
x2s
xs w s
2
=
exp − Lu + Kut + log 2πσs + 2 + xu L̇u + K̇ut − 2
2σs
σs
R


w2
+ x2u L̈u + K̈ut + s2
dxu
2σs
2
s


L̇u + K̇ut − xsσw2 s
p
π
x2s
s
2
exp
− Lu − Kut − log 2πσs − 2
=
ws2
ws2 
2σs
L̈u + K̈ut + 2σ
4 L̈u + K̈ut + 2σ
2
2
s
s
 
q
σs2 (L̇u + K̇ut )2
= exp − Lu + Kut + log ws2 + 2σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut ) −
2ws2 + 4σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut )

(L̇u + K̇ut )ws
L̈u + K̈ut
2
+ xs
+ xs
,
ws2 + 2σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut )
ws2 + 2σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut )
where again the second equality follows by formula (3.38) and the third one is obtained
after collecting xs terms. Then, the last expression yields
q
Ls = Lu + Kut + log ws2 + 2σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut ) −
L̇s =

(L̇u + K̇ut )ws
ws2 + 2σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut )

L̈s =

L̈u + K̈ut
ws2 + 2σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut )

σs2 (L̇u + K̇ut )2
2ws2 + 4σs2 (L̈u + K̈ut )

as claimed.
With probabilities κs and λs written explicitly, we can again designate some U
as a representative subset of V that contains one vertex per independent tree of G
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(e.g., U = {s ∈ V : pa(s) = ∅} can be the set of roots), and write the joint density of
observable variables XO in closed form by Equations (3.3) and (3.38):
π(xO |θ) =
=

YZ
s∈R

YZ
s∈R

=

R

exp{−[Ks + Ls + xs (K̇s + L̇s ) + x2s (K̈s + L̈s )]}dxs

R

Yr
s∈R

3.5.5

κs (xtd(s) |xs )λs (xtc(s) , xs )dxs

π
exp
K̈s + L̈s




(K̇s + L̇s )2
− Ks − Ls .
4(K̈s + L̈s )

(3.43)

Posteriors of Hidden variables

Similar to κs and λs written in closed form above, for each non-terminal s ∈ H,
the posterior probability of the corresponding hidden value xs given the terminal
observations xO , can be explicitly obtained with the network’s Markov property and
Bayes’ rule, as
P (xs |xO ; θ) = P (xs |xtd(s) , xtc(s) ; θ)
=R
=R
=

P (xtd(s) , xtc(s) , xs |θ)
P (xtd(s) , xtc(s) , ys |θ)dys
R

κs (xtd(s) |xs )λs (xtc(s) , xs )
κ (x
|y )λ (x , y )dys
R s td(s) s s tc(s) s

exp{−[Ks + Ls + xs (K̇s + L̇s ) + x2s (K̈s + L̈s )]}


q
(K̇s +L̇s )2
π
exp 4(K̈ +L̈ ) − Ks − Ls
K̈ +L̈
s

s

s

s

This is a Gaussian density in xs , since it is the product of two Gaussian functions
normalized by their integrals. Then using formulae (3.39) and (3.40), we can compute
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the first and second posterior moments of the hidden variable Xs by
Z
Ṁs =
R

xs P (xs |xO ; θ)dxs = −

K̇s + L̇s

2 K̈s + L̈s

2
K̇
+
L̇
1
s
s
+
M̈s =
x2s P (xs |xO ; θ)dxs =
2 ,
2 K̈s + L̈s
R
4 K̈s + L̈s

(3.44)

Z

(3.45)

which we introduce similarly, with as many dots as the order of the moment. Though
we omit them in the notation, the dependence on terminal variables (xtd(s) , xtc(s) ) is
obvious through quantities K̇s and L̇s .

3.5.6

EM for NLVM-Gauss

Using algebraic preliminaries for hidden posteriors from the previous section, we
(n)

can now give EM’s exact update rules. Given i.i.d. training data xO = {xs ; s ∈
O, n = 1, ..., N }, a fixed forest G = (V, E) ∈ F and known parameters θ as in (3.33),
as follows:
a single iteration of EM returns updated parameters θb for model MGauss
G
(i) For each root s

σ
bs2 =






1
N

P





1
N

P

(n) 2

n

xs

, if s ∈ O;

(n)
n M̈s ,

otherwise.

(ii) For each non-root s with pa(s) = {u} and sb(s) = {t}
w
bs = p
σ
bs2 =

Wus
2 + W2
Wus
ut

Sus + Sut
2N
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where for each parent to child edge (p, c) ∈ E


P
(n)

 n x(n)
if c ∈ O;
c Ṁp ,
Wpc =
(n)
(n)

P
2 (n)

 n wc M̈p −σc2K̇c Ṁp , otherwise.
1+2σ K̈
c

Spc =






P





P

(n) 2

xc

n

(n)
n M̈c

+

(n) 

+w
bc2 M̈p

(n) 
w
bc2 M̈p

(3.47)

c

− 2w
bc Wpc , if c ∈ O;

− 2w
bc Wpc ,

(3.48)

otherwise.

are evaluated with current parameters θ, using Lemma 3.5.3 and Equations
(3.44) and (3.45) (superscript (n) indicates that the corresponding term is a
(n)

function of the nth observation xO ).

3.5.6.1

Derivation of EM for NLVM-Gauss

Given an i.i.d. sample xO and current parameters θ, the constrained objective
function of EM is given by
X

e α, β|θ) =
Q(θ,

s,t∈V
pa(s)=pa(t)6=∅

+

XZ
n

R|H|

αst (w
es2 + w
et2 − 1) + βst (e
σs2 − σ
et2 )
(n)
(n)
e H
P (yH |xO ; θ) log P (xO , yH |θ)dy

with Lagrange multipliers (α, β) = αst , βst


s,t∈V :pa(s)=pa(t)6=∅

for the parametric con-

straints; and with complete data log-likelihood
e =−
log P (xO , xH |θ)

X
s∈V :
pa(s)=∅

log

p

2πe
σs2 +

X
p
x2s
(xs − w
es xu )2
2+
−
log
.
2πe
σ
s
2e
σs2
2e
σs2
(u,s)∈E
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written as a function of θe to be optimized. When taking Q’s derivatives below,
(n)

we will consider the missing data posterior P (yH |xO ; θ) to be further expanded to
R

(n)

R|O|

P (yO , yH |xO ; θ)dyO in order to arrive at common expressions for both terminal

and non-terminal variables.
(i) Differentiating Q with respect to σ
es2 we get
Z
∂Q
N
1 X
(n)
=− 2 + 4
ys2 P (ys |xO ; θ)dys
2
∂e
σs
2e
σs
2e
σs n R
which vanishes at
σ
bs2
(n)

If s is terminal then xs

Z
1 X
(n)
ys2 P (ys |xO )dys
=
N n R
(n) 2

is observed and the integral inside the sum reduces to xs
(n)

Otherwise, it is evaluated as M̈s

by equation (3.45), providing the result.

et2 , αst , βst } we get
(ii) Differentiating Q with respect to {w
es , w
et , σ
es2 , σ
X
∂Q
= 2αst w
es +
∂w
es
n

∂Q
∂e
σt2

R2

yu (ys − w
es yu )
(n)
P (ys , yu |xO ; θ)dys dyu
2
σ
es

yu (yt − w
et yu )
(n)
P (yt , yu |xO ; θ)dyt dyu
2
σ
es
R2
Z
N
1 X
(n)
= βst − 2 + 4
(ys − w
es yu )2 P (ys , yu |xO ; θ)dys dyu
2e
σs
2e
σs n R2
Z
N
1 X
(n)
= −βst − 2 + 4
(yt − w
et yu )2 P (yt , yu |xO ; θ)dyt dyu
2e
σt
2e
σt n R2

X
∂Q
= 2αst w
et +
∂w
et
n
∂Q
∂e
σs2

Z
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∂Q
=w
es2 + w
et2 − 1
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∂Q
=σ
es2 − σ
et2
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which together vanish for maximizer parameters

w
bs = p
w
bt = p

Vus
2 +V2
Vus
ut

Vut
2 +V2
Vus
ut

bt2 =
σ
bs2 = σ

Rus + Rut
2N

where for each parent to child edge (p, c) ∈ E
Vpc =

XZ
n

Rpc =

R2

XZ
n

R2

(n)

yc yp P (yc , yp |xO ; θ)dyc dyp
(n)

(yc − w
bc yp )2 P (yc , yp |xO )dyc dyp

To complete the proof, we are left with showing that Vpc and Rpc respectively equal
Wpc and Spc as given in the statement.
(n)

If child c is terminal, then xc is observed and the integral inside Vpc ’s sum reduces
to

(n)

R
R

(n)

xc yp P (yp |xO ; θ)dyp , such that, by Equation (3.44), we obtain
Vpc =

X

(n)
x(n)
= Wpc .
c Ṁp

n

Similarly, for terminal c, the integral inside Rpc ’s sum can be simplified to

(n)

R
R

(xc −

(n)

w
bc xp )2 P (xp |xO )dxp , such that by equations (3.44) and (3.45), we get
Rpc =

X
n

2
x(n)
c

+

w
bc2 M̈p(n)

−

(n)
2w
bc x(n)
c Ṁp


=

X
n
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On the other hand, if c is non-terminal, we first evaluate
R
Z
xc P (xtd(c) , xc |xp ; θ)dxc
xc P (xc |xp , xtd(c) ; θ)dxc = RR
P (xtd(c) , yc |xp ; θ)dyc
R
R
R
xc κc (xtd(c) |xc )pc (xc |xp )dxc
= RR
κ (x
|y )p (y |x )dyc
R c td(c) c c c p
 (xc −wc xp )2
R
1
2
√
dxc
exp
−
x
exp{−[K
+
x
K̇
+
x
K̈
]}
c
c
c
c
c
c
2σc2
R
2πσc2


=
R
(yc −wc xp )2
2 K̈ ]} √ 1
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−
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+
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+
y
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c
c
c
c
2σ 2
R
2
2πσc
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+
log
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x
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K
+
2πσ
c
c
c
c
c
2
2
2
c
c
2σc
σc
2σc
R
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2
2
wc xp
2πσc2 + yc K̇c − wσc x2 p + yc2 K̈c + 2σ1 2
dxc
exp − Kc + 2σ
2 + log
R


R

c

=

c

c

wc xp − σc2 K̇c
1 + 2σc2 K̈c

where last equality is obtained by formulae (3.38) and (3.39), and after canceling
common terms from numerator and denominator. Then, for non-terminal c, Vpc can
be written as
Vpc =

XZ Z
n

R

R

(n)
xc P (xc |xp , xtd(c) ; θ)dxc



(n)

xp P (xp |xO ; θ)dxp

(n)

wc xp − σc2 K̇c
(n)
xp P (xp |xO ; θ)dxp
=
2
1 + 2σc K̈c
R
n
R
R 2
(n)
2 (n)
X wc xp P (xp |x(n)
)dx
−
σ
K̇
x P (xp |xO )dxp
c
p
c
O
R p
R
=
1 + 2σc2 K̈c
n
XZ

=

X wc M̈p(n) − σ 2 K̇c(n) Ṁp(n)
c

n

1 + 2σc2 K̈c

= Wpc
where first equality uses the fact that P (xc , xp |xO ; θ) = P (xc |xp , xtd(c) ; θ)P (xp |xO ; θ),
second equality uses the previous result and fourth equality follows by Equations
(3.44) and (3.45).
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Similarly, for non-terminal c, we can write for Rpc
Rpc =

XZ
R2

n

=

XZ
R

n

− 2w
bc
=

(n)

X
n

bc xc xp )P (xc , xp |xO ; θ)dxc dxp
bc2 x2p − 2w
(x2c + w

(n)
x2c P (xc |xO ; θ)dxc

XZ Z
n

M̈c(n)

+

w
bc2

Z
R

(n)
xc P (xc |xp , xtd(c) ; θ)dxc

R

R

+

w
bc2 M̈p

(n)

x2p P (xp |xO ; θ)dxp

(n)
xp P (xp |xO )dxp


− 2w
bc Wpc

= Spc
where again third equality follows by Equations (3.44), (3.45) and the previous result
for Vpc .
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Applications of NLVM

4.1

Experiments with Handwritten Digits

Handwritten digit recognition is an immensely studied topic in OCR applications and pattern classification research. As an OCR problem it poses formidable
real world challenges demanding high accuracy and speed, for example, in automatic
postal mail sorting based on handwritten zip codes and managing hand-drawn bank
checks. Thanks to availability of well known data sets, including a competition sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the task of recognizing handwritten digits has attracted great attention from pattern classification
and machine learning communities. With attempts to benchmark the state-of-theart [21, 107], it has also become a standard application for validating newer methods
and comparing their generalization errors.
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As far as human performances and humans’ ease of learning are concerned, hand
written digit recognition still remains an unsolved problem in the machine learning
context, except in restricted situations, which require sophisticated preprocessing and
massive training with augmented examples to adequately capture possible geometric
transformations. The best reported rates seem to be achieved quite recently by San et
al. with a test error rate as low as 0.35%, which is assessed on the well known MNIST
data set using deep neural networks with elastic distortions, where the algorithm is
ran on GPUs to speed up the heavy learning phase [108].
Using our proposed NLVM family, we also experimented on the MNIST data,
which contains 60, 000 training images and 10, 000 test images, each with 28 × 28
resolution (see Figure 4.1 for sample images). Our experiments are devised to assess
performances in basically two important aspects, namely classification and synthesis,
the latter posing a distinction from the large body of previous work on learning digit-,
and in general, object categories.
It is important to mention here that our approach is entirely generative unlike the
vast majority of competing methods applied on MNIST data. For classification, we
compare the likelihoods under the learned probability models, instead of formulating
decision surfaces, as in other methods like decision trees, nearest neighbors, SVMs,
neural networks etc. In that regard, the latter group of discriminative techniques
can make a better use of a massive learning set like MNIST, but in the small sample
regime they usually tend to perform poorer than a model-based approach like ours.
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Figure 4.1: Some training examples from MNIST handwritten digit database.

Furthermore our methods can be used as a synthesis tool, as well. Thus, we can and
did simulate artificial instances from the trained models to visually assess how well
we can capture underlying probability distributions.
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For our digit classification experiments, we use NLVM-Bern models trained on
binary edge features. On the other hand, for synthesis, we consider models from
NLVM-Gauss, in which case discretized boundaries of digit shapes are used as observations. The reason why we utilize these two parametric families exclusively for
different tasks, and not for both classification and synthesis, is merely due to the
nature of their input features.
Binary edge features, namely indicators of image discontinuities, which we extract
and arrange according to their quantized orientations, comply with the state space
assumptions of NLVM-Bern, and they are known to be good discriminative cues for a
recognition task [107]. But those high dimensional feature vectors or their simulations
cannot be displayed as a visually plausible image. They rather form a bag of features. On the other hand, once registered to a common framework, discretized shape
boundaries, i.e., spatial coordinates of regularly sampled curve points, which can be
suitably described with models from NLVM-Gauss, allow a natural visual assessment
of learned densities through simulations. As we explain later, the registration process is done by a correspondence matching scheme that employs class-specific digit
templates, such that in each sample of a given class, the represented points have
the same spatial ordering. But then, registered inputs from different classes do not
share a common feature space and thus, their comparison and classification based on
likelihood ratios is no longer meaningful.
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4.1.1

Classifying Handwritten digits

We apply our methods to maximum likelihood classification of MNIST handwritten digits, where for each digit class, we learn models from NLVM-Bern induced over
binary image features of local intensity discontinuities.
We first apply a crude slant correction to raw images using spatial moments of the
foreground object. Then, we extract oriented edge features sensitive to 8 directions
on the image plane, which are quantized with angles A = {k × 45◦ : k = 0, ..., 7}. As
in [18], we use photometrically invariant edge detectors. For example, at pixel location
(u, v) of a given gray scale image I, we declare a horizontal edge with positive polarity
if

I(u, v) − I(u + 1, v) > max |I(u, v) − I(u − 1, v)|,
|I(u, v) − I(u, v − 1)|,
|I(u, v) − I(u, v + 1)|,
|I(u + 1, v) − I(u + 2, v)|,
|I(u + 1, v) − I(u + 1, v − 1)|,
|I(u + 1, v) − I(u + 1, v + 1)|
that is, once the intensity discrepancy in the right hand side is positive and larger
than the maximum of six absolute differences found with respect to other nearest
neighbors of (u, v) and (u + 1, v). Figure 4.2 illustrates this simple comparison on an
example image patch. Comparisons for other edge directions are analogous. For a
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better interpretation, edges detected in this way are shown on a synthetic image in
Figure 4.3
Again as in [18], we further introduce some geometric invariance, where we allow
the edges to “float” with some spatial tolerance δ around their detected positions
and perpendicular to their alignment (see Figure 4.2). In particular, we consider one
dimensional neighborhoods of length δ ∈ {1, 3, 5}, such that eventually, the feature
variable Xs = Xs(u,v,α,δ) becomes the binary indicator of observing an edge along the
direction α ∈ A and inside some perpendicular strip of length δ centered at pixel
location (u, v).

v

u

δ

Figure 4.2: The detector for an horizontal edge at pixel location (u, v) (black dot).
The detector responds positively, if the difference between pixels connected by the
thick segment is greater than the differences between pixels connected by thin segments. The rectangular strip of length δ centered at (u, v) is the tolerance region in
which the edge is allowed to “float”.

With 8 directional edge types and 3 possible spatial tolerances, resulting feature
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Figure 4.3: Results of directional edge detection. Input gray level image is in the
center. Detected edge locations are indicated in black in each of the surrounding
images, which are placed with respect to the center, in accordance with the direction
of discontinuity of the corresponding edge type.

vectors are 28 × 28 × 8 × 3 = 18, 816 dimensional extracted from each 28 × 28 image.
We reduce this large dimensionality and select for learning the D = 500 most relevant
features XO found with the conditional mutual information maximization (CMIM)
algorithm [109].
In our experiments with the complete training set from MNIST data, we prefer to
partition the ample amount of examples into subcategories, each exhibiting smaller
variations. In particular, for each digit class, we form K clusters of similar instances
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of XO using the standard K-means algorithm and estimate individual models from
NLVM-Bern, trained separately on those resulting subclasses. We observe that such
an attempt improves recognition accuracy thanks to a richer overall representation,
which is essentially a mixture of models from the proposed family. We heuristically
set K = 10, where thanks to biases we incorporate, the process of learning is still
robust with the reduced number N ≈ 600 of data points per cluster.
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Figure 4.4: Some randomly selected misclassified examples (true class/recognized
class).
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Eventually, for a test observation xO , our maximum likelihood classifier is given
by
f (xO ) = arg max{
k

K
X
l=1

βl π(xO |k, l)},

where π(·|k, l) ∈ MBern is the estimated joint distribution of XO that is learned over
training data for lth cluster of class k, and βl is the relative size of that cluster in class
k.
Trained on a total of 60, 000 digit examples, our method has achieved 1.25% error
rate on the test set, which contains 10, 000 samples. The confusion matrix is given
in Table 4.1. Note that our method is not particularly optimized, nor it is equipped
with specific prior knowledge concerning the digit world. Except for slant correction it does not involve any preprocessing, or data augmentation with perturbations.
Thus, it is reasonable to believe that there is still room for improvement, which can
be achieved, for instance, by boosting-like retraining or selecting additional discriminative features for ambiguous examples seen during training. Figure 4.4 shows some
randomly selected misclassified examples on the test set, whereas Table 4.2 compares
our result with various other approaches (methods are selected uniformly from the
range of reported error rates).
To demonstrate the small sample behavior, we also repeated our classification
experiments with reduced amounts of training examples. This time, we do not partition data into subclasses, that is learning and classification are done based on a single
model from NLVM-Bern per each digit class. In Figure 4.5, we give the error rates
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Table 4.1: Confusion matrix of handwritten digit classification on MNIST test set.
Each row gives the distribution of samples from the true class among recognized
classes indicated in columns.
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Table 4.2: Error rates of various methods on MNIST test data. Numbers are taken
from [110].

Method

Test Error Rate (%)

Reference

NLVM-Bern

1.25

this thesis

3 nearest neighbor

2.4

Lecun et al., 1998

SVM

1.6

Schölkopf, 1997

Tangent distance

1.1

Simard et. al, 1993

Boosted Decision Trees

1.53

Kegl et al. 2009

Convolutional Net LeNet4

1.1

LeCun et al., 1998

Convolutional Net LeNet5

0.8

LeCun et al., 1998

6-layer neural network

0.35

Ciresan et al., 2010
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Figure 4.5: Error rates of NLVM-Bern classifier on MNIST test set as a function of
training sample size. Learning and classification are done without subclass modeling.

on the test set as a function of training sample size. The smaller performances are
attributed to lack of subclass modeling, but the small sample behavior is particularly
noteworthy. Even with only 25 learning examples per class, the test error rate is
about 4.5%, which is comparable to the k-nearest neighbor classifier, or 2-layer neural networks with 300 hidden units when these are trained on the entire set of circa
6,000 images from each digit class [21].

4.1.2

Synthesizing Handwritten Digits

We further demonstrate the utility of our models in synthesizing artificial instances
from their learned density estimates. For this, we train models from NLVM-Gauss
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over continuous features, which are extracted from MNIST digit images, as regularly
sampled points on shape boundaries. Unlike the annotated edge indicators used for
the previous classification experiments, these features can be conveniently visualized
from simulations, but in order to be modeled accurately, they first need to be registered to a common framework. This means matching correspondences for points
from different samples on a representative template.

4.1.2.1

Registering Digit Shapes

Our approach is based on deformable template matching; it is rather heuristic
but very efficient and fast. Given a particular shape class (e.g., digit “5”), we first
obtain a coarse template, which is designated as the median intensity iso-contour on
the average image. Discretizing this template contour, we obtain uniformly sampled
2D points, which we later match to boundary points found similarly on each training
sample. Then, the horizontal and vertical image coordinates of registered curve points
will be our observed variables.
Since the number of points we use is on the order of hundreds, we prefer matching
them automatically rather than by hand. This is done by finding a transformation
between two 2D curves, represented as two point sets, say A and B. We consider
A as the collection of points on the template boundary, which is to be mapped onto
points B on the target sample. We assume that A and B are already coarsely aligned
and that their centroids coincide with each other.
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Let d(·, ·) denote the Euclidean distance between two points in R2 , and for each
point r in A or B, let nr be the unit normal vector directed into the interior of the
corresponding shape. Then, our registration procedure can be summarized as follows
• Correspondence Matching: For each point p ∈ A, we find from B a coarse
set of candidate matches, given by

Bp =

 

arg min d(p, r) ∪ q ∈ B : p = arg min d(q, r) ⊂ B
r∈B
np •nr ≥0

r∈A
nq •nr ≥0

which contains the nearest B-point to p, together with other B-points, if there
are any, for which p is the nearest A-point. We assume that there are no
ties while comparing distances, and impose non-negative dot products of curve
normals at p and at each q ∈ Bp , so that they lie on the same side of their
respective shapes.
Then, we let qp = arg maxq∈Bp d(p, q) be the unique coarse match for p in B,
again assuming no ties. The intuition behind designating qp as the maximizer
of Bp is depicted in Figure 4.6; it is to make the set {qp : p ∈ A} ⊂ B, namely
raw correspondences of A as uniform as possible in B, so that we can capture
large deformations as well.
• Deformation: We first compute the raw displacement vectors qp − p for all
p ∈ A, and then smooth them spatially. To be precise, for each p ∈ A we
compute a Gaussian weighted average vp of raw displacements of nearby Apoints. Finally, we do the update p ← p + vp for all points in A.
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p = arg minr {d(q',r): r in A, nq' ● nr ≥ 0}

p
q'
q

A

q = arg minr {d(p,r): r in B, np ● nr ≥ 0}

B

q' is a “better” coarse
match for p than q

d(p, q') > d(p,q)

Figure 4.6: Selecting a coarse match for p ∈ A from B.

We continue alternating between these two steps until maxp∈A maxq∈Bp d(p, q) is less
than some threshold.
Figure 4.7 shows our registration scheme by iterative deformation of the template
shape (blue curve), to an actual target sample (red curve), yielding our features as the
displaced boundary points of the deformed shape (black dots). Using 200 regularly
sampled curve points, our observed variables XO become 400 dimensional, where each
Xs , s ∈ O corresponds to one coordinate (horizontal or vertical).

4.1.2.2

Simulations

We train models from NLVM-Gauss on these features using only 100 randomly
selected images per digit class from MNIST database. Figure 4.8 shows the model
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smoothed displacements

iteration 5

iteration 1

matched correspondences

Figure 4.7: Deformable template registration for a sample “5” shape. Blue curves
are the template shapes, whereas red ones are target samples, which are identical in
all four plots (centroids are vis-a-vis shifted for better visualization). Black dots are
matched/deformed curve points with correspondence/displacement vectors shown in
gray lines. Left column: Matched correspondences. Right column: Deformations by
smoothed displacements. Top row: First iteration. Bottom row: Fifth iteration.
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Figure 4.8: Forest structure learned from NLVM-Gauss for shape class “5”. Colored
dots stand for terminal observable variables, i.e. horizontal (red) and vertical (blue)
coordinates of boundary points, regulated by the hierarchy of non-terminal hidden
variables shown in black dots.

structure learned for class “5”. To assess how well we can estimate shape densities,
we generate random instances, as shown in Figure 4.9, by top-down Monte Carlo
simulating each learned model.
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Figure 4.9: Some artificial samples generated from learned shape densities. Simulation
is done with top-down Monte Carlo sampling the models, after training each of them
on 100 actual data instances. Curves are smoothed after simulation for removing
small random artifacts.

4.1.2.3

Captured Variations in the Digit Space

To better interpret learned dependencies, we examine the expected shapes for
ranging values of corresponding latent root variables. Given a hidden root Xu = xu
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Figure 4.10: Captured variations within the digit class “5”: Expected shapes conditional to ranging values of hidden root variables that regulate the six largest tree
components of the model learned from NLVM-Gauss. Training is done over 100 actual
samples. Each of the six plots corresponds to variations under a distinct tree component, i.e., a distinct hidden root, which hierarchically encodes a different dependency
“mode” of the learned density. Black curves are the mean shape (identical in each
sub-figure), superposed with blue and red curves, respectively evaluated with +3σu
and −3σu deviates of the corresponding hidden root variable Xu . Since each such Xu
acts locally rather than globally, curves are further smoothed to crease out induced
discontinuities between values E[Xs |Xu = ±3σu ] and E[Xt |Xu = ±3σu ] = E[Xt ] at
spatially adjacent landmarks s ∈ td(u) and t ∈
/ td(u).
and learned weights as in (3.33), the expected value of a terminal descendant Xs ,
s ∈ td(u) is easily found by linear Gaussian assumption, as
E[Xs |Xu = xu ] = xu
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namely, by multiplying with xu , the weight parameters along the unique lineage from
u to s, which contains ancestors an(s) of s.
Playing with values xu , we can achieve a visual interpretation of discovered dependencies amongst terminal descendants Xtd(u) . Figure 4.10 shows expected shapes,
which are found in this way from the learned MLVM-Gauss model for digit class “5”.
Sub-figures respectively correspond to six largest isolated tree components of the
learned forest. Each of the six plots illustrates the variation of observable features
conditional to a distinct root variable Xu . Superposed with the mean shape shown in
black, blue and red curves respectively depict E[XO |Xu = 3σs ] and E[XO |Xu = −3σs ]
evaluated by (4.3) for ±3σu deviates of Xu (Note that Xu is constrained to have zero
mean).

4.1.2.4

Low-Dimensional Reconstruction

We can further exploit the linear Gaussian interactions in NLVM-Gauss to demonstrate the coarse-to-fine nature of proposed hierarchical representation. Given a realization of observed features, we can infer the most likely configuration of hidden
variables, evaluated efficiently as posterior means from (3.44). Then, given these
predicted hidden values, which have a reduced dimensionality, we can compute the
conditional expectation of observations as in (4.3), yielding their “reconstruction”.
Repeating this for inferred latent regulators of different hierarchical ranks, we can
compare reconstructions to the original observed sample, and give a further visual
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assessment on the scale and order of learned dependencies.

Figure 4.11: An example forest G = (V, E) ∈ F, where Vr ⊂ V for r = 2 is shown as
the set of black nodes.

In particular, given forest G = (V, E) ∈ F and an observed realization xO at
terminal nodes, let

x
bs (xO ) = E[Xs |xO ] =




 xs ,

if s ∈ O;

(4.2)



 Ṁs (xO ), otherwise.

denote the value of variable Xs inferred from observations. Also, let
Vr = {s ∈ V : rk(s) = r} ∪ {s ∈ V : rk(s) < r, pa(s) = ∅}
be the disjoint union of nodes of rank r, and roots with ranks that are less than r.
See Figure 4.11, where Vr is shown on an example forest. The second set in the union
above is to incorporate relatively smaller trees in G, so that terminal descendants of
Vr entirely cover the set O of leaves. Each terminal s ∈ O has a unique ancestor in Vr ,
which we denote by anr (s). If r = 0, then XVr is simply the set of observed variables
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XO , which are all zero ranked. With r > 0, the collection XVr has fewer members
than XO and contains hidden variables that encode dependencies of order r (or less,
if their trees are too small to contain any rank r node) as well as observed variables
that are independent. Thus, one can interpret x
bVr (xO ) as xO ’s “projection to some
reduced space”, which is found by hierarchical discovery of dependencies.
r = 7, |V r | = 14

r = 6, |V r | = 16

r = 5, |V r | = 23

r = 4, |V r | = 37

r = 3, |V r | = 61

r = 2, |V r | = 99

r = 1, |V r | = 169

r = 0, |V r | = 400

Figure 4.12: Rank r reconstructions of a 400 dimensional actual sample from class “5”.
Black and blue curves are the respective actual and reconstructed shapes, superposed
for comparison. From top-left to bottom-right, rank r decreases from 7 to 0. |Vr | is the
dimension of representation, i.e., the number of components used for reconstruction.

Finally, as in (4.3), we can evaluate
b
x
bs (xO , r) = E[Xs |b
xVr (xO )] = x
banr (s)
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from quantities in (4.2) and weight parameters learned along the unique lineage from
b
Vr to s. We call x
bO (xO , r) “the rank r reconstruction” of xO . Figure 4.12 shows
an example how a “5” shape is reconstructed with various r using |Vr | < D = |O|
variables. For example, when r = 7, the hidden variables, which regulate up to
27 = 128 observable features, are first deduced with bottom-up inference and then used
to obtain the reconstruction with top-down reasoning. In this way, the original sample
can be approximated using fewer dimensions. Note that even fewer dimensional
representations would be possible by relaxing the criteria for model selection and
balance condition, and allowing fusions of larger sets of dependent variables.
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4.2

Experiments with Cancer Profiles

With the application of high-troughput technologies to clinical studies, cancer
prediction from microarray data has become an extensively studied statistical problem. Various well known machine learning methods have been reported to accurately
detect patterns in gene expression profiles as indicators of a particular cancer or its
subtypes. Examples include decision trees (DT), naı̈ve Bayes (NB), k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), support vector machines (SVM), and prediction analysis of microarrays
(PAM) based on shrunken centroids [111]. More recently, methods based on relative
expression comparisons among few selected genes have also led to viable classifiers like
top-scoring pairs (TSP) [27] and its multi-pair extension (k-TSP) proposed in [112],
which provides a comprehensive comparative assessment of the previous techniques
as well.
To demonstrate the merits of our proposed NLVM family, we apply our method to
cancer profile classification, and compare our preliminary results with the aforementioned state-of-the-art. We use ten data sets summarized in 4.3, which all contain
two classes, with labels given as either “tumor” (T) versus “normal” (N), or two certain subcategories of the disease, for example, “Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL)”
versus “Acute Myelogenous Leukemia (AML)”. Again, observations are microarray
expression levels from thousands of genes, whereas sample sizes are typically less than
few hundreds.
We evaluate our method’s performance with leave one out cross validation (LOOCV).
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Table 4.3: Cancer data sets used for evaluating classification performance of the
proposed method

Data set

Platform

Number of Genes

Number of Samples

Reference

Colon

cDNA

2000

40(T) vs. 22(N)

[113]

Leukemia

Affy

7129

47(ALL) vs. 25(AML)

[114]

CNS

Affy

7129

25(C) vs. 9(D)

[12]

DLBCL

Affy

7129

58(D) vs. 19(F)

[115]

Lung

Affy

12533

31(M) vs. 150(A)

[116]

Prostate1

Affy

12600

52(T) vs. 50(N)

[117]

Prostate2

Affy

12625

38(T) vs. 50(N)

[118]

Prostate3

Affy

12626

24(T) vs. 9(N)

[119]

GCM

Affy

16063

190(C) vs. 90(N)

[120]

BRCA1

Affy

1658

25(M) vs. 93(N)

[121, 122]
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In each validation loop, we first select a small set O of top ten marker genes to be used
for both modeling and classification. This is done to alleviate the combinatorial burden of learning, but more importantly to cast our results comparable to interpretable
methods like TSP, k-TSP and DT, which typically use 2 to 18 genes for classification.
Based on samples seen, we perform this selection with Wilcoxon rank sum test, which
is a typical filtering method for identifying differentially expressed genes [123, 124].
Then, we estimate for each of the two sub-populations, a model from NLVM-Gauss
trained over the expression levels XO . Eventually, our maximum likelihood classifier
returns the phenotype, for which the corresponding model attains greater likelihood
on the expression levels xO of the left out test sample.
Table 4.4 summarizes our classification results compared to other methods. The
accuracy is computed as the sum of true positives and true negatives divided by
the number of samples in the corresponding data set. Note that all of the other
approaches are discriminative and when there is a gene selection involved (as in
TSP, k-TSP, DT, PAM), these methods do it simultaneously while optimizing their
decision rules, whereas our approach is generative and filtering is done independent
of the learning phase. In that sense, picking the top 10 differentially expressed genes
may arguably be less than optimal in our case.
As the results suggest, NLVM-Gauss classifier trained on 10 most differentially
expressed genes is among the best performing methods TSP, k-TSP, SVM and PAM.
Excluded from Table 4.4, we also experimented with another combined breast cancer
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data set [121, 122], containing ‘BRCA1 mutation (M)” versus “BRCA1 normal (N)”
profiles related to BRCA1 gene. We obtain 83% accuracy, whereas TSP and its triplet
extension TST have been reported to perform with respective rates 66% and 77%,
[124], where all three classifiers are restricted to operate on the top ten differentially
expressed genes.
Figure 4.13 shows further results of the NLVM-Gauss classifier. This time accuracies are evaluated with 10-fold cross validation and given as a function of the number
D of the top most differentially expressed genes that are used for modeling. Again,
the gene selection is performed with Wilcoxon rank sum test repeatedly inside each
validation loop. As can be seen from the plots, there are various trends for different
data sets. For leukemia data [114], the rates slightly increase, while for CNS [12],
prostate-1 [117] and prostate-2 [119] data sets, there is about 5 to 10% decrease in
the accuracy as D is varied from 10 to 320. But note that CNS and prostate-3 data
contain very few training samples (34 and 33, respectively), thus, this drop in rates
corresponds to only one or two additionally misclassified test examples. For the rest
of the experiments performances remain more or less steady, suggesting that cancer
detection, or cancer type prediction can be robustly achieved with as few as 10 marker
genes, which is also demonstrated with our LOOCV results in Table 4.4.
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73.61

100.00

84.72

98.61

97.22

DT

NB

k-NN

SVM

PAM

93.80

TSP

95.83

95.83

NLVM-Gauss(10)

k-TSP

Leukemia

Method

186
82.35

82.35

76.47

82.35

67.65

97.10

77.90

76.47

CNS

85.71

97.40

84.42

80.52

80.52

97.40

98.10

90.91

DLBCL

85.48

82.26

74.19

58.06

80.65

90.30

91.10

90.32

Colon

91.18

91.18

76.47

62.75

87.25

91.18

95.10

95.10

Prostate1

79.55

76.14

69.32

73.86

64.77

75.00

67.60

81.82

Prostate2

100.00

100.00

87.88

90.91

84.85

97.00

97.00

96.97

Prostate3

99.45

99.45

98.34

97.79

96.13

98.90

98.30

98.90

Lung

79.29

93.21

82.86

84.29

77.86

85.40

75.40

82.50

GCM

88.91

91.18

81.63

81.17

79.25

92.01

88.26

89.87

Average

Table 4.4: LOOCV accuracy (%) of classifiers for binary class expression data sets. Best prediction rate for each data
set is highlighted in a frame. Our maximum likelihood classifier NLVM-Gauss(10) is trained over 10 most differentially
expressed genes, which are repeatedly selected in each CV loop using Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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Figure 4.13: 10-fold CV accuracies with NLVM-Gauss as a function of number D of the top most differentially expressed
genes used in modeling.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusion

5.1

Model for Cell Signaling

Cell signaling processes play a central role in the etiology of many diseases, and
signaling proteins provide a logical target for therapeutic intervention with numerous
treatments under development [76]. Although the hopes for targeted therapy are high,
the approach is limited to disrupting a single signaling protein. On the other hand,
studies in glioblastoma multiforme have demonstrated that each individual tumor has
a different set of aberrant signaling proteins [125, 126], making it essential to identify
in each patient which proteins need to be targeted for treatment.
The logical method to identify an aberrant signaling protein is to look for changes
in protein post-translational modifications, since most signal propagation takes the
form of phosphorylation changes in proteins or cleavage events changing protein lo-
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calization and structure. However, these measurements are presently very limited in
vivo. An alternative approach is to use the mature microarray technology targeted at
mRNA transcripts, since transcriptional changes resulting from activation or suppression of transcriptional regulators are primary endpoints for many signaling processes.
Microarray data coupled with reasonable models of signaling networks provide a potential avenue for identification of individual signaling protein abnormalities.
We laid out a comprehensive statistical model for cell signaling that aims to recover patient dependent protein activities from microarray data of their transcriptional endpoints. Given this task, the prior information was indispensable due to
greatly increased difficulties posed by small training samples, measurement noise and
large proportion of hidden components to be inferred. Consequently, we considered
a documented core signaling diagram (Figure 2.1) that is particular to our breast
cancer study and available expression data.
Our model has two important realistic aspects. First, it accounts for biological
heterogeneity, that is, cell-to-cell differences within the experimented tissue, and second it has a multi-level approach to elaborate the overall generative process starting
from hidden phenotypes to final log-expressions with different statistical constructions
in the cell, tissue, population and measurement levels. In particular, we considered
a latent variable Bayesian network for each individual cell, taking the core wiring
diagram as the underlying directed acyclic graph. Then, we modeled the microarray
measurements as noisy logarithms of the total amount of RNA extracted from the
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tissue. Relating those to the single cell abundances averaged over a large ensemble of
cells, and using the law of large numbers, we were able to represent them as conditional expectations given patient specific phenotypes, where this expectation is taken
with respect to the Bayesian network formulation defined for a single cell. Finally, we
took the activation rates of signal initiators, namely cell receptors, as random phenotypic variables that are modeled at the population level and give rise to observations
through this entire process. Learning from available microarray data can be robustly
achieved using the SAEM algorithm, supporting rigorous statistical inference.
The RAS-RAF network we analyzed has 78 components where 40 of them (cell
receptors, internal signaling proteins and transcription factors) are hidden and the
remaining 38 represent single cell abundances of the transcripts that are indirectly
observed as final log-expressions. For computational purposes, we constructed the
corresponding cell level Bayesian network via parameter-free, linear and generic transition probabilities as given in Equation (2.2), which are used in a majority of our
experiments. It may be argued that these linear transitions oversimplify the underlying chemical processes, but still, the overall model allows the user to incorporate
his/her expert knowledge and to explain signaling dynamics with more complex, nonlinear choices. In that regard, we believe there is still room to improve the predictive
accuracy of the method. In fact, without sacrificing efficiency, we assumed another
linear formulation (2.24), which favors the known dominance of inhibition over activation at crossing pathways. Similarly, we discussed a nonlinear version as laid out
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in Table 2.4. Both extensions maintain a limited complexity via parameter sharing
and both demonstrated better prediction performances. Further alternatives can be
explored as well; for instance, one can differentiate interactions at the signaling level
from those at the level of transcription; or enrich the representation by introducing
extra parameters that can be validated as more protein data becomes available.
We demonstrated model identifiability, reproducibility through simulations and
robustness under biologically meaningful revisions of topology. Using two real patient
data sets, one with complete ERα ground truths, the other with complete ground
truths for both ERα and EGFR, we validated our method’s ability to recover receptor
status in a breast cancer study. As signaling plays a central role in the etiology of many
diseases, identification of the aberrant proteins driving signaling errors will provide
information for personalized therapeutic intervention. It is expected that this will
improve patient prognosis and reduce undesirable side-effects during treatment.
As a future work, we wish to broaden the scope of learning for possible internal celllevel parameters as they may be involved in more general formulations for the signal
transition function φv (2.2). One possibility is to alternate between SAEM, which is
used for learning population and measurement parameters, with another hill-climbing
procedure to estimate shared parameters of the cell level Bayesian network.
Another prospective important goal of our research is to be able to learn more
complex topologies by growing them from prior core diagrams, such as the one in
Figure 2.1. To do that, we can sequentially propose new non-terminal hidden nodes
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at the cell level, append them to the current network and validate them with gains in
data likelihood. Incorporating additional genes that were not present in the original
core diagram but available in the expression data, we can identify such new hidden
nodes by comparing their conjectured cliques against public domain protein-protein
interaction databases.

5.2

Model Family for Discovery of Dependencies

For situations where prior knowledge is insufficient to circumscribe the difficulties, we argued for introducing carefully chosen biases to manage susceptibility to
high variance, namely to avoid over-fitting scarcely available data, while still being
able to recover complex variable interactions that may exist. We entertained this
idea in a generative approach by formulating a nested family of hierarchical latent
variable graphical models, denoted NLVM, which are forest structured probability
distributions with observable variables represented at the terminal nodes.
We explored two particular parametric cases, one for binary variables with local
dependencies given as Bernoulli conditionals, and the other formulated for real valued variables, with linear Gaussian interactions. For both choices, we established
parametric identifiability, laid out a belief propagation based dynamic programming
approach for exact inference, and provided details of the EM algorithm for maximum
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likelihood estimation of model parameters.
Exploiting the nesting property, we formulated a structure learning algorithm that
sequentially discovers dependencies and fuses corresponding substructures to a joint
representation. In particular, this corresponds to a local search within the proposed
family, where at each step the appropriate move among candidate merges is selected
based on its BIC score. This criterion directly considers the achieved gain in data
likelihood at the leaves, but with a penalty term, which not only incorporates the
additional constant complexity but also the sample size, so that the algorithm can
adapt itself when more data are available.
We entertained our generative models with applications which can assess its validity directly. Using binary edge features annotated with polarity and orientation,
we applied our Bernoulli family NLVM-Bern to maximum likelihood classification of
handwritten digit images from the extensively studied MNIST data set. Our classification rate is close to the state-of-the-art. It is worth noting that all of the methods
reported to perform superiorly to ours, are discriminative and specifically adjusted
for to the task at hand, whereas our approach is entirely generative and has a general
construction without incorporating particular knowledge about the digit world. In
order to demonstrate the generative property, we also did experiments on density
estimation of digit shapes, this time using their discretized shape contours as realvalued features represented with our Gaussian family NLVM-Gauss. We generated
artificial shapes from the learned densities, and, as can be seen from our results, our
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simulations are very plausible even when training is done over a limited number of
actual examples. Similarly, we also demonstrated how dependencies are encoded by
visualizing variations of the jointly represented components in the feature space.
We applied NLVM-Gauss to maximum likelihood classification as well. We experimented with phenotype prediction, such as detecting “cancer” vs. “normal” or different subtypes of a specific cancer, using microarray gene expression data from corresponding clinical studies. Our LOOCV experiments demonstrated performances comparable to the state-of-the-art, which again involves only discriminative approaches
unlike our method.
Motivated by our method’s potential in the applications discussed so far, we intend to extend our research to various other directions involving more challenging
tasks, both in vision and biology. In vision, for example, we plan to investigate the
possibility of performing recognition for a large number of object categories in cluttered scenes. In this context, it seems unreasonable to learn a completely different
model for each category, since it is clear that distinct object classes share features or
even larger parts (e.g., dogs and cats, cars and bikes), as indicated in [28, 29]. Thus,
we wish to train “reusable models” for such shared semantic tokens, probably even
from an automatically generated alphabet, and then combine them to attain higher
level structures.
We also wish to explore the potential of our generative models in other biological
applications such as gene clustering, and recovering gene regulatory networks. For
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such tasks, once the latent variable forest structure is estimated, the lengths of the
undirected paths between the terminal gene expression variables, parameters learned
along them, as well as the hierarchical arrangement of these paths, can be used
collectively to estimate the strengths of co-regulation and to formulate hypotheses on
causality.
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